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Abstract 

Pre,chool educators and parents in the West commonly express the hope that young 

children hecome independent, creative individuals, In contrast, Japanese preschools work to 

achieve a harmonious group of children whose views and hehaviour are mirrored by those 

of their peers. Studies point to classes as large as forty as an effective way of introducing 

children to "'life in the group"' (s/111du11 seikutrn), and to Japanese social values that will 

become essential as young...,;ters move into adulthood. While numerous ethnog:raphies have 

been written concerning preschools in urban Honshu, how docs this representation echo or 

differ from the conlcmrorary experience of children, teachers and parents in rural Eastern 

1-lokkaido·' Thi.s remote area or Japan is currently facing economic decline. a dropping 

birthrate and depnpulation which has resulted in preschool classrooms with as few as two 

or tllrce children. Based on participatio11-ohscrvation fieldwork at five diverse preschools, 

this study ,ceks lo map the relcva11c·c of s/11,dw1 s~ikut.111 ideology to Hokkaido educators. 

and 10 identify how demographic prcs..;ures arc changing classroom dynamic·:-.. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

On ew Years Eve 1999, while people around the world welcomed in the new 

millennium with champagne and fireworks, my husband and I were desperately trying to 

calm our howling newborn son in a tiny fl at in a northern Japanese town . It was mid-winter 

in Japan, and in Hokkaido, where we li ved, the snow was relentless ly piling up outside in 

enormous dri fts. We had arri ved in Hokkaido sixteen months earlier, hav ing been empl oyed 

under a Japanese government scheme to teach En gli sh and "intern ati onali zati on" to local 

school students. 

Ori ginall y, we had been posted to di ffe rent towns, my husband to a large eastern 

city, and myse lf to a tiny fis hing vill age on the edge of a national park , where I was the 

onl y fo reigner (gaikokujin) in town. Despite speakin g no Japanese when we arri ved, the 

iso lati on of our situat ions had proved a great incentive fo r us to learn the language as 

quick ly as poss ible. We were eventually relocated together to a ski town close to the 

prefectural capital, Sapporo. While we had grown accustomed to the culture, food and even 

the sub-zero climate of Hokkaido, our greatest chall enge was to yet come when I became 

pregnant in early 1999. Although we could now speak Japanese, trying to decipher the 

complicated /..:onji to find the obstetrics department, undergoing constant ultrasounds and 

weight checks accordant with typical Japanese ante-nata l practices, and dea ling with adv ice 

on what seemed to be endless superstitions surround ing pregnancy was bewi ldering. My 

son was born on the shortest day of the year, after a 43 hour labour, during which my 

husband was encouraged to get some rest before the long drive home over the icy mountain 

pass. 

Even before my baby's birth, my husband and I had begun investigating childcare 

as we were well-aware that my contract required that I return to work when my eight week 

post-nata l leave expired. 1 Although we had not predicted too much difficulty in finding 

su itable care (after all Japan is a developed , wealthy country, we reasoned), we had drawn a 

blank by the time my son arrived. The locally funded day-cares (lwikuen) on ly accepted 

1 In my case. the amount of ante and post-nata l leave l was entitled to was specific to the job contract l had 
signed as a foreign national working in Japan. Legally. Japanese men and women are entitled to one year's 
parental leave although no t all those eligible take the leave due to work and soc ial pressures (Roberts 
2002 :70). 



children who had turned one year old by the start of the new school year in April , likewise 

kindergarten (yochien) were fo r children aged from three years upwards. According to our 

fr iends, there were no nann y or babysitting services avail able in the town, and mothers of 

young children who worked usuall y enli sted the help of ex tended fa mil y members. With all 

our family li ving on the other side of the worl d, thi s was not an opti on and we began to fee l 

increasingly anxious about the whole situati on. We also had the di stinct impression that 

several people di sapproved of our search fo r childcare fo r such a young baby. We were also 

uneasy about it , prec isely fo r the reason that our son was so tin y, but also we wondered 

how childcare practi ces in Japan would correspond with our own views. 

Even tuall y, my husband was taken aside by one of hi s workmates, Takada san, who 

admitted that he knew of someone who mi ght look after our son, but we wo uld need to 

meet her and be interv iewed. He also explained that thi s hobosan (caregiver) was 

unregistered and ran the day-care centre fro m her home, but that he was sati sfied with the 

level of care having placed hi s o,vn children there from time to time. The nex t day, Ohashi 

san greeted us in the foye r of her home. a modern , spacious house by Hokkaido standards. 

With the help of Takacl a san. who also happened to be an Engli sh teacher. we expl ained our 

di lemma. Ohashi san listened quietl y, and then ex pl ained her fees , hours, and the chi ld

rearing philosophies she advocated as evidenced by her bookshelf packed with tex ts by 

promi nent Japanese and Western paediatri cians. Whi le I was keen to continue 

breastfeed ing, and had establi shed a routine to this end , Ohashi san di smi ssed such 

·schedu ling' as detrimental to baby's we ll -being, instead advocating clays packed with 

piano songs, traditional Japanese food. co mmunal naptime and plent y of opportuniti es to 

interact with the other children in the small lounge area assigned as day-care space . She 

also instructed that we should drop off and pick up our son at the same time every cl ay, 

even if we fin ished earl y, to avoid upsettin g the harmony of the group of two to six 

preschoolers in her daily care. Regardless of whether the child was away or sick, the charge 

for thi s service was to be ¥ 55 ,000 per month which was a little over Z$ I ,OOO at the time. 

We managed to come to an agreement over the breastfeeding issue, as I took 

advantage of Japanese legislation which allowed mothers two 30 minute breastfeed ing 

breaks per day, plus my lunch break. to dri ve over snowy roads to breastfeed my baby 

several times a cl ay. Ohas hi san had dec lared my son would never accept th is practi ce, but 
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she only occasionall y had to heat breast milk fo r him whi ch had been froze n as a back-up. 

We also rejected the noti on that our chi Id should stay at day-care if we were at home, and 

despite continuing to pay full fees, we graduall y began picking him up whenever we could, 

as we ll as not sending him durin g the long school vacation peri ods. Although Ohashi san 

was fi rm but fa ir, and provided nu tri tious meals, toys, crayons and musical instruments, the 

space seemed incredibl y small fo r a group of young children, e peciall y during the long 

win ters when everyone was confi ned inside. Pri vately, we di sagreed with Ohashi san' s 

view that soc iali sation was so important fo r our baby. Publi cly, we subverted her authority, 

by li miting our son's time in day-care in favour of spendi ng as much time as we could wi th 

him . Overa ll though, we were relieved to have found a satisfactory soluti on to our search 

fo r day-care, and sad to say goodbye to Ohashi san when we returned to New Zealand in 

mid 200 1. 

Before leaving we had agreed to new jobs in Eastern Hokkaido, and by March 2002, 

we were bac k in Japan and li ving in a small inl and town. We now had two sons; our eldest 

was two years old whil e our second had been born eight weeks earli er in ew Zealand. We 

had arri ved at the end of the Hokkaido winter. and within two weeks, both chil dren had 

contracted influenza. While our e ldest was correctly diagnosed and give n an antidote, our 

newborn became very ill and was hospitalized in the city. fo rty minutes dri ve fro m our 

town where there were no medical fac ilities. We once again needed urgent day-care for my 

older son, so I could be with my baby in hospital and my husband could begin hi s new job. 

The Board of Ed ucation managed to direc t us to a publi c day-care on the edge of tow n 

where my son could be cared for. Th is marked the beginning of another round of Japanese 

preschoo l experi ences, as my oldes t remained at thi s day-care until he transferred to the 

local pri vate kindergarten at fo ur years old. Meanwhile my second son began at a pri vate 

day-care centre in the city (which accommodated babies) whil e I did part-time work, 

transferring to the same local public day-care as my older child when he turned two, then 

spending hi s fin al months at a Japanese pri vate kindergarten with hi s brother. In Jul y 2004, 

I gave birth to my third son, who also attended pri vate day-care whi le I worked part-time 

teaching Engli sh at kindergartens. 

Like anthropologists Ben-Ari ( 1997a), Benjamin ( 1997), Lewis ( 1995) and Hendry 

( 1986a) before me thi s study was sparked by observ ing the lives of my own three children 
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as they negotiated Japanese preschool. For me, the experience of being both mother and 

ethnographer was at once frustrating and illuminating, yet above all, it clarified for me the 

centrality of culture to early childhood education practices, and solidified my desire to 

study this subject in more depth. Once I began to review the literature surrounding 

childhood in Japan and the institutions of early childhood education, I found there had been 

numerous studies carried out which dealt with issues such as mother-child relationships 

(Caudill and Weinstein 1969, Caudill and Plath 1986, Chen and Miyake 1986, Lanham and 

Garrick 1996), the Japanese preschool as a state institution (Rohlen 1989, Ben-Ari 2002), 

the preschool as a site of childhood socialisation (Lewis 1995, Tobin, Wu and Davidson 

1989, Peak 1989, Sano 1989. Hendry 1986b) and for the socialisation of mothers (Fujita 

1989, Allison 1991 ). 

Other scholars delved into issues such as cooperation (Kotloff 1998, l 993 ), body 

projects (Ben-Ari 1997a), curriculum (Peach 1994 ), organisational frameworks (Bcn-Ari 

1997b) and academic Stevenson and Lee 1990) while the 

of De Coker ( 1990) and Hol 

up in almost all di of Japanese preschools. was 

children which translates literal as .. life in the 
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homogeneous (Peak 1989; Ben-Ari 2002). While study of the indigenous Ainu] has long 

been a favourite with Japanese and foreign anthropologists alike (Ben-Ari & Van Brennan 

2005, Eades 2005:82), there appears to be a lac k of ethnographi c research published in 

Engli sh which focuses on issues within the context of contemporary Hokkaido . .i More 

specifically, I have been unable to locate any ethnographies solely focused on preschools 

which have been carried out in the prefecture. 5 Thi s confirmed for me that the neglected 

study of preschools in Hokkaido warranted schol ar ly attention , and I hypothesized that I 

might find points of difference to the Kanto studies, due to Hokkaido 's rural outlook, 

economic stru gg les and plummeting birth rates. Located hundreds of miles north of Tokyo, 

Hokkaido' s sub-arctic climate and geographi cal iso lation marks it as di stinct from mainland 

Japan, and it is also the onl y region (apart from Okinawa) to have experienced colonisation 

of it 's indi genous people fo llowing the Meiji Restoration in 1868.6 

These days, the island is more likely to be invaded by domestic tourists who have 

been lured to Hokkaido by travel brochures boasting glossy photos of snow-capped 

mountains , rugged coastlines and vast field s sprinkled with wi ldflowers. For many of these 

visitors , their time is spen t in anonymous hotel complexes where they are protected from 

the sub-zero temperatures by sophi sticated heat ing systems, their days punctuated by 

numerous soaks in the vo lcanic hot springs . Most don·t linger long enough to look beyond 

the utopian image of Hokkaido, and perhaps they don ·t wish to. 

While Hokkaido is certainl y blessed with an abundance of picture-perfect cenes of 

nature, the current economic reality fac ed by rural Hokkaido residents is far from idylli c. 

According to data col lected in 2004, the populati on of Hokkaido stands at 5.644,000 

1 
The number o r Ainu in Hokkaido is presumed to be abo ut 2-1.000 (Murphy-Shige matsu 1993). but could be 

as high as 300.000 as estimated by Ainu themselves. Offici al statisti cs arc based on free cho ice. and man y 
Ainu refu se to reg ister in protest at the way the Go\'ernmcnt dea ls with their situation (Sjobe rg 1993: 152). Fo r 
an overview o f the numerous studi es concernin g A inu in Hokk a ido. see Chamberlain ( 1887) , Landor ( 1893). 
Morse ( 1936). Hilger ( I 967a. I 967 b). Peng and Ge iser ( 1977). Hammel ( 1988). Sjoberg ( 1993). Niessen 
( 1994. 1996). Howe ll ( 199-1 ). Siddle ( 1995a. 1995b. 1999a. 1999b). Fit zhugh & Dubreuil ( 1999). Hi wasaki 
(2000) and Cheung ( I 996. 2004 ). 
~ Exceptions to thi s are Mock· s ( 1996) analys is o r Sapporo hos tesses and Bethell' s ( 1992) research al a ho me 
fo r the e lderl y in central Hok kaido. Kole ova (2004 ) has foc used on the efforts o f Ho kka ido·s Popular 
Education Research Mo vement (PERM ) in chall enging Japanese educational policy . 
:'i While Davi es and Kasa ma·s (2004) exploration of Japanese pre. choolers· interpretati ons of femini st 
fairyta les included a sho rt period of ethnographic re carch in a preschoo l in Kushi ro. the ir foc us was more on 
the impli cati ons o f gender than iden tifyi ng cultural pattern s. 
6 For hi s tori ca l in form ati on and more de tail ed analyses o f th e impact o f coloni sati on in Hokkaido. see Morri s
Suzuki ( I 994) . Siddl e ( I 995a. 1999b) . and O no ( 1999) . 
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people. A great many of these ci ti zens li ve on the Western side of the island , either residing 

in the capital city of Sapporo, or in the cluster of towns spreading out from it. While the 

general Hokkaido populat ion has seen a small drop in the nine years between 1995 and 

2004 (- 48 ,000) , it remains essentiall y stable. In compari son, regions traditionall y popular 

fo r ethnographic stud y, such as Tokyo and Kyoto, have seen their populati ons increase 

sli ghtl y by 604,000 and 8,000 respectively over the same peri od. What is demographicall y 

signifi cant about Hokkaido, however, is that the number of children aged between 0- 14 

years, has dropped a mass ive 18.5% between 1995 and 2004. In Tokyo, thi s fi gure has not 

signifi cantl y changed , while the num ber of children aged up to 14 is down by 9% in Kyoto 

(Japan Stati stical Yearbook 2006:49). Thi s compari son alone goes some way towards 

explain ing the huge waiting lists fo r chil dren wanting to enter kindergarten or day-care in 

Tokyo, while in Hokkaido preschoo l directors talk of closin g down or amalgamating 

insti tu tions in order to remain economically viab le. 

Within Hokkaido, while the popul ation of urban Sapporo has been increas ing, the 

rural hinterl and has taken the full brunt of the effects of the economi c downturn and rapid 

depopulation. Tsutsuji . the vill age at centre of my fi eldwork has seen its popu lation decline 

by 726 people in the pas t fo ur years alone. a signifi cant drop of 7.7% in a town of only 

8,6 17 (2006). It is worth noting that the to tal populati on fi gure includes not just residents of 

the town, but locals living in nu merous hamlets and fa rms within the boundari es of 

Tsutsuj i·s geographically large distri ct (564.32 square km, Takakura 1969:287). 

Once upon a time, Tsutsuj i was a thri ving lumber town of over 18,000 inh ab itants 

(Takakura 1969:287), where workers toi led to supply much of the timber needed fo r 

reconstruction across postwar Japan. These days, the wood arri ves cut and packaged from 

cheaper sources like China. As loca l jobs dec line. the town is clinging on to the few 

remaining sources of employment, such as the chop. ti ck fac tory which suppli es di sposable 

chopsti cks fo r school lun ches. Modernity has greatl y impacted on the landscape of Tsutsuji , 

and as nati onal pressure groups work to raise awareness of the environmental consequences 

of di sposable chopsticks, fac tory employees are reali sti c about the tenuous nature of their 

jobs. 

My second fie ldwork site, the nearby city of Yuri. has remained de mographicall y 

stable over the same fo ur year peri od, with a drop in populati on of less than I % to its 
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current leve l of 11 0,126 residents. In compari son to the economi cs woes fac ing the farming 

vill ages, urban areas like Yuri are loca ll y regarded as prospering in Hokkaido, although the 

empty main streets are a far cry from the bustl ing industri al centres of Honshu . But a closer 

look at the stati sti cs reveals that while the overall populati on of Yuri appears unchanged, 

there are wide vari ati ons of growth and dec line between different age groups. For example, 

the number of elderl y (over 65 years) has climbed from 26,715 to 29,730 (+ 11 %) between 

2002 and 2006, while the number of preschoo l children aged between zero and four has 

dropped from 4,896 to 4,554 (-7%) during the same peri od.7 With the economy of 

Hokkaido dependent on state-allocated funding (Japan Stati sti cal Handboo k: 166), it is not 

difficult to pred ict the kind of pressures local government will soon face in dealin g with 

thi s "coming up-ended tri angle" (Roberts 2002). 

It is within thi s contex t, that of modern-day Hokkaido, that my study examines the 

ideology and prac ti ce of five di verse preschools;8 two working-c lass hoik11e11 and one 

Catholi c _,·c""5chien in small- tow n Tsutsuj i, a midd le-class yochien and :rn elite pri vate 

hoik11e11 in the ci ty of Yuri . Although each preschool will be described in more detail in 

subsequent chapters. it is worth outlining the background behi nd each institu tion (see also 

Table I ) . 

Hi node Hoikuen is located on the outskirts of Tsutsuj i, and is admi nistered by the 

loca l Board of Educati on which also provides funding from town taxes to supp lement that 

received from prefectural and national sources. Most of the chi ldren are from fa rming 

fa milies, although there are a few whose parents hold professional jobs (teacher. nurse) 

with long hours. The five teachers have all attendee! training courses approved by the 

Mini stry of Health and Welfa re. The phys ical setting of the hoikuen is pleasant enough, as 

it backs on to fi e lds of wilcl flowers and there are adequate resources fo r the chi ldren. 

However, much of the long clay at Hinocle i spen t in unstructured, free play which seems to 

7 These stati sti cs were obtai ned by personall y visiting the Tsutsuj i and Yuri town hall s. where detail ed and 
specific in fo rmation is held regarding the two distric ts. Other sources . uch as the Japan Statisti cal Yearbook 
prov ide stati sti cal data on Hokkaido as a whole. which is skewed by the presence of Sapporo· s ca lcu lations. 
8 While other authors have various ly writ ten abou t nursery schools. childcare centers and so fo rth . I use the 
term ·preschoo l" here as an umbrella term. one that encompasses both the kindergarten (Yochien) and the day
care centre (/10ikue11) as I have been unable to find an appropriate term in Japanese which incl ude both kinds 
of ins titution. I have also chosen to alternate between the Engli h and Japanese terms depend ing on my 
emphasis. 
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have contributed to marking Hi node students as the most rambuncti ous of the fi ve 

institutions. 

With it modern exterior and prominent statue of the Virgin Mary, Tenshi Yochien 

is eas il y identifiable on one of the mai n streets of Tsutsuji . Part of a chain of Catholi c 

preschools across Hokkaido, the ideo logy of Tenshi 's curri culum incorporates not only 

Chri sti an beliefs but Montessori educati onal phil osophy. Most of the mothers of Tenshi 

students are full-time homemakers, and committed to advancing their children' s soc ial and 

educati onal causes. The dail y routi ne here is highl y organi sed, and includes individuali sed 

academi c stud y in the mornin g, fo llowed by structured group acti vities fo r the rest of the 

day. The teachers hold Teacher's Cert ificates which are granted by the Prefectural Boards 

of Educati on.9 

Oka Yochien is the largest kindergarten in the ci ty of Yuri , fa mous fo r its bright, 

spac ious fac ilities and an enormous clock whi ch reveals dancing animals on the hour. 

Whi le the teachers here are generall y yo un ger than staff at the other preschoo ls, they are 

we ll -qualifi ed, ve ry energeti c. and spend their days pl anning exc itin g acti viti es fo r the 

ch ildren . Oka 's curriculum has a fir m emphasis on ·fun ' group life, and the preschool is a 

popul ar choice fo r mi ddle class parents. 

nl ike the other insti tutio ns. Mori Hoikuen is not li censed to offer day-care 

services. The hoikuen was establ ished in the post-war years by parents who were fru strated 

by repeated requests fo r an official preschoo l. Their a im was to prov ide chi ldcare du ring 

the peak agri cultural sum mer months. and to stem a rash of acc idents invo lving unattended 

children. Graduall y the hours were ex tended to all year round . The village of Mori i · very 

iso lated , and when the local mine closed down th irty years ago, the popul ati on crashed 

leav ing only a handful of famil ies still fa rmi ng the land. The hoikuen is now based in the 

community centre, hav ing been moved there fro m its home at the Shinto shrine fo ll owing 

the co llapse of its roof during a snowstorm . Although Mori now receives li mited fun ding 

from local government towards the salaries of its two young teacher , the bulk of its 

revenue comes from parents which is reflected in the scant re ources avail able to the 

chi ldren . 

'
1 For training methods of preschool teachers in Japan see Noguchi 1992. Ishigak i 1992. Shoj i 1983. 
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In Yuri city, Chi bikko Hoikuen is also outside the bounds of national and local 

government influence. Full y-fu nded by tui tion fees, thi s pri vate hoikuen caters to 

preschoolers of all ages but is especiall y popul ar with professional fa milies willing to pay 

fo r a day-care service that also offers academic and moral training. Chibikko is run by a 

famil y originall y from Tokyo, even securing a top Tokyo chef to cater for the children's 

dail y meals. While prev iously the physical setting of the hoikuen was rather cramped, 2006 

marked a move to a new purpose-buil t fac ili ty on the edge of the city. Except fo r a peri od 

of free play in the afternoon, the children remain with their c lass group as they negoti ate 

vari ous academic and sporting exercises each day. 

The pu rpose of th is research is to map the diversi ty of Hokkai do preschools, their 

famili arity and use of slziidan seikatsu ideo logy in a demographicall y changing soc iety, and 

to use detail ed ethnographi c data to expand on the sometimes oversimplified models 

represented in the literature. As this is a small study, it is by no means exhausti ve, and 

can not possibly represent the myriad of preschools currently operating in Hokkaido , or 

throughout Japan. Rather. it can be seen as a first step towards a framework fo r more 

extens ive research. 

Th is thesis has been organised around a series of themes, which integrate literature, 

theoretical discussion and ethnogr:1phic materia l within each chapter. Fol lowing my 

discussion of methodology (Chapter Two). Chapter Three explores the cul tural ideology of 

Japanese childrearing practices. incorporating Doi·s ( 1973) work to argue the centrality of 

anwe (dependence) to Japanese mother and child relationships within the 11chi (home) 

setting. The second part of thi s chapter traces the contrasting historical origins of the 

yochien and hoik11e11 . 

Chapter Four commences with ethnographic descriptions of the five preschools 

within Holloway's (2000) classification framework before exploring the meaning of the 

term shiidan seikatsu ("life in a group''), and demonstrat ing how children's participation in 

the shi"idan environment of the preschool contrasts with the indulgent amae atmosphere of 

the home. The second part of Chapter Four expands on thi s discuss ion through an analysis 

of how the aims of shiidan seikats11 are implemented and achieved by the preschools on a 

practical level, with a focus on celebrations as a pedagogical dev ice to reinforce group 

interdependency. 
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Chapter Five di scusses methods of social control within the preschool arena, which 

links to the supporting roles played by mothers, who are themselves being sociali sed by 

school and state. Chapter Six asks if large class sizes are necessary for shudan seikatsu to 

be an effective form of soc ialisation , and di scusses the challenge of individuali sm to thi s 

process. The chapter concludes by examining the impact of the birth rate on the power of 

Japanese parents as consumers of preschool serv ices. 

Figure 1: Girls brush their teeth before naptime. 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

"Fieldwork in our professional folk model entails the following components: a prolonged 

phase in a society other than one's own, hardships encountered upon entering the field, 

collecting information on the basis of'participaticm and observation, and beginning to 

examine this data in the light of current theoretical.formulations" 

(Ben-Ari & Van Bremen 2005:7). 

The journey towards this thesis began during my five and half years spent living 

and working in Hokkaido, Japan. For three of those years, my family lived in the fieldwork 

site of Tsutsuji and I worked in preschools in the nearby city of Yuri. During this time, I 

not only became proficient in Japanese, but gained some insider status (Beckerleg & Hundt 

2004: 128) from my roles in the community as both teacher and parent. While observing 

and participating in the preschool arena, I became curious as to why my friends were 

selecting preschools for their children with high teacher/student ratios, and questioned why 

teachers were reluctant to reduce these ratios even as student numbers dropped each year. I 

also couldn't understand why it was so important that my own children attend day-care 

when I wasn't working, and that they practice endlessly as a group towards events staged 

for parents benefit. What was the purpose of the Japanese preschool, I wondered, and why 

did it look so different to my own experience of attending kindergarten as a child'? 

On my return to New Zealand. I resolved to find the answers to these questions and 

enrolled as a postgraduate student. My literature search 10 suggested socialisation to be the 

key goal for Japanese preschoolers within the ideology of sl111clan seikatrn or "life in the 

group" (Lewis 1995, Tobin, Wu and Davidson 1989, Peak 1989, Sano I 989, Hendry 1986b, 

Ben-Ari 1997b ). More specifically, scholars linked classes as large as forty with successful 

implementation of this paradigm (Tobin 1987; Tobin, Wu & Davidson 1990, 1991 ). 

While large classes may still be the norm in urban Japan, preschools in rural 

Hokkaido are now facing reduced student numbers as the effects of the falling birth rate 

and depopulation become obvious. Do teachers in Hokkaido see introducing children to 

shadcm seikatsu as a fundamental goal of preschool? If so, how is this ideology 

111 The literature search was conducted through library catalogues in both New Zealand and Japan. via wch
hascd search engines, scholarly databases and through informal exchanges with participants in hoth countries. 
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implemented in practice? And if the whole purpose of shudan seikatsu is precisely that, of a 

group, can children have the same experience in Hokkaido classrooms where there may be 

as few as fo ur children in contrast to 'traditi onal' c lass sizes of fo rty preschoolers in urban 

Japan ? 

As I could not locate any academic literature specific to preschoo ls in thi s region , it 

became clear that the answers to these ques ti ons lay in ethnographic fieldwork 11 in order to 

present an accurate , contemporary view, and to access resources in Japanese. I quickly 

decided th at I would conduct my field work in the area where I had prev ious ly worked and 

res ided: Tsutsuji , a small timber produci ng town , and Yuri , a city which is still best known 

for its bountiful vegetable harvests. My association with thi s part of Eastern Hokkaido 

meant that I could eliminate the lengthy process of identifying and contacting a range of 

instituti ons until a suitable fi eldwork site could be found. It also meant that I could be 

reaso nab ly sure that staff at the preschools would agree to parti cipate as personal 

introductions and connections are vi ta ll y important fo r those wishing to undertake research 

in Japan (Ku rotani 2004:208). 

Within my designated fieldwork sites, I iden tified a group of preschool s whi ch 

reflect the reality of modern Hokkaido. The five insti tuti ons I approached represent the 

diversity of Japanese preschoo ls; a locall y funded day-care predominantly serv ing the 

farm ing community, a private Catho li c kindergarten , an e lite private kindergarten partially 

funded by regi onal government, a private day-care centre used by parents in professio nal 

emp loyment and an un registered day-care caring for children of the working class. All the 

preschools visited were familiar to me, either through direct past contact or through 

introducti ons by Japanese educators. I fe lt that this famili arity cou ld he lp towards a more 

natural view of the Japanese preschool classroom, in contrast to visits I had witnessed 

where behaviour of the chi ldren and staff was clearly choreographed for the guest's benefit! 

Fo ll owi ng consultation with my Japanese supervisor, I decided it would be 

culturall y appropriate for me to forma ll y approach the head of each institution in writi ng, 

exp laining my research topic and asking for their permission and he lp to achieve my 

11 Burgess ( 1980: I) has described this approach by saying that. .. field research in volves observi ng and 
ana lys ing real-life situati ons. of studying ac ti ons and acti viti es as they occur. The field researcher, therefore , 
re li es upon learnin g firsthand about a peop le and a culture··. 
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aims.12 The directors or principals then explained the study to their staff, and to my great 

relief, al l of the institutions agreed to take part in the research. I then compiled and sent 

each institution a preliminary li st of topics I hoped to discuss during my three week visit in 

September/October 2006. 

Prior to leav ing for Japan, I concentrated on points of difference in shiidan seikatsu 

practice withi n the context of Hokkaido. It has been argued that the Japanese preschool 

represents a relati ve ly homogeneous institution which has been shaped by state policy and 

ideology, and maintained by teachers' extensive use of standardised educational tex ts 

throughout the country (Ben-Ari 2002 : 12 1 ). Within the highly literate Japanese society, 

documents pertaining to preschools are generall y produced by ·experts ' in Tokyo, and 

present parameters of ·normal ' childhood development which both inform and construct 

children's behaviour (Goodman 2002a: 18). As the majority of teachers are constantly 

referring to these tex ts, they come to structure their day around official defi ni tions of what 

is desirable or neces ary for becoming a ·good' Japanese chi ld (White & Le Vine 1986). 

This line of thinking implies that regional differences in child-rearing patterns and 

preschool education are minimal. Un like the rest of Japan, Hokkaido is home to an 

indigenou people, the Ainu, who have experi enced coloni sation and exploitati on by the 

Japanese authoritie .13 The island is also geographically di stinct from Japan's three other 

main islands, and faci ng disproportionably greater economic pressures and depopulation 

wh ich i reflected in falling numbers of pre chool students. I began noting questions for 

participants to di cover if these issues were impacting on the perceived homogeneous world 

of the Japanese preschoo l. or whether Hokkaido represented a divergence from this model. 

r also wished to gain insight into the workings and relevance of shiida11 seikatsu 

ideology to depopulated Hokkaido preschools, and before leaving ew Zealand I compiled 

a eries of questions which would be the basis for interviews with teachers, or could be left 

12 
This approach. and the subsequent research. was approved by the Massey University Human Ethic 

Committee (Human Ethics Approval Application - MUAHEC 06/037). Normall y, each research participant is 
required to complt.:te a consent form. but my ethic appl ication argued that this was not consistent with the 
Japanese top-down system of consent. Furthermore. the Japane e kindergarten class. and indeed the preschool 
as a whole. is seen as a cohe ive group. so requiring individual staff. parents and children to ign consent 
forms could have resulted in unnecessary confusion and stress. Instead. the decision to proceed was made by 
the head of each institution who discussed the project with teaching staff. who in lllrn explained it to parents 
and children. 
11 

A n excepti on to this is Okinawa. Japan"s southernmost group o f islands. home to the R_,·akya people. 
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for them to fill in if time was limited (see Appendix). Once in Hokkaido, I undertook 

participant-observation at each of the five preschools for a minimum of two full days, 

arriving at 8.30 am as children were being dropped off, and leav ing at approximately 5.30 

pm . Parti cipation observati o n methodology is widely regarded as the defining research 

method of social anthropologists (Dewalt & Dewalt 2002: l ). Like Betty Lanham, 14 

Catherine Lewis and Susan Holloway befo re me, I chose to focus my observati ons on the 

four year o ld class (nen chu san), as they represent the midpoint of the preschool 

experience. In the case of mixed classes, I observed the group as a whole, but tried to make 

regular spot checks on the nen chu members. 

Interviews with staff were generally conducted during naptime (in the case of 

hoikuen), or after most children had left for the day (yoch ien ). With the exception of Mori 

staff, all the teachers fill ed in a questi on sheet in addition to oral interviews. While the 

interview topics proved a useful starting point, and in some cases, answered my queries 

altogether, there were some problems with their use. At the time of writing the questions, I 

sought to avoid using over-compli cated language th at might confuse interviewees. As all 

the interviews were conducted in Japanese, I was also conscious of my need to fully 

understand the dialogue . In retrospect, simple questions regarding preferred s ize of classes 

could be amb iguous as my idea of a large class of three year o lds (anything from fifteen 

students upwards) was seen as a smal l c lass by some teachers. 

Furthermore, as the interviews were al l conducted on preschool premi ses, we were 

often interrupted by children who had woken up, needed the toilet or were waiting to be 

collected. Despite these drawbacks, I feel that the class observations combined with teacher 

exp lanation of sighted behaviour, staff discussions on the topic and individual interviews 

offer useful insights into Hokkaido preschools which are mi ssing from academic literature. 

Although participants indicated that they were happy for me to use their real names, I 

wondered if this was more a result of my difficulties in exp laining their rights to 

confidenti ality. The research process was new to most of tho e I interviewed , and this 

facto r combined with the impact participants ' comments could have in a smal l community 

14 Betty Lanham carried out pioneering research on Japanese chi ld-rearing practice during the American 
occupation, including a period of participation observation of children at rochien in Kai nan , Wakayama. Her 
findings are summari zed in Lanham ( 1962) and there is a good retrospective analys is of her methods and 
theories in Lanham & Garrick ( 1996). 
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lead me to use pseudonyms for people, places and institutions. 

M y contacts in the area also meant that my six year old son and I were inevitably 

invited out each evening to dinners in Japanese homes. A lthough this was ostensibly 

outside the bounds of my topic, these interactions presented a valuable opportunity to hear 

accounts of preschools by mothers who play an important role in the effecti veness of 

shiidan sei/..:ats11 ideology. L ocal people also ensured I was taken to l isten to a seminar by a 

prominent Tokyo educationalist, organi sed lunches with knowledgeable retired principals, 

passed my list of questions on for comment to teacher training staff and used thei r personal 

contacts and status to obtain municipal stati sti cs for me. These efforts gave me an 

expansive view of the pre chool world which would have been impossible to gain in such a 

short time if I had arri ved in the field ·cold· . Back at the institutions, while my observations 

and interviews with teachers were confirming that the shiidan seikarsu paradigm was still 

relevant, the impact of class sizes on thi s wa beginning to fade. 

On my return to ew Zealand, all of the participants written responses were entered 

into my computer, and indexed under each question, so any trends could be easi ly 

identified. M y Japanese supervisor had unexpectedly left Massey by thi s time, o help with 

parti cularl y difficult kanji was provided by a loca l Japanese friend. All translations, and 

errors, however, are mine. Some of the results were unexpected. D espite arguments I had 

read in the literature, I di scovered that clas ize was not seen by teachers as a factor in the 

efficacy of shi"idan seika1.1·11. However, the dropping number of students did appear to be 

influenci ng parents' consumer power in the preschool sphere, and consequently, classroom 

practice. 

Before I conducted my fieldwork, I had speculated that the presence of an 

indigenous group distinct to Hokkaido might be reflected in the preschool curriculum. 

However, it simply was not the case. M any of the younger teachers were completely blank 

on thi s subj ect, and while several of the experienced teachers agreed that exploration of 

Hokkaido·s turbulent history could be useful , they pointed to an absence of teaching 

resource on the topic. All of the preschools were adamant that no Ainu students were 

attending their institution, which seems hard to believe considering that one of Hokkaido's 
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most famous Ainu kanko kotan 15 is only thirty minutes drive away. While the effects of 

depopulation are more evident in Hokkaido preschool classrooms than other parts of Japan , 

and would prove to have implications, other differences relating to de-coloni sation , the 

Ainu 16 and even geographical isolation proved to be only minor themes in the end. 

My fieldwork did , however, confirm for me that tensions between the ideology and 

practice of Hokkaido preschools reflect wider changes which have occu1Ted in post-war 

Japanese society: the low birth rate, emancipation of women , prevalence of the nuclear 

fami ly and the move from agrarian to urban lifestyles . The reali sat ion that geography is 

largely irrelevant suggests that the experience of children , parents and educators in thi s 

rural region may serve as a precursor to similar changes in preschools in urban Japan in the 

future. 

Figure 2: A girl chooses to role play as a nurse during free play time. 

1
' Kanko means sightseeing in Japanese. while kota11 is A inu fo r vill age. See Hi wasaki (2000) for di scussion 

of the emergence o f the touri st vill age in Hokka ido. and the ways in which ethni c touri sm has shaped Ainu 
identity in recent years . 
16 While government policy has been to ass imilate Ainu into the mainland Japanese th rough modern 
schooling (Okano & T suchi ya 1999: 111 ), the educati o n syste m has largely fa il ed them (Mizuno 1987). 
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Table 1: Characteristics of the five Hokkaido preschools studied 

OKA CHIBIKKO TENSHI HINODE MORI 

Type of Pri vate Pri vate Catholic Public Unregistered 
Preschool l(j ndergarten i Day-care Kindergarten Day-care Day-care 

(vochien) (ho ikuen) (yochien) (hoikuen) (muninka) 

Number of 162 75 49 39 5 
Students 

Ages of 3 to 6 0 to 6 3 to 6 I to 6 I to 6 
Students Years o ld Years old Years o ld Years old Years old 

Number of 12 14 7 4 3 
Staff I O female s 8 females 7 fema les 4 fem ales 3 females 

l male 6 males 
(principal) 

Classes Di vided by Di vided by Di fferent Di fferent Different 
age age ages mixed ages mixed ages mixed 

Mon - Fri Mon - Fri Mon - Fri Mon - Fri Mon - Fri 
Opening 8.30 am - 7.30 am - 8.30 am - 8 am- 8 am-
hours 2pm 6pm 2pm 5.30pm 5.30 pm 

A-ukari Sat 7.30 am k :.ukari Sat 8 am - Sat 8 am -
2-5 pm -1 2 pm 2-5 pm 12 pm 12 pm 

Monthly ¥ 16,000 ¥ 30,000-
Fees 

¥ 16,000 ¥ 0 - ¥ I 0,800 

¥ 60,000 ¥ 34 oooiii , 

Meals No Yes No Yes Yes 
supplied 

'Although Oka is class ifi ed as a pri vate kindergarten. it does rece ive limited funds from bo th the local and 
reg ional autho rities, which means it must acknowl edge pre fectural legislati on regarding kindergartens. 
ii A::.ukari is short fo r azukari haiku (after-school care) 
i,i Hinode·s fees are calcul ated according to parents ' income leve ls. hence the wide vari ation. 
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Chapter 3 The Path to Preschool 

Japanese approaches to child-rearing 

"Th e mother 's job is to prepare her children for life and to provide a bridge between the 

home and other environments. She achieves these goals by identifying the children's 

qualities and by progressively exposing them to the values of social 

and institutional settings" (White & Levine 1986:67). 

Hendry ( 1986a) identifies the home, the neighbourhood and the preschool as crucial 

early "arenas and agents of ocialisation" for young chi ldren as they journey towards 

"becoming Japanese". While the socialisation process which occurs within the preschool 

will be di scussed in more depth in subsequent chapters, it is worth outlining Japanese 

methods of child-rearing, as the home is the very first place thi s journey begins. 

Traditionall y, children under the age of seven, were seen as being among the gods 

(nanatsu mae wa kami no uchi) and various ritual s connecting them with the supernatural 

were commonplace (Chen 1996). 1 While the government has introduced measures to 

educate parents on the 'science' of childrearing, many of these beliefs still persist today . 

When a women becomes pregnant she is likely to bind her stomach with an obi from the 

fifth month of pregnancy, visit Shinto shrines to pray for an easy delivery and a health y 

child (Hara & Minagawa 1996:22), carry a protective talisman (0111a111ori) throughout the 

pregnancy,2 and ideall y, publi c ly announce the expected birth on the Day of the Dog, an 

animal which is believed to have easy deliveries (Hendry 1995: 134). Above all , the 

pregnant mother is expected to provide a calm, loving atmosphere for her foetus (taiky6), 

1 See a lso Joli vet ( 1997 : I 15-117) for description of Sh into rituals regarding young children, and how this 
be lief co uld be used to justify in fant icide as children were .. returned to the gods" before the ir ex istence 
became permanent at age seven. In contrast. others see the recent avai labi lity of contraception and abort ion as 
major factors leading to modern parents· rejection of thi s Shin to belief (Yamam ura 1986:32). 
2 My Japanese fri ends were ho rrifi ed when they fo und out I hadn·t taken thi s measure while pregnant with my 
first son, and promptly took me up to the shrine to remedy the matter! I also was the object of much concern 
within the neighbourhood for rejecting the wearing of the obi. I fou nd out later that some people felt my 
difficult labour may have been the result of thi s action . In con tras t, my husband and I were applauded for 
taking our son to be blessed at the S hinto shrine. fo llowing a friend·s gift of an expensive baby kimono 
express ly for this purpose. 
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which is seen as a v ital basis for her child 's later transition into wider society (Hendry 

1986a:97). Controversially, some paediatri cians even warn that mothers who carelessly 

contribute to foetal stress may cause the child to become anaemic or homosexual (Jolivet 

1997:78-79) . 

After the child is born , its umbilical cord is preserved in a small wooden box, 

marking the first of many well-defined traditional rites of passage which take place during 

the earl y years. After arri ving home, there is a naming ceremony (nazuke iwai ), followed a 

month later by a visit to the local shrine (0111iyamair i) and the baby 's first taste of sol id food 

(kui-::.ome) (Yamamura 1986:30). While some mothers I knew still made the trip to the 

shrine (which were often unheated in the cold Hokkaido winter) most were content w ith 

commemorative photos taken at a local studio, where they dressed their baby boys in 

samurai or Momotaro costumes, and their daughters as princesses or ballerinas. 

In Tsutsuji , most parents I knew marked the first birthday with a famil y celebration, 

and i f the child was walking by that stage, a large 111ochi (rice cake) was ti ed to i ts back to 

make it fall over, and thu symbolically prevent the child from wanderi ng beyond the 

family sphere:
1 

T he most important annual event for Japanese children is the celebration of 

Girls' Day (3 M arch) and Boys' Day (5 M ay) when elaborate dolls are displayed in the 

hou e for daughters, and massive fabric carp streamers fl y from flagpoles for sons. A s the 

child grows up s/he will probably participate in the shichi-go-san celebration in 

November, in which chi ldren of th ree. fi ve and seven years old are dressed in kimono and 

taken to the shrine to pray for protection and good fortune in the future (Hendry I 986a:38). 

What is signi ficant about this i the way in which the child's mile tones are l inked to those 

of their peers, teaching them early on that they are part of a wider group, and thus fo rming 

an important part of the Japanese cultural landscape. 

Japanese anthropologist Harumi Befu identi fi es four main pattern of child-rearing 

that he suggests are followed by most Japanese. Firstly, Japanese mothers avoid overl y 

stimulating their babies, preferring to rock them quietly, spending more time in close 

physical contact than their Ameri can counterparts. Secondly, the Japane e mother avoids 

separation from her baby, even i f it means her husband must sleep in another room, or that 

she must forego social evenings out with friends. Th irdly, Japanese mothers generally feed 

' Sec also He ndry ( 1986a) for a discussion of this ritual. 
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on demand, to rein force the baby's emotional dependence on her. Finall y, Japanese mothers 

avoid punishing young children, preferring to reason, caj ole, or even bribe their youngsters 

with sweets (Befu 197 1: 151 - 157). 

Foreign scholars have also identified a di fference in the way Japanese mothers 

interact with their child. A meri can Willi am Caudill ,4 who conducted a longitudinal cross

cultural study of mother and child behaviour in Japan and the United States, concluded that 

the Japanese mother views the baby a an extension of herse l f, therefore unnecessary verbal 

communication i s limited in favour of more vitally important physical contact (Schooler 

1996: 145- 146). T his concept has become popularly known as ·skinship', a word based on 

English, and put into katakana.5 A lthough the term has Western connotations, it was 

actually coined in protest of American influence on child-rearing methods in the postwar 

period when the Japanese were encouraged to bottle feed, sleep babies in cots and use 

prams. This was a complete contra t to the ways Japanese mothers had historically acted, 

and lead by Japan·s version of Dr Spock, Dr Michio M atsuda, 'skinship ' marks a return to 

traditional methods (Matsuda 1973). This was a concept that would be often mentioned by 

the Japanese teachers I spoke to during my fieldwork, and it is also notable as one of the 

many ways Japanese parents, offspring, and the educational sphere conti nue to be affected 

by imported Western ideologies. 

Japan is awash with parenting paraphernali a: magazines, v ideos. ongs. and 

television programmes to name a few. While the ·return ' to skinship was een as reverting 

back to traditional methods, it also requires a great deal of time on the part of the modern 

mother. The advocation of skinship by paediatri cians saw a return to bel iefs such as a 

·good' mother hou ld give bi rth in pain to create a strong, lifelong bond, babies should 

sleep with their mothers and be breast-fed on demand. disposable nappie hould be 

rej ected in favour of the more labour-intensive cloth version, and nutritious homemade 

foods prepared duri ng wean ing. They also urged mothers to abandon all profes ional 

4 
The full result of Caudi ll' s study arc contained in four core paper . Caudill & Weinstein ( 1969). Caudill 

( 1972). Caudill & Schooler ( 197'.l). and Caudi II & Frost ( 1974). 
~ Katakana is a phonetic alphabet reserved for words borTowed from foreign languages. e.g. skinship is 

wrillen as A =t' / '1/ •;; 7°. While the Japanese insist the word is sti ll ult imate! y English (or German or French 

etc) the pronunciation of it renders it almost unrecognizable to foreign ears. 
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activity for at least five years, to allow full commitment to the task of child-rearing.6 

Indeed, in my own experience, it was often remarked by Japanese friends that the 

lengthy, painful birth of my first son was an experience I should wear as a badge of honour. 

In most rural Hokkaido hospitals, pain relief during delivery is not available, and several 

mothers I spoke to echoed the belief that, although excruciating, a difficult birth is 

ultimately positive as it strengthens the connection between mother and child. Conversely, 

my husband and I were roundly criticized for using a baby cot, and visitors to the house 

would often exclaim "kawaiso" (oh, poor thing) at naptime. This community system of 

approval and di sapproval means that while mothers are the primary agent for socialising 

chi ldren in the home, they are also constantly being socialised themselves into embodying 

ryosai kenbo or a good wife/wise mother (Fujita 1989) .7 As we will see later, this 

expectation and pressure on mothers has been used both by the government to promote the 

birth rate , and by women to subvert pro-natal policies . 

Implicit in the cultural ideology of the mother and child is the belief that the 

construction of this relati onship is fund amental not onl y to the famil y, but builds aspects of 

character seen as uniquely Japanese. Deterioration of the mother-child relationship has even 

been linked to chi Id hood illness and general social malai se (Jolivet 1997: IOI ). According 

to psychiatri st Takeo Doi , central to thi s belief is the concept of amae, which is difficult to 

translate accurately into English , with the closest meaning being .. dependency" . He argues 

that "amae is a key concept for the understanding not o nly of the psychological makeup of 

the indi vidual Japanese but of the structure o f Japanese ociety as a whole" (Doi 1973 :28 ). 

Amae is seen as essential for babies and young children , allowing them to feel secure in 

their mothers love. Even as they grow into adults, thi s dependency is encouraged, in 

contrast to the West, where children are prai sed for becoming independent.8 

In their landmark mo nograph Shitsuke (Hara & Wagatsum a 1974 ), the authors 

analysed the ways in which Japanese and American scholars studied childhood, concluding 

that the major difference lay in the way maturity was viewed in terms of becoming 

independent. While Americans associated maturity with "becoming an independent 

6 There is a good explanati o n of the various theories expressed by Japanese paedi atrici ans such as Ko bayashi 
Noburu , Oshima Ki yoshi . Hiraii Nobuyoshi and Kyutoku Shigemori in Joli ve t" s book ( 1997 :77- 106). 
7 For detail ed analys is o f the concept and impact of rrosai ke11b6 on Japanese womens· lives , see Uno 1993a. 
8 In New Zealand , independence was cited as a key aim for children by members of the Auckl and 
Kindergarten Association (Intervi ew with Princ ipal of Westl ake/Forrest Hill Kindergarten. 22 June 2006). 
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individual", the Japanese scholars felt that "a mature person knows when, how, and on 

whom to be dependent or not dependent" (Hara & Minagawa 1996: 11 ). In fact, someone 

who tries to be too independent can be seen as having failed to understand how to amaeru. 

The early years at home are also the time when children learn to distingui sh 

behaviour appropriate for the setting. For Japanese society, an essential element of 

socialisation is the classification of uchi and soro , which roughly translate as ' inside ' and 

'outside '. Thi s may be a physical di stinction , such as within or outside of one's home, but 

also extends to members of one 's family as opposed to members of the outside community , 

and to members of a person's wider groups, such as the neighbourhood, kindergarten , 

school or workplace, as opposed to other people beyond those groups.9 For young 

Japanese, the acknowledgement of thi s di st inction begins by repeating their mother 's 

ritualised greetings, which are given both by those leavi ng or entering the house, and those 

seei ng off or receiving a guest or a family member home, and even small children will 

quickly learn to utter them at the appropriate time (Hendry 1995:43-44). 

'The home, or uc/Ji , is the private, intimate arena in which one can relax , let all of 

one's feelings show, and expect indulgence and sympathy from other members of the 

family. Within the uchi a healthy amou nt of se lf-indulgence, regressive behav iour, and mild 

aggression are not on ly cheerfully tolerated but also encouraged as an indication of 

intimacy and trust. However, in the soro, or outside world , one must learn to assume a 

genial and cooperative public persona, in which individual feelings and desires must be 

subjugated to the harmony and activities of the group" (Peak 1991 :7). 

As the child learns to discriminate between these two social spheres, s/he also 

comes to realise that uchi is a place where amae will be accepted and even praised by 

mother, as opposed to soro where amae behaviour is inappropriate and discouraged (Azuma 

1986:8). In contrast to the relative freedom of the uchi environment, when interacting in the 

soto world, one is expected to show enryo, which translates roughly as "restrai nt" or 

9 Uchi is the informal name for ie , the traditiona l Japanese family system which was officially abo li shed in 
194 7 in favour of the more ·democratic' uchi structure . Nakanc ( 1970) argues that Japanese oc ie ty gives 
lilll e weight to kinship. but places more on those included within the soc ial group. The ie is a gro up residing 
within an established frame of res idence which is characterized by its vertical structure and strong patriarchal 
control. What is significant in thi s context , i that the human re lati o nships within thi s group are seen as more 
important that a ll other relationships outside it. In other word s. wives and daughter-in-laws who have married 
into the ie ho ld greater importance that one·s own female kin who have marri ed into other househo lds. 
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"holding back". Doi suggests that enryo is, in fact, an inverted form of amae, where one 

must not assume too much of another's good will (amaeru) or e lse run the ri sk of being 

thought rude and consequentl y disliked (Doi 1973 :39). 

To be able to function smoothly in Japanese society as an adult, it is essential that 

chi ldren learn to di stingui sh between the uchi and soto, and adjust their behaviour 

accordingly . While Japanese mothers promote amae behaviour within the fami ly home, 

they expect children to learn to di spl ay emyo towards peers, nei ghbours and members of 

the wider community. For most Japanese children , the first time they encounter thi s 

expectation is when they enter preschoo l (Peak 1991 : 16). Tobin ( 1992:25) goes further, 

arguing that the sociali sing role of the Japanese preschoo l is even more complex, as it 

"helps chi ldren develop and integrate thi s twofold selfhood not by offering a world 

completely unlike the world of mother and home, but instead by offering a world that is 

simultaneously home (uchi ) and not ho me (soto), front (omote) and rear (ura), a world of 

both spo ntaneous human feeling (honne) and prescribed, formal pretense (tatemae)". 

Most academi cs agree, however, th at attendance at some form of preschool is an 

important first step for youn g Japanese towards masteri ng essential social behaviour and 

values. Thi s sentiment appears to be shared by Japanese parents , judging by the hi gh 

percentage of children enro lled at preschool even though it is not compul sory to attend . On 

a national level, the number of children enrolled at officiall y recogni sed preschools has 

dramatically ri sen in the post-war years, from 1. 138 million attending kindergarten and 

830,000 in day-care in 1965 , to 1.76 million kindergarteners and 2.48 million day-care 

attendees in 2003 (Japan Statistical Yearbook 2006:699) . Thi s number would be even 

hi gher if unregistered day-cares and baby ho tels were to be included in the figure s. 

ln Hokkaido, there were 132,000 children enro lled at 1408 preschools in 2004. The 

number of hoikuen has steadily ri sen to 822, compared to 586 kindergartens reflecting the 

changing need for child-care services for working wo men (Japan Statistical Yearbook 

2006:699). However, in a land where mothe rs are wide ly recogni sed as the best caregivers 

for children (Fujita 1989) , the ri se of the preschool is fa irl y recent. It is worth mapping how 

the yochien (kindergarten) and hoikuen (day-care centre) have come to occupy such a 

prominent pl ace in Japanese society. 
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The historical origins of the Japanese yochien and hoikuen 

"The preschool is a core institution in Japan, viewed as providing essential experiences 

that enable young children to obtain social and intellectual skills needed to jimction 

successjit!ly in Japanese society. As such, it serves a conservative cultural function - both 

preserving and transmitting Japanese social values to the younger generation" 

(Holloway 2000:2). 

While the dropping birth rate has seen the kindergarten (yochien) and the day-care 

centre (hoikuen ) come to resemble each other more and more, the historical ori gi ns and 

aims of these two institution were distinctl y different. The two key definitions associated 

with Japanese earl y childhood care and education are k_voiku and hoiku. While kyi5iku is 

translated as education in Engli sh, the word can be broken down into its kanji charac ters, 

with f...y•i5 meaning teaching and iku meaning bring up. In contrast. haiku is made of up of ho 

which means care and protection. and iku, bring up. For some. Japanese institutions' 

interpretation of these aims highli ghts a key di fference between yochien and hoikuen 

( lshi gaki 1992), and the contrasting practice of earl y preschools certain ly support this 

distinction. 

The first national kindergarten, which was founded in 1876, wa attached to Tokyo 

Women· Normal School and followed the theories of educational ist, Froebe!, which was 

seen as a way of introducing Western ideals by Meiji Japan (Shoj i 1983 ). Until 1897, 

educational method used in foreign countries were favoured by the national kindergarten 

and by Christian kindergartens e tab lished by missionaries (lshigaki 1992). In 1899, the 

A ct of the Content and Facilities of Kindergarten Education was passed, wh ich identified 

four educational forms: play, song. peech and handicrafts. In 1926, thi act was replaced 

by the Kindergarten Act, which wa eventually modified so kindergarten could be free to 

organize their own curriculum, in l ine with what was actually happening in their 

classrooms. During wartime, 1937- 1945, kindergarten content changed to include worship 

of the Imperial family and the national flag, instruction in distinguishing enemy planes, and 

the playing of war games. The School Education Law of 1947 marked a new direction in 

preschool education, outlining aims as diverse as playing wi th dolls, observation of nature, 
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free play, health education and celebration of annual events. 

This was eventual ly pared down to six main areas with the issue of the Guidelines 

for Kindergarten Education in 1965. Enforced by the Ministry of Education, the core 

content of kindergarten education was identified as health, society, nature, language, music 

and rh ythm, art and craft. By late 1989, these guidelines were revised to reflect social 

change, with an eye '·to bring[ ing] up generous people who can cope with changes in the 

2 151 century" (I shigaki 1992: I I 7). Despite Western perceptions (Cummings 1989), the 

aims of preschool education have never promoted academic abi lity, but have evolved to 

reflect the prevai ling socia l cond itions. 10 

In contrast to the historical path fo llowed by kindergartens, the hoikuen or day-care 

centre had quite a di fferent beginning. The roots of the modern Japanese day-care fac ili ty 

can be seen in the rakujisho (day nurseries) founded in K yoto in 1875 to serve the needs of 

women working in weaving and dyeing factories. The level of care at these nurseries was 

minimal, .. so that women could work, reflecting a differen t purpose from the education

ori ented kindergartens·· (Shwalb et al 1992:332). 

The need for childcare for the children of the poor working cla s was also noted by 

a young schoolteacher in 1900, who observed preschoolers roaming the treet 

unsuperv ised in the Tokyo slums. Moved by their plight, and that of their mothers who 

were struggling to earn ubsistence wages to support their fami l ies. she was inspired to 

establish Japan's first modern day-care centre (Uno 1987:65-6, Uno 1993b:56). Unlike the 

educational emphasis of the yochien curriculum, the hoik11e11 concentrated on improvi ng 

children's eating habits. personal hygiene and morals (Boocock 1989:45). During World 

War l , the government increased spending on day nurserie , in an effort to support 

impoveri shed mothers and women employed in the war effort, and by 19 19 the fi rst public 

day nursery was e tab Ii hed in Osaka, fol lowed by other in the slums of Tokyo, Kobe and 

K yoto (Shirai 1985). With the forced conscription of women for factory work during 

World War II, temporary hoikuen were established in any available space, including 

temples, shrines, librarie and chools. Whi le many of these closed at the end of the war, 

IO For a comprehensive history of early childhood pedagogic concepts in Japanese preschools, see the 
excellem arti cle by l shigaki ( 1991) which discus e prominent theorists and how their views innuenced 
Japanese educational trends. 
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the Japanese government (under the A merican occupation) passed the School Education 

L aw in 1947, which pl aced yochien under the control of the Ministry of Education 

(Mrmbuslzo), 11 and the Child Welfare Law, which made hoikuen part of the Ministry of 

Health and Welfare (Koseisho) (Boocock 1989:45). For many scholars, thi s remains the 

fundamental difference between the two forms of preschool in Japan, with the yochien seen 

as preparing children for school , while the hoikuen serves the needs of the poor and 

working women (Shwalb et al 1992:336, Smith 1995: 69, Boocock 1989:46, Hendry 

1986a: 126). 

In 1989 and 1990, following reports by internati onal media which focused on the 

image of Japanese children as young as two heading off to cram school (In Japan a tot' s 

first taste of schooling is ·examination hell ' 1984:46), the Ministry of Education issued new 

guidelines which stated preschools should view spontaneous play as their primary aim, and 

refrain from academic in truction (l shigaki 199 1 ). While thi s was a rad ical departure from 

earlier authoritari an structures and practices. some preschools had difficulty putting ·free 

play" into practi ce, which resulted in chaotic scenes such as these described by a teacher in 

an education magazine in 1990: .. When I visited some day nur eries. children were playing 

by the side of a busy road. I t was said that neighbours had to warn children against playing 

on the rai lway line. There was a rule not to lead children, so nobody stopped the children's 

fi ghting and a pecking order by force was created. Even for the very young children, it was 

a free choice to take or not take a nap. C lassroom decorations were aboli hed because it 

was said to be artifi cial. The chi ldren then scribbled a lot of graffiti on the wall'' (Davies & 

Ka ama 2004:97). Ten years later, it appear that ome institutions were sti ll grappl ing with 

the means to apply the concept of free play, leav ing teachers confused and unsure that the 

quali ty of their programs had improved as a result of the guidelines implementation 

(Holloway 2000: 184-6). 

While some scholars write that as far back as the Edo period theori sts such as 

Yamaga Soko ( 1622- 1685) and Ekiken K aibara ( 1630-1714) were recognizing the 

educational value of play (lshigaki 199 1, Shoji 1983), others argue that the behaviour 

represented at these preschools is relatively recent, and such institutions in fact represent 

11 
Mo11busho has ince been renamed Monbukagakusho (Mini try of Education. Culture. Sports. Science and 

Technology). 
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cultural values accepted by modern Japanese society (Holloway 2000:3, D avies & Kasama 

2004:76). What is c lear, however, is that most modern Japanese preschools now accept free 

play as an essential part of the preschool experience. Astute principals reali se that play is 

not j ust about hav ing fun, but that since playground interactions are "deeply embedded in 

children's collective, interpretive reproduction of their cul ture, socialization is not only a 

matter of individual adaptation and internalization, but a process of appropriation, 

reinvention, and reproduction" (Cor aro 1985: I). With this in mind, how have the social 

forces and ideologies outlined in this chapter come to shape the Japanese preschool of 

today? 

Figure 3: A teacher assists two year old children with one of the earliest routines to be mastered at the 
preschool: learning to stow one's shoes correctly in the genkan area. 
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Chapter 4 The Ideology and Practice of Shudan Seikatsu 

Ideological diversity within the Japanese preschool 

"Does the Japanese preschool represent a pocket of freedom in an otherwise tightly 

controlled society, or is the preschool experience merely a downward extension of the 

academic rat race? " (Boocock 1989:41) 

In her research which sought to examine how the 1990 Ministry of Education 

gu idelines were promoting more individuali sed ins truction , Holloway (2000: 18) came to 

identify and c lass ify preschool s into three types: relationship-ori ented, role-oriented and 

child-oriented. I found this model a useful lens th rough which to exami ne the five 

Hokkaido preschools se lected for my study. 

Ho ll oway (2000) noted that chi ldren at relationship-oriented preschools were 

encouraged to play with others , with little teacher intervention , and spent a great deal of 

time mastering the routines of group life and social rituals. The teachers focus on showing 

each child how rewarding it can be to perform these routines, as opposed to reprimanding 

them for failing to comply. At the role-oriented pre choo ls, the curricu lum wa 

academically focused, with strict discipline, and little opportu nity fo r children to exercise 

free will. Finally, at the child-oriented preschools , much of the day was devoted to free 

play, with few group activities. Teachers had a more individuali sed approach to chi ldren, 

and gave no direct instruction about the day 's activities. 

In terms of my research, I would identify Oka as a relationship-oriented preschool , 

staffed with young, smi ling teachers who "approach their objective of preparing children 

for e nthusiastic participation in group life by focusing on three essential experiences: 

having fun , learning routines, and forming friendship with other chi ldren (Holloway 

2000:4 1 ). Entering the kindergarten grounds at 9 am on a sunn y morning, one is struck by 

the numbers of happy children busy in the sandpit, on the climbing frames or pulling 

friends around in brightly-painted wagons while jaunty music pipes from the outdoor 

speakers. Each child is wearing a coloured cap which makes them instantly identifiable as 

a member of their class (orange for Kiku class, pink for Sakura etc), and most have a 
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corresponding coloured name badge pinned to their clothing. Over at the swings, children 

waiting for their turn chant up to ten , which is the des ignated time for change-over, and 

then swap places without any fu ss or instruction from the teacher. In one corner, a three 

year old boy is wailing about the failure of hi s mud pie. In frustration , he ki cks out at the 

other children who try to placate him, but to no avail. One of the teachers from the six-year

o ld class eventually wanders over but does not reprim and him for hi s behaviour, but sits 

down and pours water back and forth over the pie, a ll the time smiling and encouraging 

until the boy once again commences play. 

Inside the yi5chien, the hall is full of children manoeuvring large wooden blocks, 

bouncing ball s, spinning hula hoops and skipping ropes. Children run in and out of 

classrooms which have desks piled with clay sculptures in progress, and floors strewn with 

pl as tic fruit , soft toys , lego and books. Even the surfaces in the staffroo m are covered in 

paper, ribbons, tape and sc issors as three little g irl s work at making fairy wands and 

streamers for their hair, whil e a group of boys construct swords and ninj a masks. When 

they have trouble w ith the stanley knife they ask the recepti oni st to he lp them . She does so 

willingly, then goes back to answer a call amongst the rowdy din of ch ildren 's vo ices. 

At 9.50 am the c lean-up music bursts out of the loudspeakers, and the children rush 

to put away their materi a ls, often needin g to work together to pile up the heavy wooden 

blocks or the gym mats. B y I O am, the assemb ly music has begun and the chi ldren are 

lining up accordin g to coloured tape markings on the grou nd. The line-up sequence goes 

from shortest to tallest , and has been ascertained at the beginning of the year when a ll 

chi ldren were measured and weighed. Even though some children may have grown since 

thi s time, they maintain this sequence, reprimanding amongs t themselves any child who 

may be stand ing out of order. At I 0.10 am the music stops and the duty teacher steps up to 

give the day 's inspirational talk and to lead the chi ldren in morning exercise, after which 

they will re turn to the ir c lasses to begin a fun acti vity prepared by the teachers. 

Preschoo ls in rural Hokkaido are generall y lucky in the sense that land , which is so 

precious in other parts of Japan, is re latively abundant here. Like Oka, Chibikko and T enshi 

also feature spacious dirt grounds and bright, ai ry c lassrooms. But while the physical 

surroundin gs may be simil ar, the atmosphere is quite different. Chibikko and Tenshi can be 

class ified a ro le-oriented, where "children must be brought up to perform their ro le in life 
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with diligence, confidence and competence" (Holloway 2000:62). This approach does not 

necessarily mean submerging the individual for the group, rather that identifying one's role 

is compatible with maintaining one's individuality (kosei), and ultimately contributing to a 

harmonious society. In these institutions, " the need for self-discipline is purposely 

highlighted and enduring minor hardship for the sake of conforming to the rules of the 

group is seen as character-building" (Holloway 2000:52). 

The role-oriented preschools are also the most likely to teach literacy or offer some 

kind of academic instruction, a move welcomed by education-orientated parents . ironically, 

these same parents are criticized by the directors of role-oriented preschools , who see them 

as contributing to the decline of postwar Japanese society through their materiali stic, 

permissive and individuali stic lifestyles (Holloway 2000:64). While the directors of Tenshi 

and Chibikko shared these views, they were also trying to support parents on many levels, 

and were fervently pacifi st, rejecting any notions of using role-oriented instruction to 

promote nationalistic causes. 

At Tenshi , children are dropped off between 8.30 and 9 am by parents, or arrive on 

the kindergarten bus which is painted with cartoons and smiling faces. After exchanging 

their outdoor shoes for their indoor ones, and hanging up their bags, children proceed to 

their classroom where vari ous activities are set up for them. In line with the Montessori 

philosophy of the kindergarten , all the activities have been pre-approved as enhancing 

children's brain development. Children can choose from so lving wooden puzzles, sewing 

yarn into patterned cards, completing hiragana charts, threading beads, identifying odours 

in metal canisters, and even writing numeral s on long scro ll s of paper which are clipped 

together and then unrolled again each day - so me children's lists are into the 800s! The 

atmosphere is one of quiet industry, with the homeroom teacher sitting cheerfully beside 

the children, ready to help or encourage as required. 

It is also a fact that there are far fewer children here than the 162 pupils of Oka. 

Although there are three classrooms in Tenshi , only two are currently in use as home rooms 

by the 49 children enrolled. At 9.30 the children are instructed to clean up by their teachers, 

who line them up and lead them down to the hall for assembly, which will be followed by 

the lessons of the day, which may include painting, musical or craft instruction. 

Over at Chibikko, children have begun arriving si nce 7.30 am, emerging from late-
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model SUVs driven by their parents who are rushing to professional jobs in the city. Many 

of the boys go outside to throw baseball s, the girls chat to their friends over drawings, and 

the toddlers wander amongst toys to get cuddles from obliging older children. The 

amicable hum of conversation is silenced at 9 am, when all 52 of the children aged up to 

five gather for the morning assembly. After a finger play and a story book, the older 

children lead the younger ones out to their c lasses then return for taisi5 (morning exercise). 

The teachers stand at the back while two four-year-old girls go to the front , and begin to 

lead the children in a stretching and dance routine conducted to the theme of "Fame". The 

teachers do "Head, shoulders, knees and toes" first in Japanese, and then in Engli sh, as the 

children sing and mimic the actions. 

Thi s is followed by a round of fl ashcards depicting fl ags of various countries. The 

children call out confidently in unison, "Denmark, China, New Zealand, igeri a . . . ", and 

are reminded by teachers th at even though .. we may li ve in different countries, and look 

different, we are a ll the same inside, and around the world we are a ll friends" (sekai de 

minna otomodachi). Before head ing to their respective classes at 9.40 am, children are 

e ncouraged by the duty monitors (ti5ban ) to do their best, to which they heartil y rep ly 

"gambarimasu" and place a sticker in the appropriate calendar space in their attendance 

books. 

Hinode and Mori appear to be more child-ori ented , in the sense that the children 

were left pretty much to their ow n devices, although the daily routine did inc lude a regular 

morning assembly, naptime and lunch together. However, unlike the wealthy child-oriented 

Kansai institutions that Holloway visited , with their abundant equipment and spacious 

grounds, Mori especially had very limited resources reflecting its status as an un official 

hoikuen in an impoverished , rural area. While Hinode was better-equipped, the building 

fac i Ii ties were worn, with none of the computers of Chibikko, or television and DVD sets 

of Oka and Tenshi . In order to stretch resources, some of the toys had even been handmade 

by the teachers during the children's naptime. In chi ld-oriented schools, the emphasis is on 

"enhancing the complementary rel ationship between individual competence and group 

strength" (Holl oway 2000:97) so that ' strong' children can use their abi lities to create a 

'good' group . Hi node and Mori were the most problematic of the five preschools to fit into 

Holloway's framework, as they represented the most permissive of a ll institutions in terms 
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of allowing children to direct their own play, but it wasn' t yet clear if they had achieved a 

cohesive, cooperative group in their classrooms. 

At Hinode the doors open at 8 am, but children continue to trickle in over the next 

hour after being greeted at the genkan (foyer) by teachers who help them to change their 

shoes and stow their containers of cooked rice and bags of bedding. Despite an entire roll of 

only 39 pupil s aged up to six years old, the noi se is deafening as the children race about the 

hall , which contains a mini trampoline, bins of ball s and hoops. The classrooms are also a 

hive of activity, with tiny wooden blocks scattered about the floor , and ' playing house ' 

games in full swing. Unlike Oka, the staffroom at Hi node is off-limits to the kids. It holds 

no interest for them anyway, lacking the bul ging cupboards full of ribbons, cellophane and 

coloured card available to Oka pupil s. 

Several of the o lder boys are invol ved in tatakau-gokko (play fighting), which has 

beco me more and more intense and threatens to spill over and destroy the carefully 

co nstructed wooden tower another group is making . While the tower-builders complai n 

loudl y to the teacher, she ignores th em and continue to play at haird ressers with two girl s. 

The o lder boys continue to th row punches and hurl insults at each other, until eventually the 

teacher drags them apart , admoni shin g "stop punching!" At 9.30 am, the teacher plays a 

s imple tune on the piano whi ch is the cue to tidy up the ha ll , and line up. The teacher offers 

the mornin g greeti ng, to whi ch the children reply , before they join hands for a game. While 

one teacher pl ays the piano, the other teachers attempt to get the children to join hands and 

walk around in a circle . Several of the children resist, and start crying, but the teachers 

ignore this , continuin g to "wash" them as per the game. One child continue to wail 

th roughout, despite the teacher tickling and rocking him. At 9.45 am, the children head to 

their classrooms, where they are free to play until lunchtime. 

The hoikuen at Mori i surpri singly diffi cult to find, despite being the so le preschool 

in thi s tin y farming hamlet. The ph ysical surroundin gs are , in fact , onl y one room at the end 

of a corridor in the community hall. At the genkan, there are no ex tra shoe racks for child

sized footwear and the dilapidated complex appears to be deserted until you catch a glimpse 

of elderly women a1nngi ng fl owers in one of the fro nt rooms. The five children enrolled 

here atTi ve at 8 am , with the two sets of sib lings arri ving after the youngest child who 
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comes with the teacher, hi s mother. There are two young female teachers here, plus the 

principal who is in her eighties. 

The atmosphere is very subdued, even the children's voices are quiet and restrained 

as they pick their way around the meagre piles of !ego and beads on the lino leum fl oor. 

Two of the boys lie under the futon s in the cupboard and whisper together. At 9.35 am the 

teachers instruct the children to pack up the toys, and push the tables together. There is no 

bouncy music, or even piano cues to liven this up . One teacher reads a book to the group, 

and then pull s out a small, portable keyboard on which she plays a few tunes. Today, for 

the first time ever, local library vo lunteers have come to give a kamishibai (paper theatre) 

presentation to the class. The children li sten appreciatively until to the end, when it is time 

to go outside for free play. The playground is a sad collection of rusted equipment, and 

most of it is broken anyhow, so the children instead draw in the dirt with sti cks until it is 

time for lunch. 

In Holloway's study so me teachers in child-oriented schoo ls said that they were 

trying to repli cate the amae atmosphere of home, but adapting the relationship dynamics to 

a group settin g (Holloway 2000:2 1 ). Despite the poor resources, Mori most seemed to 

represent an amae-based setting, typified by an incident during a group walk, when the 

youngest child cried "okasan , okasan" fo r hi s mother, who eventually abandoned her role 

as sensei (teacher), and carried him on her back even as she urged the other chi ldren not to 

give up. In contrast, at ro le-oriented Chibikko, most of the staff have ch ildren at the centre, 

including the principal ' s grandchildren . At no time did those children forget to address their 

parents with the correct honorific of sensei (teache r) or enchi5 sensei (principal), even in the 

face of distress. Outside the soto setting of the hoikuen however, they were a very warm 

and lov ing family , with the children using the uchi language of okasan (mother) and 

obasan (grandma) with no hint of confusion. Obviously, they were well on the way to 

mas tering the intricacies of Japanese social interaction in contrasting environments. 

Even within this sma ll group of Hokkaido preschools, the axes of variatio n are 

clearly recognisable. While the diversity of Japanese preschools has been examined by a 

few scholars (Boocock 1989, DeCoker 1990, Holloway 2000), much of the literature on 

this subject has focused on the prevalence of free play, the lack of teacher-instigated 

discipline and the generally noisy, wild atmosphere of the classroom (Tob in 1989, Peak 
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199 1, Lewi s 1995). While these descripti ons certainl y have paralle ls with li fe at Hinode, 

they bear no resemblance to Chibikko where fi ghts are qui ckl y broken up, and children are 

encouraged to be polite, studi ous and respectful. 

In a wide ly-read ex pose on the Japanese ed ucati o n system, White ( 1987) notes that 

publi c kindergartens prov ide no lessons in literacy or numeracy, and even the most e lite 

kindergartens offer onl y a basic introducti on to letters and numbers. While thi s may be true 

of Mori , what then do we make of C hibikko where teachers drill the ir two year old charges 

in hiragana, or of the meti culously copied sheets of numbers and characters in the desks of 

pupil s at Tenshi ? Similarl y, the pos iti ve, pro-acti ve methods of fo sterin g co llective identity 

and emoti onal attachment to the group witnessed by Kot I off ( 1998) at a preschoo l in 

Kanazawa, is a mirro r image of scenes at Oka, yet not necessaril y representati ve of the 

o ther preschoo ls in thi s study. Despite these ideo logical di fferences, within each of the fi ve 

preschoo ls the influence of shi'idan seikarsu methods can be fou nd . What exactl y does thi s 

term mean and how does it infl uence preschoo l li fe ? 

Figure 4: Girls practice hiragana and fine motor skills. 
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Shudan seikatsu: socialising children to 'life in the group ' 

"Learning to participate in shudan implies learning to switch between two codes of 

behavior - one appropriate to participation in the family and one appropriate to the 

group " (Peak / 989:97). 

As the economic miracle of postwar Japan pushed the country into the mainstream 

Western med ia, artic les and news stories began to look towards the educati on system. 

Could thi s be a contributing factor to the phenomenal ri se of the Japanese econo my? 

Foreign scholars were sent to investi gate thi s theory, leading to reports of the academic 

success of Japanese students (Husen 1967, Comber & Keeves 1973 , Stig ler 1983, 

Stevenson & Lee 1990), whi le the popu lar press offered supposedly stereotypi cal images of 

children as youn g as two attending cram schoo l (Simons 1987, Efron 1997). It eemed that 

a key factor must be intensive academi c instructi on, startin g even at the toddl er stage where 

children are fo rced to compete fo r admi ssion into e liti st, regimented preschoo ls (Summer 

camp readi es Japan's ki ndergartners fo r ·exam hel I' 1987: I ). 

In contrast to these images, more thorou gh fi e ldwork-based studi es have since 

indi cated th at the rea l aim of earl y educati on lies in sociali sati on processes, not ri gorous 

academi c instructi on (Peak 1991 , Sano 1989, Tobin , Wu & Dav idso n 1989, Hendry 1986a, 

Lewis 1984). While academi cs once thought earl y social skill s were learned in the Japanese 

home, scholars such as Peak ( 1989) be li eve that the ex pl anat ion li es w ith uchi and soto 

whi ch has been ex plored in many ethnographi es dealing with adult society in Japan 

(He ndry 1995, Lebra 1976, Nakane 1970, Vogel 1963). 

The ex plic it soc iali sing fun cti o n of the Japanese preschoo l is recogni sed by both 

parents and teachers, who accept th at a ' bridge' is needed between the culture and 

behavi our of the home and that of the o utside world (Peach 1994 ). Teachers do not expect 

pupil s to commence school with any understandin g of appropriate c lass room behaviour, 

just as parents feel it is not reasonable to manage children's acti ons at home accordin g to 

the rules of the preschool environment. The two environments are naturall y seen as quite 

di stin ct (Peak 1991 : 11 ). Instead of leadin g children in intensive academic lessons, " the 
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schools emphasize teaching socially appropriate behaviour through a gradual process of 

socialization in group act ivities" (Peach 1994:3). 

The profound difference between the behav iour of children at home, and the 

behaviour expected at preschool can be attri buted to shitdan seikatsu, with shiidan meaning 

group or co llective, and seikatsu meaning life or daily living. Put simply, the preschool is 

s/11Jda11 seikatsu and the home is not. While the English meaning of group could also 

theoreti cally be ex tended to include the fami ly, in Japanese terms "the defining 

characteri stic of a shiidan is not the number of people invo lved but the expectations 

governing their interpersonal behaviour" (Peak 1989:97). The famil y cannot be a small 

shiidan as its members are free to express their own f eelings and desires within the amae 

environment of the home, where i t is qui te appropriate to expect understanding and 

indulgence from the other members for any selfish behaviour. In contra t, at the preschool, 

participation by children in the s/111da11 environment means that they must real ise .. that their 

own desire and goals are secondary to those of the group. A certain degree of e11ryo or 

restraint in expressing one·s own feelings and a di ffident se lf-presentation are appropriate'" 

(Peak 1989 :94). 

This is in sharp contrast to the indulgent amae atmosphere of the family home, but 

mothers interviewed by Peak ( 1989, 199 1) were adamant that enryo could only be acquired 

through interact ion with peers in the sl1L1da11 setting of the preschool, where chi ldren's 

waga111a111a (personal desires) must be sacri ficed for the acti vitie and harmony of the 

group. Parents in Tsutsuj i seemed to feel the same way. Despite being a ful l-time 

housewi fe, one Tsutsuji mother I spoke to had decided to put her only chi ld into day-care to 

avoid · poiling· the girl. The hoikuen rules decreed that little Yuko attend from 8.30 am to 

4 pm, during which time the mother waited at home unti l pick-up time. As she was unable 

to have more children, the mother told me that the hoikuen was an opportunity for Yuko to 

make fri ends, have fun, and most importantly, learn to interact in the shiidan environment 

before she started elementary school. She felt that it would be unfair and selfish of her as a 

mother to deny Yuko thi s chance, despite spending each morning of the first six months 

peeling a crying chi Id from her skirt at the hoikuen genkan. 

The sln1da11 lessons Yuko is learning in the preschool environment are even more 

pertinent at a time where many Japanese children do not have sibli ngs or watchful 
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neighbours to curb their impulsi ve wagamama behaviour. 1 As the post-war Japanese famil y 

has moved from the extended to the nuclear, so has the neighbourhood environment 

changed for Japanese children. While the neighbourhood was once an important agent of 

sociali sati on (Hendry I 986a:57-6 I ), many urban Japanese youngsters now grow up in high

rise apartment complexes, with little opportunity to interact with other children prior to 

entering preschool. In fact, some scholars point out that the social skills once gained in the 

neighbourhood contex t are now being acquired at the vari ous ex tra-curricular classes and 

groups that are popular for children (Imamura 1987 :76, Tsuneyoshi 200 I :72). 

While the shiidan seikatsu image is a posi tive one for many Japanese, thi s so-called 

' group ori entated behaviour' has been widely negatively portrayed in the international press 

(Sayle 1998), leading to perceptions such as "Japanese children go into preschool 

overindul ged and undercontrolled and come out overcontrolled. unimaginati ve, and 

spiritless" (Tobin quoted in Finkelstein 199 1 :77). With thi i n mind, the teachers I spoke to 

were anx ious to clarify the role of shiidan seikatsu , and careful to emphas ise it wa not 

some kind of ·mind contro l' that resu lted in the children being turned out as "little robots·. 

As Finkelstein notes " contrary to prevaili ng ·tereotypes, the primary function of hoikue11 

and yi5chien is not to break children's spirit or will but to help them acquire a more group

oriented, outward-facing sense of sel f than they received in the first th ree years of li fe" 

(Finkelstein 199 1 :78). 

While most teachers and parents can sec the benefi ts of the sh11da11 seikatsu 

ideology, it does not necessaril y mean that the transiti on from home to preschool is a 

smooth one (Peak 199 1, Hendry 1986a). For many ch ildren, the fir t few week after 

entering hoikuen or yi5chien are traumatic, as they learn to master many bas ic techniques 

which have previously been done for them by their mothers. 2 In the sln1da11 environment of 

up to forty children in a clas , the teacher largely makes herse lf unavai table to the demands 

of her many small charges, defining her role as sensei as opposed to mother. The 

intentionally high student/ teacher rati os in the Japane e preschool classroom function to 

1 
It i s worth noting here that unlike the rather negative connotations of the Engl ish translation (sellish or 

per onal desires). wagamama docs not imply a hon coming in onc·s character. The meaning of the word 
combining waga ('own· or ·self' ) with mama ("as it is' ) implie an untrained state. yet to be sociali sed 
(Hendry l 986a:90). 
2 

M uch of the first term is spent practicing thing such putti ng on and removing shoes. buttoning up clothing, 
setting the table for one·s lunch. and organising one·s belongings al arri val and home time. 
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prevent intense dyadic relations between the two parti es, ultimately preventing teachers 

from acting like a mother and children from reverting to dependent sons and daughters 

(Tobin 1987:539). It soon becomes clear that " the worlds of preschool s and home, of 

teacher and mother, are viewed as largely discontinuous ... teachers are not parents, and to 

the degree a Japanese teacher allows herself to slip into a motherl ike stance toward a child, 

she has compromised her role as a teacher" (Tobin, Wu & Davidson 199 1: 111 ). 

And despite Western media sources which describe mothers desperate ly trying to 

get their children accepted into 'escalator ' kindergartens linked to presti gious universities, 

most mother are not overl y concerned about institutions' academic reputation. Hendry 

( l 986a:63) found that generally factors such as convenience and children's friendships 

were seen as more important than ideology. While Smith ( 1995:49-50) agrees that socio

economic factors such as per capita educational spending, prefectural income, occupation 

have no impact on hoikuen attendance, he argues that. in contrast, _w5chien attendance is 

di rect ly linked to educational strati ficat ion, a k ind of ·cul tural -capital" that ultimately gives 

chi ldren an academic advantage. 

In Tsutsuj i, Tensh i is the only kindergarten availab le, although there are publ ic day

care centres, but mothers often mentioned the convenience of the free bus serv ice for 

students, and the large hall which provided a place for ch ildren to run around duri ng the 

snowy winter month . M others who chose one of the two hoik11e11 were usually attracted 

by the long opening hours, and the lower income-adjusted fees. Some pecificall y chose 

one day-care over another, even if was further away, so that chi ldren could be with their 

friends or cousins. One mother told me that she had consciously sent her ch i ld to a 

crowded day-care on the other side of town, as the number of children in the class was 

around forty, therefore her daughter would be ab le to make "lots of friends" instead of the 

handful of potential friends avai lable Lo her at the day-care at the end of the street where 

classes of fi ve to six children were common. 

However, there were some defi ni te divisions between the yochien and hoikuen 

mothers in Tsutsuji. Yochien mother were often dismissive of the lack of instruction over 

at the hoikuen, believing the children to spend their days bull ying and running wild wi th 

litt le intervention by teachers. One mother even to ld me on the first day of elementary 

school that the children who had prev iously attended hoikuen were clearly identi fiable by 
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thei r behaviour ! Conversely, many of the hoikuen mother fel t the yochien, and the 

fami l ies which used it, represented an el ite group which excluded those mothers who 

couldn ' t afford either the fees, or the time off from their jobs to attend the frequent 

kindergarten events and meetings. I ronically, unti l recently, T sutsuji parents in demanding 

professional posi tions (such as teachers, doctors and local officials) have had l itt le choice 

but to use lower-socio economic public day-cares l ike H inode because of their long 

opening hours. It is the very same reason local farmin g famili es patroni se this hoikuen, as 

there are none o f the accommodating private instituti ons like Chibikko which are available 

to Yuri parents. 

The tensions between hoikuen and yochien mothers were highli ghted for me during 

a chi ldren's wooden toy display put on in the town gymnasium by the local council. An 

accompanying survey asked parents for their comments on the educational benefi ts of the 

display, a publ ic arena in which one _','ochien mother had taken the opportunity to promote 

the connection between brain-stimulating activities. a structured curriculum and 

kindergarten attendance, in contrast to the free play of the hoikuen. Her comments were 

widely discussed and very upsetting to the many hoik11c11 mothers who had also taken their 

children along to the event. In fact, the Ministry of Education has stated that the functi on of 

yochien is not to teach academic ski l ls, but the reality can be quite di fferent. Paren ts in 

Tsutsuji quite clearl y know thi s, but often have to choose preschools based on their 

personal ci rcumstances. 

Despite the clear ideological and class differences between Tsutsuji families who 

use the yochien and hoikuen, both groups appeared united in their faith in shiidan se ikatsu 

a a valuable tool in preparing their children for Japanese li fe . Many chose to place their 

children in hoikuen that seemed, to my eye , to be overcrowded with student-teacher rat ios 

of 30: I instead of selecting centres where one teacher cared for a handful of children. On a 

personal level, when I first arri ved in Hokkaido I wa uncomfortable placing my young 

sons in the busy hoikuen, but like many other working parents, I had no other options 

avai lab le to me unti I my children were old enough to enter the kindergarten at age three. l 

now reali se that my ew Zealand upbringing meant that I valued creati vity, individualism 

and teacher invo lvement for my sons. 1 had never heard of shi7dan seikats11, and I certainl y 

did not see any benefits in a class of forty chi ldren and one teacher. I believed the Western 
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"uni versal truth" that the smaller the c lass size and the smaller the student/teacher rati on, 

the better (Tobin 1987:533 ). In contrast, most Japanese parents I met were puzzled by my 

questi ons on thi s topic. With such an emphasis on the indi vidual, didn ' t New Zealand 

parents worry their children would end up selfi sh and demanding, they asked . As time 

passed, I began to see what " li fe in a group" was a ll about, and the implications fo r both my 

own children and the ir peers. 

Figure 5: Children lay out their bento and utensils at lunchtime. 
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"Nakami ni irete": the shudan environment in practice 

"Because the cultures within and outside the home are so different, and because it is 

culturally inappropriate f or mothers to train children in behavior and attitudes appropriate 

for the outside world, the Japanese have come to believe it is the responsibility of the 

school to socialize children to the cooperative and self-effacing norms of what the Japanese 

call "shudan seikatsu" or "life in a group " (Peach 1994:3). 

For many researchers, their first visits to Japanese preschoo ls were no table for the 

unexpectedl y hi gh level s of noise and supposedly chaotic scenes (Peak 1991 , Lewi s 1995). 

These images were in direct contrast to the stereo typi cal views being proffered in the West 

at the time, th at of Japanese children qui etl y and obedientl y being drilled in their lessons by 

an authoritari an instructo r. Other reports portrayed individual Japanese youngsters as los t in 

a homogeneous sea of matchin g uni fo rms, hats and backpacks (Smith 1995). 

In fac t, fo r the Japanese preschoo l with an ex pli citl y stated aim of soc ia li s ing 

children to life in the sln"'idan environment , the building of stron g, cooperati ve groups is 

paramount. In many Western cultures, however, the e mph asis seems to be o n children 

gaining independence: "Ame ri can culture views independence and autono my as a norm, as 

a positi ve goal toward s whi ch indi viduals should stri ve. It assumes th at indi vidua l 

co mpetiti on and independence are part of ' human nature'. Thi s beli ef is so firml y fixed in 

our macrosys tem that many of us woul d fi nd it hard to consider an alternative" (G arbari no 

& Abramowitz 1992: 56). In contrast, Japanese soc iety views appropriate dependence as an 

essenti a l skill fo r youngsters to develop (Doi 1973). This is not necessaril y a uniquel y 

Japanese phenomena as studies have identified famil y po li cies whi ch pro mote group 

interdependence in Swedi sh (M yrdal 1968) and Dani sh cultures (Wagner 1978). However, 

the case of Japan is no table fo r the way child-rearin g practi ces, parental in vo lvement and 

the educati on system see appropri ate dependency as supporting the process of wakaraseru 

('gettin g the child to understand ') as opposed to more auth oritari an methods in o rde r to 

achieve a sunao (co mpli ant, cooperati ve) child . "A child who is sunao has n' t yie lded hi s 

persona l autono my fo r the sake of cooperat ion: coope rati on doesn't impl y giving up the 

self, as it may in the West, but in fact impli es that wo rking with others is the appropri ate 
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setting for express ing and enhancing the self' ' (Le Vine & White 2003: 180). In thi s way, 

while preschool children learn to suppress their own desires w ithin the school environment, 

they are also learning interdependency skill s which will be valuable for their own personal 

development and success. 

So, on a practical level how are these goals implemented and achieved by the 

preschool s? An analysis of the daily routines of the yochien and hoikuen visited is a useful 

w ay to identify strategies employed by teachers and administrators. Even before children 

begin attending Oka, they are given a glimpse of the potential fun they could have at 

kindergarten through a series of one-day visits (ichi nichi nyi"ien). Children arrive at 9.30 

am with their mothers, where their temporary teacher presents them with a colourful name 

badge in the shape of a flower or animal. Thi s will link them to other visiting children in 

the same group. Already the youngsters can identify o the rs who will be in their c lass once 

the free play time is over. At assembl y the newcomers are encouraged to line up with their 

group, and are welcomed by the 'regular' children with a ritualised greetin g, promising to 

play together. be happy and make good friends . 

After completing a mornin g exercise routine, conducted to an e nergetic tune 

appropriate to the time of year (e.g., donguri acorn music in autumn , sakura cherry blosso m 

songs in sprin g), the children file out to their classrooms, where the teacher plays the pi ano 

to signify eve ryone should sit down. Whole-hearted (genki, hakihaki ) participation in 

activities is seen as a parti cul arl y valued quality, and the calling of the roll (shusseki) means 

a cri sp, clear answer is required from chi ldren. As Le Vine & White (2003: 180) note, ' ·the 

style in which one does o ne's work indicates affective commitment and is considered 

a lmost as important as th e product of the perfo rm ance". For the newcomers, thi s is a nerve

wracking experience but the rest of the c las waits patiently for their response, even if it 

means that the teacher has to finally go up to the reticent child, cup a hand behind their ear, 

and exclaim ·'Hai, genki desu" fo r them, while signaling for the c lass to clap at this 

"answer". Once the child enters preschool fo r real though, they are grad uall y expected to 

master important greetings such as this, even if it means making a class of fo rty children 

wait for up to ten minutes for the desired result. My middle son was not very profi c ient in 

Japanese when he entered kindergarten, and despite constant prompting from teacher and 

classmates, refused to answer hi s name fo r two terms. On the day th at he finally 
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acquiesced, hi s teacher told me that she broke down in tears! In fact, mastering the 

rituali sed greetings (aisatsu) that mark social interactions in Japan is the most commonly 

cited object of training (sh itsuke) at the preschool leve l (Hendry I 986a:73). 

At Oka, the calling of the roll is preceded by the 'good morning ' song and greeting 

which is lead by two duty monitors (ti5ban) summoned to the front of the c lass. Each child 

takes on thi s role at least once a term as per a rotating flip chart on the wall, yet many 

children can bare ly di sgui se their excitement and pride as they make their way to the front. 

To signify their special status for the day, handmade stuffed felt animals are pinned to their 

clothing, and the class uses honorifi c language to address the ti5ban as they bow and ask for 

their classmates' protection and help . A s Lewis ( 1995 : I 06) notes, '"the ti5ban system 

seemed to capitalize on children 's natural interests for attention , prestige, and a chance to 

lead others and seemed to give children a chance to experience the pleasure - and 

headaches - of responsibility". The jobs ex pected of toban vary, but might include leading 

the class in greetings or songs as described above, di st ributin g work materi a ls, deciding 

when the class was quiet enough to begin an act ivity, and ensuri ng a ll students were 

correctly dressed at home time . Although conducted with varyi ng degrees of ceremony, the 

toban system was a feature of all the preschoo ls I visited , and as such, serves an important 

functi on : to all ow even the shyes t child the chance to be a leader, and to create empathy for 

authority wh ile si multaneously developing a ·good-child ' (ii ko ) identity. 

For the children at Hi node and Mori thi s mid-morning point of the day signifies a 

return to the free play of earlier. For the students of Oka, Chibikko and Tenshi , however, 

thi s is the time to begin a teacher-directed ac ti vity with other members of their c lass group. 

Over at Tenshi , it is time to practice fo r the upcomin g kindergarten concert (happyi5kai ). 

Unlike, the mumbled , un certain efforts I have seen of ch ildren in ew Zealand 

kindergartens, Japanese preschool concerts are full-scale productions, timed and perfected 

to the minute. In fac t, the first time I saw one of these, I couldn ' t fathom how teachers had 

managed to get a bunch of three year o lds to sing, co nduct a dance routine, and ac t out a 

play! While Hinode children are dressed in hand-sewn costumes while performing in the 

local agri cultural centre, Chibikko rents out the cavernous city hall fo r their concert, where 

children's dance routines have been honed by a professional choreographer. Despite these 
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differences among preschools, across the board the resu lts are still spectacular by Western 

standards. 

In a normally vacant classroom at Tenshi, the nen-chi"i sa,1 (4-5 years old) have been 

assembled by a teacher and her assistant. The teacher begins by noting, '·even though I 

didn't ask you, some children are already sitting up so nicely". The other children quickly 

snap to an upright position, before she tells them that the class is about to 'begin work' 

(.shigoto o hajimarima.su ) and bows to the children . They re pond by bowing, chanti ng in 

unison onegai .shimasu, a ri tualistic means of requesting a favour from someone. The 

children begin acting out a play, but as the time goes on, those members of the class not ·on 

stage' begin to get bored and chatter. The teacher stops the actors and addresses the class, 

saying " You need to listen to your friend s to know when your turn is, because when it' for 

real , the teacher won't be telling you what to do. You need to rel y on each other". 

In the classroom of the nen-cho san (5-6 years old), the children are trying to master 

their instruments, identical sets of kenban hiimonika, a kind of keyboard with a flexible 

tube into which the children must blow whil t pressing the keys. The teacher demonstrates 

the musical notes, the children copy and practice the tune until the teacher rings a bell for 

everyone to stop. To my mind it is quite a complex task, but the children doggedly repeal 

the notes unti l signaled to halt. Someone is still playing. The teacher comments "We all 

need to do it together or we can ' t make beautiful music - we need to make sure our friends 

have mastered the piece. Some of us are sti II learning the notes, so please let's try hard not 

to blow our instruments even if we have mastered it ourself '. She signals for them to 

commence practice again, and moves about the class, listening to each child individually, 

offering instructions and correcting their fingers over the keys. At the end, the teacher asks 

for a how of hands from those who have perfected the piece. About hal f the clas raise 

their hands. The teacher says "Some hand are ti ll down, so those of you who put hand 

up, would you mind taking some time (during free play) to show the others how to play the 

music (oshiete itadakimasen ka )? Thank you". The language she has chosen for thi s request 

is formal and humble, not usually the kind directed at children from her superior position. 

Over the lunch break, I notice several of the more able children instructing their grateful 

classmates in the art of the kenbcm htimonika. 
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At all the preschool s I visited, the chi ldren begin preparing for lunch about 11 .30 

am. At Hinode, the teacher a ks the children to first lay out their futons for the nap whi ch 

wi ll follow lunch. The children work together to carry tables out to the hall , then unpack 

their individual chopstick sets (hashi ) and lay out the container of ri ce they have brought 

from home before heading across to wet their own wash c loths (oshibori ) under the taps. 

The three year o lds line up to go to the toilet, while the o lder chi ldren play a musical chairs 

game (isu tori ) using hoops on the grou nd to determine in what order they wil l sit down at 

the table. A little girl complains to the teacher that a boy has been roughly shovin g another 

child. The teacher does not look over towards the perpetrator, instead repl ying, .. mmm, can 

yo u tell him not to push like that (oshie te agenasai ka)?" using language common ly 

directed at children or so meo ne of lower status. Meanwhile, the toban are busy retrieving 

the food trolley from the kitchen and pl acing bowl s of food on the table. At locall y-funded 

Hinode, the food is prepared by a full-time cook, but families are ex pected to contribute by 

suppl yi ng cooked rice each day for th eir child . B y lunchtime the rice is co ld , but the 

children don ' t appear to mind as they tuck into hot mi so soup with tofu and mushrooms , 

boiled carrots and corn, lettuce and tomato salad and a sli ce of pork dipped in mi so paste. 

They are also given bar ley tea to drink, th e liquid served hot in winter and chill ed in 

summer. 

Once all the food is out on their table, the ch ildren seated there begin to eat after 

first mumbling "itadakimasu" but without waiting for a f;0{ ,i c lass lunchtime aisatsu. Thi s V 

is unique to Hinode, as every other preschool I vis ited required the group to pause and give 

thanks fo r the food. Children are strongly encouraged not to leave any food behind , and to 

eat qui et ly and neatl y. In fact, manners surroundin g mealtimes was c ited by the teachers 

interviewed as of paramount importance in sociali sing children, one of the few issues they 

fe lt mi ght warrant disciplinary action. The children are not all owed to drink or receive a 

piece of fruit until their plates are clean. Whil e the rest of the class finish eati ng, and tip 

their discarded grape skins into a scrap bucket, Hiroko still hasn' t started her meal despite 

the teacher sitting beside her, gentl y chidin g at first , then later insi sting she try the food. 

In Japanese preschoo ls, teachers are expected to remain seated with students at 

lunch times, consumin g the same hot meal suppli ed at the hoikuen, or eating from their 

ho me-made lunchboxes (bento ) just like their students in the yochien. Thi not o nl y allows 
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staff to remind boi sterous children to eat quietl y, it means that they can mo nitor and 

influence wh at the children are consuming, and at the same time act as a model for good 

table manners. In the preschoo l environment, it is the responsibility of the teacher to ensure 

children have a healthy diet , a responsibility they take very seriously. At Hinode, thi s role is 

actualized in the form of the renraku cha, a notebook taken from home to school each day 

and into which teachers write detailed notes about each child' s dail y diet, bowel motions, 

demeanour and ability to play with classmates. The teacher at Hinode tell s me that Hiroko 's 

mother is very worried about her refu sal to eat, and has put pressure on the staff to rectify 

the problem. The teacher sighs, and says, "Hiroko always starts eating when the others have 

fini shed and won' t be swayed by wh at the rest of her c lass is doing. She is very stubborn 

(ganka), quite a difficult child (muzukashii ka)" . 

By 12 .45 pm, the teachers have wiped down the tables, the curtains have been 

pulled, the li ghts dimmed in the c lassroom, and the other children are lying on the ir futons. 

Onl y Hi roko is still sitting alo ne in the hall , for lornl y pi cking at her food . Fro m the 

staffroom, the teacher glances over at Hi roko, stating ··we try to get them in to a routine , 

and those kids who are in routine eat and sleep without any problem. However, when we 

have a child like Hi roko who is still eatin g when everyo ne e lse has fini shed , it means it 

takes me longer to get the o thers as leep, then they wake up late and it just puts everyone 

out" . Despite thi s, the teacher doesn' t appear angry with Hi roko, even though she has taken 

up almost all of the valuable qui et nap time durin g whi ch teachers usuall y update the 

renraku cha or di scuss pre parati ons for upco min g events. I ask if teachers have ever 

considered j ust packin g up the food at the end of lunch, and letting Hi ro ko go hungry, but 

they repl y: " No, it is impo rtant fo r he r to be grateful fo r the food she is given and to learn to 

eat correctl y along with her c lass mates". Teachers interviewed by Hendry ( I 986a:76) 

ex pressed the same aims fo r their pupil s, with one principa l comment ing th at she could te ll 

how di sciplined the children were by watchin g them eat. 

In the small farming hamlet of Mori , haikuen staff are also preparin g fo r naptime . 

As one child is away today, there are onl y fo ur students, who are sent to c lean the ir teeth 

and put on their pyj amas. The youn gest child is onl y one year o ld , so the princ ipal comes to 

hi s ass istance when he is still struggling with hi s buttons after everal minutes of trying. 

The children each have home-sewn beddin g bags, whi ch co ntain a pillowcase and towels to 
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use as sheets and blankets. The four futons have been pushed together and the children 

spread their towels out over their sleeping space. The teacher pulls the black-out curtains, 

turns off the light and lies down between them, patting their backs and softly humming a 

lullaby. Within thirty minutes the children are all asleep, and even the teacher says she has 

nodded off for a while. She tells me that co-sleeping helps to make the children feel relaxed 

and safe, speeding their journey towards slumber. 

Over at Chibikko, the scene is much the same except the scale is much larger. The 

entire floor of the spacious upper hall is covered in futons, upon which around sixty 

children are lying. The soothing sounds of a Mozart CD fill the air, and some of the 

younger children are already asleep despite the hot, humid conditions in the room. Several 

teachers move quietly amongst the children, stopping to stroke the hair of those who remain 

restless. As at Mori, half an hour later only the sound of rhythmical breathing can be heard. 

One teacher remains in the room with the children, writing notes into the pile of renraku 

cho on the desk, and reminding those who wake up before 2.30 pm to either go outside and 

play or choose a book to read silently. While it may seem that co-sleeping replicates the 

amae setting of the home. Ben-Ari argues instead that this shared physical experience helps 

children to internalize the distinctions between the family and the outside world. "Naptime 

is one form through which day-care centres effect the transfer of strong relations from the 

family dyad to the peer group. There is a transfer here or an addition - of the warmth. the 

comfortableness, and the commitment and involvement of children in the dyad at home to 

the wider group'' (Ben-Ari I 997a:52). Ben-Ari suggests that practices such as naptime 

function to instil I particular traits and qualities connected with 'being Japanese·. 

At Oka, the children do not take a nap, as the official finishing time for them is 2 

pm. After devouring the rice balls (onigiri) and tidbits of meat, vegetables and fruit placed 

in lunchboxes by their mothers, the children are free to play until 1.20 pm. when it is time 

to tidy up. A group of little girls is squatting around a pile of daisies they have picked, 

trying to twist the flowers into decorative hair accessories or necklaces. Nanami stands and 

watches the group for a while, making no attempt to join the play, and the others, likewise, 

don't encourage her to enter their circle. After about ten minutes, she steps up and asks 

"irete?" (can I join your group of friends?) in a sing-song voice. The girls reply together in 

an equally melodic tone "i-i- yo'' (yes, go ahead). Nanami promptly squats down and begins 
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making a dai sy chai n. This scene marks an important social interaction which takes place 

all over playgrounds in Japan : a forma l request for entry into the group. Columnist and 

long-time resident of Japan , Kate Elwood (2003), has described how she remained 

oblivious to the importance of fo ll owing protocol as a means of harmonious group relation s 

(n ingen kankei) until she witnessed her preschool daughter uttering the ' magic formu la' on 

the jungle gym one day . Following thi s procedure guarantees a smooth path into play in 

progress, as I have never seen children refuse a request. While the language of thi s 

exchange may become more sophi sticated a young Japanese enter adu lthood, the 

sentiment remains the same. 

The ch ildren at Tenshi have also been al lowed outside to play , and about half of 

them are engrossed in diggin g at the sandpit , while others are engaged in a vigorous game 

of soccer with the principal. At 1.00 pm the teachers cal l the chi ldren inside , where they go 

to the toilet, wash their hands and line up in the gy m for the ir daily cali sthe ni cs (ta isi5) . The 

duty teacher stands at the front to mode l the exercises, reminding children that today' s 

routine is new, so they must pay attenti on to avo id crashing into their neighbours. At I .40 

pm, the children are back in their c lassrooms, where they begin co llecting their be longings 

to go ho me. The teacher asks, " is anyone's s inglet poking out?", and the children chec k not 

only their own clothing but the state of their classmates , he lping to tuck in and smooth 

where required. The children put thei r hats on and stand ready for the goodbye so ng, each 

carrying a lunchbox bag, the home contac t notebook bag, and a bag containing their art 

smoc k over their shoulders. 

At 2 .00 pm the kindergarten bus arri ves to co ll ect about half the students, while a 

cluster of mothers wait quietly in the genkan for their children to be re leased . Other 

children are lead off by teachers on vari ous walking courses which drop them near their 

homes . A smaller group is lead to a vacant room by the azukari sensei (after schoo l care 

teacher), where they will rem ain , watching v ideos and pl aying, until their parents finish 

work. Even in thi s supposedl y informal space, teachers wi ll remain watchful of the 

children ' s behaviour, noting how they are interacting with their peers. Ben-Ari (2002: 116) 

in hi s analysis of preschoo ls tex ts, notes that most teachers are required to fill in a chart for 

each child (jidi5hyi5), recordin g informati on such as physical, lingui stic and motor 

development, but also " in the secti on on social relations (shakaisei), [teachers] record how 
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the kids play together in their group, whether they cooperate, whether they keep to the rules 

and if they can behave like everyone else". In this way, teachers can regularly monitor how 

well their pupils are managing to adapt themselves to the preschool environment. 

By 3 pm at Chibikko, a few children are still sleeping as their classmates step over 

them, packing up the futons and folding their towels. The teacher sits at the piano and 

begins playing a calming melody which acts as a musical cue for the children to sit down 

against the wall. Two or three children are still getting dressed when the music ends but 

their teachers and classmates wait silently until they join the group at the wall. ·'Ji desu ka?" 

(Can I proceed?) chants the teacher. "Ii desu ye>'' (Yes, go ahead) chant the children in 

reply. As the group clap slowly to music (ichi, ni, san.. 1,2,3 .. ), the children form straight 

lines. After a finger play, it is time for a snack (oyatsu) which today happens to be a 

lollipop. The t<}han for each class distribute the candy, which the children make no attempt 

to unwrap. One of the girls in the three year old class has been to Tokyo Disneyland over 

the weekend, and has brought back omi_,-age (souvenir) cookies for her immediate 

classmates. The Whan pass them out, while children in the other classes look over. 

admiring the pretty packaging, but they do not ask the three year olds to share their 

unexpected bounty. The giving of omi_rnge will come to have multiple meanings in the 

adult world, but already these three year olds are learning that a family trip marks them as 

representing their kindergarten uchi group in an external environment, and the gifts they 

bring back, however trivial, symbolise a positive effort on the behalf of the whole group 

(Graburn 1983 :58 ). 

The teacher taps three times on a piano key, and the children chant "ah, yokatta .. .'', 

and as she taps again, they chime together, '·oshii oshii itadakimaslw .... (let's give thanks 

for this delicious snack) before launching into the oyatsu song. When they finish singing. 

they bow together, stating .. arigatc} go::,aimasu'', then unwrap the lollipops and stick the 

sugary treat in their mouths. Musical cues are used extensively in Japanese preschools, to 

signify both the beginning and end of activities, and to change the pace or mood of the 

classroom. All preschool teachers are required to be able to play the piano, and each 

classroom contains a piano, or at the very least, a portable keyboard for this purpose 

(Tobin, Wu & Davidson 1989:56). 
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For so me of the children at Chibikko, the subsequent 'goodbye' song signifies time 

to go home, either in the day-care mini-van or the family car. For other children, this is 

when they begin extra-curricular lessons, for which their parents pay additi ona l fees, often 

to speciali st teachers contracted for thi s purpose. At Chibikko, the children already have a 

very busy schedule with instruction in dance, swimming, athletics, English , piano, skiing, 

and painting. After schoo l classes capitalise on those skills , either offering more intensive 

opportunities to practice, such as one-to-one Engli sh lessons, or to develop extra skill s like 

computing. Parents who pay up to ¥ 3,500 for a weekly thirty minute English class for 

their two year o ld child told me that they fe lt the cost to be a valuable in ves tment in their 

child 's future . In fact, many of the cl asses have been in tigated at the request of upwardly 

mobile parents seeking a competiti ve edge fo r their offspring. Over at Oka, pressure by 

parents has resulted in after-school Engli sh lessons being offered fo r the very first time 

(October 2006). The classes are taught by a Canadian instructor, which carries much more 

prestige than an English-speaking Japanese teacher. The overwhelming demand had not 

been anticipated by the kindergarten admin istrati on , who have long preferred the lessons of 

shiidan seikatsu to acade mi c instructi on. 

It is getting dark by the time the last parents pi ck up their children from Chibikko, 

although at the other preschools the pupils are generall y co llected by 5.30 pm. The teachers 

mop the fl oors, clean the toilets, and sweep out the genkan before finishing off any reso urce 

preparations. Tomorrow is another busy day. 

A lthough the Hokkaido preschoo ls I vis ited are academica ll y and ideologically 

divergent, a ll of them empl oy pedagogical strategies th at are compatibl e with the goals of 

sMidan seikatsu. Tobin ( 1987:547) identifies them as "( I ) delegating authori ty to children , 

(2) intervening less qui c kl y in children's fights and arguments, (3) having lower 

ex pectations for children ' s noise leve l and comportment , (4) using more musical cues and 

less verbal ones, (5) organi zing more hi ghl y structured, large-group daily act iviti es such as 

taiso (morning group exerc ise) , (6) using a method of choral recitat ion for answeri ng 

teacher' s questi ons rather than calling on indi viduals, and (7) making more use of peer

group approval and opprobrium and less of the teacher's positive and negati ve reactions to 

influence children 's behav ior". 
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This part of the chapter has described how these strategies are utilized daily at a 

practical level in the preschools. There are also less regular activities and ritual s which have 

the underlying purpose of socia li sation towards ' becoming Japanese' (Hendry 1986a). The 

following section examines the ways special events seen as intrinsicall y Japanese are 

conducted in preschools throughout the nation. Such celebrations not only reproduce a state 

constructed national identity, but represent opportunities to reinforce key goals of shi"idan 

seikatsu, such as cooperation and interdependence. 

Figure 6: While the children are asleep, a teacher takes the opportunity to complete the daily task of 
updating the parent-teacher contact notebooks (renraku cho ). 
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Celebrations and special events 

"Ceremonies andfestivals ... are nmv nationally standardised, with onf.v minor regional 

variation. The same occasions are remembered at home, at kindergarten, and reports about 

them appear on television. As well as learning daily habits, and the art of group 

interaction, then, the children are also being nationalized; they are beginning to be 

Japanese citizens" (Hendry 1986a:143). 

At the beginning of each school year. preschool teachers all over Japan plan a 

detailed curriculum for the following twelve months. 1 In Hokkaido, as in Tokyo, Kyoto or 

Fukuoka, rituals which emphasise group cooperation, and festivals which celebrate 

traditional customs are entered on the preschool calendar. Every month there is a well

known event for children and parents to look forward to. During my time as an English 

teacher in Hokkaido kindergartens, I had to explain at length to puzzled administrators why 

New Zealand didn't have nationally-celebrated monthly festivals that would fit neatly 

within the Japanese curriculum model. In much the same way, Holloway was faced with 

disappointed mothers at a discussion with members of the preschool's Mothers Club. "The 

mothers asked me which holidays are celebrated in American preschools. I replied that 

most holidays are not celebrated because the schools try to avoid favoring any particular 

religious or ethnic affiliations. A palpable sense of disappointment hung over the room. 

After a moment of silence. a mother asked: "What do the children have to look forward 

to?" ... the mothers left the meeting with a feeling of pity for American preschoolers 

growing up in a .. ritual poor" culture" (Holloway 2000:43). 

Ironically. many of the old traditions and rituals celebrated so enthusiastically at 

kindergarten have been cast aside or forgotten by the adult population but they endure as 

important socialisation and pedagogical devices in the preschool sphere. One such example 

is setsubun,2 which takes place on 3 February each year. In some private homes, children 

and their parents still throw beans ( or more recently, unshelled peanuts sold at the 

supermarket) out the door, chanting oni wa soto, jiiku wa uchi which is believed to cleanse 

1 The school year generally begins on I" April with an entrance ceremony. and finishes mid-March with a 
graduation ceremony for children who are moving on to primary school. 
2 Setsubun (or mczmemaki as it is sometimes called) marks the beginning of spring. 
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the home of evil spirits, and invite benevolent ones inside. At the preschool, teachers take 

this opportunity to use the ancient Shinto setsubun ritual as a lesson on morality through a 

staged event which initially tenifies children, but ultimately leads to greater instances of 

socially acceptable behaviour. 

Children spend the week leading up to setsubwz making bright red and blue oni 

(devil) masks, complete with wiry red hair. On the day, children don their masks and the 

whole school proceeds to the assembly hall where teachers ask children for a show of hands 

as to what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate behaviour. The teachers make a point 

of noting: "We are all good children (ii ko) here, aren't we? But during the twelve months 

since the last setsulmn, worms (mushi) have been multiplying inside of us, making us forget 

our aisatsu, be selfish with our toys, neglect our friends and disobey our parents, right'?" 

The children all enthusiastically agree, especially since the blame has been so obviously 

externalised away from them. With teachers leading them in the oni vva soto .. chant, 

children are urged to cast out the mischievous mushi, and to return to the 'pure white sour 

(lwkushi) they were born with (Ibuka 1976). 

The curtains are drawn, and the children are left clutching their bags of peanuts in 

the dim light, when suddenly a group of masked oni burst into the room. These are often 

young men, friends or relatives of the teaching staff who have been coerced into helping 

out for the day. The oni represent malevolent spirits, and they nm about the room, 

bellowing and snarling, and waving their spiky wooden batons. It is truly a terrifying sight, 

and several of the younger children burst into tears, clutching at teacher for support. 

The teachers encourage the children to renew their chanting so their voices can be heard 

over those of the oni, and on a rehearsed cue, the peanuts are flung en masse at the hideous 

creatures. The bravest of the children band together, eventually chasing the defeated oni out 

the door. Once the chaos has died down, the teachers clap their hands rhythmically for 

classes to regroup, before asking the children if their mushi have gone and remind them not 

to let them back into their hearts. As Hendry writes ( 1986a: 112), this use of fear and 

supernatural forces means that the mere mention of the oni would often be followed by 

instant compliance by misbehaving children! 

Other special events represent an opportunity for teachers to show the importance of 

a harmonious group through role playing and demonstrations. At Oka, the staff sometimes 
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acted out a play for the children, and their interpretations of classic themes were revealing 

in the ways they reinforced the benefits of cooperative group behaviour versus 

individuali sti c actions. For example, when acting out the play ' Little Red Riding Hood ' the 

wolf is not killed by the woodcutter, but begs to be forgiven for hi s bad behaviour and to be 

accepted back into the group. Teachers ask the children to respond to the wolf's plea, and 

prompt the children to agree, chanting in uni son, to allow the wolf back into the fold. Of 

course, the similarity between the eITant wolf and a child who has committed an offence in 

the playground is not lost on the preschoolers. 

This "rewriting" of Western classics in order to emphasise the importance of the 

group, and the benefits of cooperation within group members, was also observed by 

Carolyn Meyer during her visit to a Japanese kindergarten . Meyer knew the story of 'The 

Three Little Pigs' as one th at ends with the wolf plunging to hi s death down the chimney of 

the lone surviving little pig's brick house. The Japanese version is quite different. "The fir st 

and second little pi gs lose their houses but escape with their li ves. They flee to the ho me of 

the third little pig, and the three of them work together to capture the wolf. The emphasis is 

on cooperation. Japanese children ... point out that if the pigs had worked together in the 

first place to build one house, the problem could have been avoided" (Meyer 1988:95). 

At Hi node and Tenshi the play most often chosen for children to perform is the 

story of the giant turnip (ookii na kabu ) which could not be pri sed from the ground by one 

perso n alone. One by one the vi ll agers (mother, father, brother, etc .. ) join the line pulling at 

the vegetable, until finally they manage it after a tiny mouse joins the efforts of the group. 

The teachers point out to the children that although the mouse believes hi s input will be 

negli gible, he finally makes the difference. Whil e thi s is a Ru ssian fa irytale, it has been 

appropri ated by Japanese teachers to show the eq ual value and importance of a ll members 

of the group. The ancient fo lkta les of Japan also contai n themes of cooperation and 

harmo ny . Probably the most popular children's story is th at of Momotaro (the peach boy). 

Momotaro emerges from a peach as a baby, and when he grows up he sets off to battl e 

demons who are threatening the local community. While he is both brave and successfu l, 

the uniquely Japanese aspect of thi s story is how Momotaro enlists a group of helpers, who 

quaITel at first, but encouraged by their leader, ultimately cooperate together to overcome 

evil (Hendry 1986a: 132). 
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Folktales and legends are also the basis for many of the specia l events which are 

regularly carried out at the preschool. Despite ideological and socio-economic differences, 

the annual schedule of events for Hi node, Tenshi , Chibikko, Oka and Mori is remarkabl y 

homogeneous, and includes traditional festivals such as hinamatsuri (girl s' day), tanabata 

(milky way festival), mochitsuki (pounding rice cakes for New Year) and Western 

celebrations such as Chri stmas (kurisumasu kai ) and a group birthday party for all children 

born that month (o tanji5kai ). Some teachers even considered the infrequent earthquake 

drills and fire practices (h inan kunren) to be speci a l days that children looked forward to! 

However, in terms of scale, the two most important events on the preschool calendar are the 

sports day (undi5kai) and the end-of-year concert (happyi5kai ). 

Figure 7: Two boys prepare for the yosakoi dance performance at the undokai. 

Just as the students at Tenshi had been preparing for the happyi5kai in September, 

weeks before the December event , chi ldren in all five preschool s begin intensive practice 

for the undi5kai well in advance. Children spend hours out in the hot sun jogging around the 

track, honing marching routines, and mastering ball skill s. On wet days, placards and 

posters are prepared. There are even cheerin g practices scheduled for the who le schoo l to 

ensure the c lapping and call s of gambatte (go for it! ) are suffi cientl y jovial! While sports 

days in the West recogni se indi vidual ability and promote competition between athletes, the 

Japanese vers ion in volves cooperation between team members to win an event. Children do 
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not race as individuals, but as representatives of a larger group, such as their class or year 

(Hendry 1986a: 142). In the case of a sizable preschool like Oka, the children wear their 

coloured class caps which make their group instantly identifiable to the crowds of parents 

trying to catch a glimpse of the action. In smaller preschools like Hi node and Mori, 

children of all ages are split into two teams: the red caps and the white caps. There are also 

separate age-appropriate events, such as the dress-up race for the three year olds, where the 

participating children are enthusiastically cheered on by their 'red' and 'white' team-mates 

on the sideline. 

Every child wins a prize for making it to the finish line, in fact, in pre-race 

speeches, teachers emphasise that ''even if you fall in the dirt and scrape your knees, get 

back up again ... your classmates are all supporting you to complete the course". 

Perseverance (gamharu) is a highly regarded quality in Japan and is deemed more valuable 

than natural ability (Singleton 1991 ). One of my most poignant (and yet, somewhat 

disturbing) memories of a Japanese sports day took place at Mori where a physically 

disabled boy resorted to crawling along the ground to finish the race. Although his 

classmates had finished much earlier. the entire school and spectators remained completely 

focused on encouraging this child to the end, calling out '"you can do it!", "not much 

further" and clapping wildly. Although the boy was dusty and bruised by the time he 

dragged himself across the line, the palpable look of pride across his face was 

unforgettable. For others, the pressure by teachers and peers to gamharu at something they 

are deficient at can lead to stress and anxiety, such as the four-year old boy described by 

Allison ( 1996) who was so traumatised by the obligation to perform at the kindergarten 

wzdokai, his mother considered taking him out of the school. 

Parents are not exempt from participating, and don red or white sashes as they run 

the relay, tackle the obstacle course and undertake the tug-of-war, all cheered on by their 

children. Other races involve parents cooperating with their sons and daughters to move 

enormous wooden blocks over paper-mache walls, or completing the wheelbarrow race. 

Other spectators, such as grandparents and siblings, are also invited to take part in events 

specially designed for them, and all participants come away with some kind of prize or 

candy. While it may seem that the undokai is predominantly held for the children's 

enjoyment, teachers at the preschools stress that this event is vital in building strong family 
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and community ties. One teacher commented that: "When the parents come to watch the 

und()kai, it is like the children are giving their parents a present, by showing them how 

strong and well they are growing up. It is truly a wonderful thing, and you can see the look 

of happiness on everyone's faces". At a different preschool, a teacher said "The sports day 

is the kind of experience that, even when you become an adult, you look back and think 

how much fun we had, and how lucky we all are". Even once the balls and streamers have 

long been packed away, participants cherish the collective memory of the undi5kai which is 

seen as an essential, yet auspicious, childhood experience for the Japanese preschooler. In 

Japan, the undiJkai is not merely a chance for those with athletic talents to shine, but an 

event laden with cultural purpose and meaning. 

Celebrations and special events help to bind the ties between class members ever 

more tightly, promoting awareness of how each member's strengths and weaknesses can 

function towards a harmonious ·whole'. These collective experiences extend beyond the 

class group to include teachers, parents and communities, and embody desirable social 

behaviour centred on group cooperation and participation. Through the recognition and 

performance of regular ritualised events the ideology of shrtclan seikatsu is reinforced with 

considerable homogeneity throughout the five preschools, and quite probably throughout 

Japan. 

While such times are eagerly anticipated by Japanese preschoolers, the school day is 

not always so fun-filled. When any group of children spends long periods together. conflict 

inevitably arises. How do Japanese educators deal with disciplinary issues. especially in 

large classes which, to the outsider, would seem difficult to manage. The next chapter 

discusses methods of social control employed by educators and children in the shiidcm 

seikatsu environment. 
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Chapter 5 Models and Mirrors of Socialisation 

Methods of social control 

"Japanese allow preschoolers to fo rm groups and create their own sources of group 

cohesion with a minimum of adult inte,ference. It seems to matter little of Japanese 

preschool teachers whether the resulting groups resemble a flock of screaming banshees or 

if individual members misbehave " (Smith 1995:43). 

Many anthropologists (Hendry 1986a, Lewi s 1995, Peak 1991 , Tobin, Wu & 

Davidson 1989) look at a schedule dominated by free play, little apparent di scipl inary 

acti on by teachers, and consequent ly deafenin g noise leve ls as a definin g feature of 

Japanese preschoo ls. I have to agree that when I first entered Oka during th e morning free 

pl ay peri od, I was struck by the me lee of squ ealing childre n and the thunde rin g of 

foo tsteps, ball s and hul a hoops. Despite s imultaneously trying to deal with children, visitors 

and phone call s, the secretary and teache rs didn ' t seem in the sli ghtes t bit co ncerned about 

the cacophony going on around the m. 

In fact, cultural assumpti ons and differences define what constitutes problematic 

behav iour and appropri ate methods of di scipline (Smith 1995 , Lanham & Ganick 1996, 

Sato 1998). While Ameri can teachers (and I suspect ew Zealand teachers too) find 

hyperacti vity and hitting to be parti cul arl y troubling, Japanese teachers see excessive 

re li ance on the teacher and non-parti cipati on in group acti vities as undes irable behav iour 

(Peak I 989). Children who run about the Japanese preschoo l, shri ekin g and ye lling, are not 

regarded as mondai ji (problem children) but seen as expressing e nergy and enthusias m 

conducive with being a child . In fact, thi s behaviour is even beli eved to contribute to 

strength of characte r in later years. Teachers cheerfull y to lerate hi gh leve ls of no ise and 

acti vity, and avoid direct use of the ir authority to di scipline indi vidual childre n, instead 

ignoring inappropriate behaviour or encouraging the class to govern their own acti on . 

Hitting is also treated as relativel y inconsequenti al by Japanese teachers, who will 

generall y ignore fi ghts, intervening onl y if the inc ident has gone on fo r a pro tracted length 

of time. Even then , teachers are not motiv ated to identify and punish the aggressor, but seek 
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to re-establish harmony and elicit an apology from both parties. "Japanese teachers do not 

consider hitting a 'crime' or a demonstration of anti-social tendencies. Rather, it indicates 

social immaturity and frustration at an inability to verbalize one's feelings" (Peak 

1989: l 08). When educationalist Nancy Sato enquired why naughty children were not 

punished during her fieldwork observations at a Tokyo elementary school, the teacher 

answered that "punishing a child pushes him further away. If you want to get him to work 

with you, you must open your heart (kokoro) and bring him in ... students with behaviour 

or academic problems are the very ones who need more opportunities to socialize, to 

increase self-discipline, and to assume responsibilities in order to improve'' (Sato 

1998: 128). 

While American and Chinese teachers taking part in a cross-cultural study were 

shocked by the levels of violence and unruly behaviour recorded between children in a 

Japanese preschool, the Japanese principal felt that fighting, especially among boys, served 

an important developmental purpose. "If there were no fights among four-year-old children, 

that would be a real problem. We don't encourage children to fight but children need to 

fight when they are young if they are to develop into complete human beings ... When 

children are preschool age they naturally fight if given the chance, and it is by fighting and 

experiencing what it feels like to hit someone and hurt them and to be hit and be hurt that 

they learn to control this urge to fight, that they learn the dangers of fighting and get it out 

of their system'' (Tobin, Wu & Davidson J 989:33). Children who provoke fights are seen 

by Japanese teachers as giving other children a valuable opportunity to practice resolving 

conflicts themselves, and to assist in mediating disagreements between their classmates. 

Teachers may even employ more direct strategies in order to provoke conflict, such as 

putting out fewer toys or crayons than there are children, forcing them to learn to cooperate 

and share the limited resources (Tobin, Wu & Davidson 1989). 

At all the preschools I visited, only one teacher specifically mentioned hitting as 

undesirable behaviour, but added that "if children apologize afterwards it's ok though, as 

they need to get rid of that energy". The eighty year old principal at Mori also seemed to 

support the opinion of the principal in Tobin's study, lamenting the fact that modern 

children with few siblings have little chance to let off steam. --111 the past, kids did a lot of 

fighting ... there were lots of them, and they were very active (genki). Today's kids might 
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be better behaved but they are weaker. In the old days, kids were noisy but healthy, they ate 

well and always remembered their greetings (aisatsu). These days, kids don't have the 

physical strength, they play computer games and don't run around wild and free like they 

used to. I remember that the kids would climb straight up to the top of the temple roof 

(laughs) ... it was naughty, but they were strong. Even if they fell off, they never cried". 

While hitting and hyperactivity are tolerated in the Japanese classroom, staff do not 

support a child's over-reliance on the teacher or refusal to participate in group activities. In 

their observations of preschool children in Japan and the United States, Lanham and 

Gan-ick (1996: 104 ), found the way the teacher related to the class the most striking 

difference between the two settings. While American children sought attention and praise 

from the teacher, the Japanese teacher limited her participation in children's interactions, 

leaving it up to class members to assist those who required help. 

For children who have spent their early years being completely indulged at home by 

their mothers, the transition to preschool life can come as a rude shock. Rather than having 

mother's constant help in dressing, feeding and even wiping bottoms, at kindergarten 

children are expected to gradually master these tasks themselves. Teachers do not chastise 

an uncooperative child, but maintain their distance by busying themselves with the rest of 

the class, all the while acknowledging the request but encouraging,a reticent child to 

continue trying by themselves Uibun de gambatte). ''Establishing in children a self-reliant 

Uiritsu) and "independent'' Uislw) attitude is fundamental to creating a distinction between 

the amae-based world of the home and the group life of the preschool. Making a sincere 

effort to perform one· s own role and master proper personal habits of daily life is one of the 

most important functions of sMidwz seikatsu. Over-reliance on the teacher is in direct 

opposition to this" (Peak 1989: 115). Tobin, Wu & Davidson ( 1989:38) have suggested that 

large classes of up to 40 children also prevent the teacher from spending inordinate 

amounts of time with one child, instead encouraging individuals to undertake tasks 

themselves or consult with their peers for help. 

Along with over-reliance on the teacher, Peak ( 1989) regards non-participation in 

group behaviour as a serious offence within the Japanese preschool sphere. She notes that 

this issue is of concern to educators, not just because group activities form the basis of 

preschool life, but because children's non-participation threatens teachers who are 
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themselves well-sociali sed products of the group-oriented cu lture of Japan. Plus, as Lewis 

( 1995:74- 100) recognizes, the fixed small groups of the preschool c lass function to manage 

the children more effectively, while also providing emotional and academic support. In 

some preschools teachers wi ll actively "match" personalities, so that the more able sit 

beside those who are struggling, or shy children are near sociab le classmates . In other 

institutions, the process is more random, such as at Oka where the "seating lottery" 

designed by the teacher is an event children look forward to each new term. If children 

remain reluctant to participate, Japanese preschool teachers take a ' wait and see' approach , 

often allowing children to roam about the grounds freely until they decide to join their 

classmates. Rather than seeing a chi ld as deliberately misbehaving, teachers generally 

believe that such children "don ' t yet understand the fun of being together with others" 

(minna to issho ni iru tanoshisa ga wakaranai) (Peak 1989: 116). 

At the crux of the Japanese concept of discipline is belief in the "·good child" 

identity, which assumes that all children are basica lly good and should be given ample 

opportunities, both within the family and outside it , to reinforce thi s pos iti ve self-image 

(Lewis 1995, Singleton 1991 , White & Le Vine 1986, Yamamura 1986). Teachers are 

reluctant to label chi ldren a ·naughty ' or 'disobedient ' but instead maintain that 

mi sbehaving children simply lack sufficient understanding of appropriate and inappropriate 

behaviour. 

Furthermore, as in the previous ex ample of the mushi in the setsubun ritu al, blame 

is externali sed onto outs ide fo rces which the child cannot control. A s a baby in Japan , my 

middle son had long periods of screaming which would probably be identified as colic in 

the West. Finally at my wits end, I took him to the local community hea lth centre~ to 

garner some support and suggestions. The hokenfusan (community health nurse) was very 

sympathetic, but she could think of no Japanese equivalent to colic and therefore had no 

practical solutions to offer me. She went on to cheerfully state that it was baby' s job to cry 

and my child was obviously a very hard worker! However, she did mention that if I was 

really struggling, perhaps I could enlist the local Shinto priest to come over and drive out 

.1 The hoke11 Jukushi kaika11 is simil ar to the Plunke t Centre in New Zealand . where mothers can take the ir 
children for health checks. fo r advice on nutriti on and denta l care. and to di scuss any childrearing problems or 
concerns they may have. 
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the kan no mushi4 that was provoking my child to wail incessantl y. 

Holl oway (2000: 156) suggests that the Japanese concept of di scipline has its roots 

in Shinto beliefs, where children may have inadvertentl y acquired so me tsumi (impurities) 

which can easily be eliminated by the appropriate ritual. With the blame externalised away 

from the perpetrator, Western attempts to "correct" a child 's behaviour are seen as futile by 

Japanese parents and teachers. "Japanese rel y on excuses that acknowledge youn g 

children 's bad behaviour as undesirable or wrong, but deny personal responsibility for 

conduct; Americans apply justifications that admit personal responsibility but deny the 

act's wrongness" (Smith 1995:40). Japanese preschoo l teachers work on getting children to 

understand why certain rules are essential to life in a group, rather than trying to make them 

comply through force or coercion (Lewi s 1995: 133-4). 

Thi s be li ef is typified by an incident I witnessed in the four year o lds class at Oka, 

where the teacher had discovered some boys had destroyed another child 's ori gami di splay. 

Aki sensei picks up the crumpl ed cranes from the floor , but waits si lentl y until a ll the 

children are sitting down and their chatter finally subsides. As she ho lds up the crumpled 

paper, the teacher asks, "What do you think has happened to our beautiful cranes?" Various 

children call out " it 's been squashed", ' ·so meone has ripped it", " it 's a ll broken now". Aki 

sensei looks sad ly at the cranes, and says, ·'I wonder how the cranes are fee ling now ... " 

Respo nses such as "sad", "upset' and " lonely" come from the class. The teacher says, 

"Ri ght, they must be feeling that way. So, how we can stop this from happening again?" 

The chi ldren eventually come to a consensus amongst themselves th at the d isplay is there 

fo r looki ng at, so ·'we have to he lp our friends not to touch things". Aki sensei nods 

encouragingly, and then proceeds to lead the children in the "good morning" song. While it 

clear who the perpetrators are, no-one has moved to identify or puni sh them. In fact, the 

prob lem has been 'owned' by the group, who proceed to so lve it. 

Aki sensei had also call ed upon the children's fee lings through personification of 

the paper cranes. As Lewis ( 1995: 136) notes: "When teachers appealed on behalf of the 

'feelings' of o bjects, or people, they were as king for children 's he lp - and in a way that 

4 The express ion kan 11 0 mushi implies that children are the victims of the ir mushi (insect. worm, vermin or 
fl ea) which provoke them to cry or have tantrums. Although the child is seen as innocent. an exorcism (mushi 
kiri) can be carried out by a Shinto priest at the temple, with the aim of placating the mushi and eas ing the 
child ' s distress (Jo li vet 1997: 11 6). 
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masked the conflict between the desires of child and teacher. In contrast, a direct request 

would have underlined this conflict". This approach was in evidence during the school 

lunch at Chibikko, where the children were served potato salad made from potatoes donated 

by the grandfather of a class member. The principal made a point of telling this to the class, 

adding that the grandfather had since passed away, so "let's pray for his happiness and give 

thanks for his life by eating up these delicious potatoes he so kindly grew for us". It seemed 

to have the desired effect, as the children tucked in heartily to lunch, several of them calling 

out "Granddad's potatoes are so yummy''. The principal remarked to me, '"Some of the 

children don't like potatoes, but they will try and eat them today for the sake of ojii-san 

(grandfather)". 

While we can see that Japanese teachers use a number of strategies to manage 

behaviour in the preschool environment, peer control is most often used as a means of 

resolving conflicts and problems among children. While this is seen as a desirable outcome 

within the overall aim of shiidan seikats11, it can also have negative consequences. Lewis 

( 1995: 140-2) has questioned whether teachers who allow children to continue physical 

fighting are not somehow condoning violence as a means of problem solving. Like Lewis, I 

found it difficult to whole-heartedly endorse this approach, and I felt uncomfortable 

witnessing some of the fights that went on in two of the preschools in particular. Allison 

( 1996) found that mothers were also concerned by the laissez-faire policy of their 

children's preschool but felt unable to confront the school authorities over the issue of 

bullying for fear of alienation by staff. 

As the current debate surrounding the rising levels of violence in Japanese schools 

rages on (Kanetsuna, Smith & Morita 2006, Nesdale & Naito 2005, Yoneyama & Naito 

2003), some scholars have suggested bullying (ijime) in Japanese educational institutes has 

long been a problem, one that is sanctified by teachers, parents and classmates who pretend 

indifference to the victims of violence (Murakami 1991: 196 ). At the same time, reports of 

incidents of abuse in preschools have also risen substantially, especially in unregulated 

institutions and the infamous baby hotels (Goodman 2002b ). 

While none of the teachers I spoke to condoned bullying, one of them made an 

interesting connection between the shrinking class size and children's failure to find 

'personality matches' resulting in social isolation occasionally leading to violence. It is 
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difficult to say how widely this view is shared, but it is a curious twist on the belief that 

greater student numbers equates to more discipline problems. It also raises the possibility 

that declining class size may have an effect on the ability of teachers to maintain control 

through the dynamic of the group. In contrast, other teachers indicated that smaller classes 

are more manageable and harmonious, but acknowledged that children may feel somewhat 

exposed without the security of numerous peers. 5 

While preschool teachers may use various methods to control behaviour within the 

classroom, they rely on their colleagues and parents to support progression towards the goal 

of a fully-socialised child . This does not mean that teachers expect parents to enforce 

consistent behaviour in both the preschool and at home, but that mothers, in particular, 

must act as both agents of socialisation and allow themselves to be socialised as the 

education system demands. The following section examines the role of mothers as they 

fulfil this expectation , and identifies the ways in which their actions contribute to children 's 

assimilation of sh[idan se ikatsu ideal s. 

Figure 8: Children's coloured caps mark them as members of different classes. 

" Tobin ( 1989 : 182) found that some educato rs be li eved that a large class represented a ··kind o f safety or 
haven in the group '·, whereas in a small class '·certain children may begin to feel uneasy in school and to 
exhibit schoo l phobia" due to unavoidable and prolonged interacti ons with teachin g staff. 
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Agents of socialisation: the role of parents and teachers 

"Regardless of society, adults communicate the attitudes and beliefs that form the 

ideological basis of their society to their offspring at very early ages. Preschool teachers 

are part of an institution that plays an important role in teaching the dominant ideology of 

any state" (Smith 1995:43). 

While the preschool may be the main arena where slu7dan seikatsu is conducted, the 

peripheral roles of parents and teachers as agents of socialisation cannot be underestimated. 

However, it is not just the children who are being socialised into embodying characteristics 

and behaviour seen as intrinsically Japanese, parents and teachers are participants as well as 

agents of this process. Often young, female and childless, teachers are products of the 

state's economic and political agendas, while the role of ·parents' usually translates to the 

efforts of ·mother' who is herself expected to embody the good wife/wise mother (ryDsai 

kenbci) construct (Uno 1993a, Fujita 1989). 

While Peak ( l 991) argues that Japanese mothers· role in the socialisation of 

children to school is minimal. scholars such as Field ( 1995) contest that the school 

institution works to instil! in mothers the importance of daily routines and rituals that 

mobilise children towards later academic achievement. Allison ( 1996: 138) incorporates the 

ideas of both of these scholars. suggesting that .. the position of mothers vis-a-vis the 

educational imperatives aimed at their children is, in my therefore contradictory: 

mothers impose a behavioral regimen onto the child consistent with that of school but 

outside its parameters, yet they also cushion the child from this regimentation with 

nurturance and comfort". 

There is no doubt that the responsibility for children falls squarely on the mother. In 

post-war Japan, the move from an agrarian to an industrial society, from extended family 

living to nuclear family households, and the rise of the workaholic salaryman father means 

that the full burden of childrearing is borne by the Japanese mother (Buckley 1993, 

Imamura 1987). Over and above the arduous early years spent at home raising children, 

mothers realise that once their child enters preschool demands on her time will continue to 

be made by the education system. Imamura ( 1987: 19) states that "Children's education is 
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based on the premise that mother will be free to devote a lot of time to helping the child". 

For the mothers of presc hoo lers thi s translates to making themselves full y available to 

participate in the PTA activities, to attend regular sankanbi (open days) to observe their 

children's progress, to help with cleaning c lassrooms and kindergarten grounds, and to 

participate in various daytime meetings, events and lectures on childrearing at the 

kindergarten (Hendry 1993:229). 

Mothers are also expected to produce numerous objects for use at preschool , such as 

persona li sed hand-sewn smocks, cushion and seat covers, and bags for lunch-boxes, shoes, 

and notebooks of pre-defined sizes and material s (A lli son 1996). I can reca ll being 

overwhelmed by the exhaustive li st given to me by the preschool my son enrol led in when 

we first moved to Tsutsuji . Many of the objects were things I had never heard of, and 

couldn ' t even imagine what they mi ght look like, such as the oshibori bako, a container in 

which to carry one 's pre-dampened flannel. I ended up plac ing the fl annel in a zip-lock 

plastic bag, which my so n took to preschoo l each day, until his teac her call ed me aside to 

tell me how sorry she felt for him! One of the problematic issues was the oshibori bako, 

which the teacher dug fro m other children's bags to show me how it should look : plastic, 

round , co mpact, with a lid and covered in cute, childlike designs. Once I reali sed what I 

should be looking for , I was ab le to locate oshibori bako in a department store in the 

neighbourin g city, which had rows of products dedicated to preschool paraphernalia: 

lunchboxes, chopstick cases, hat bags, c lay sets, instrument cases, swi mming bags, flasks 

and plastic sheets for picnics, umbrellas, and fabrics for sewing the bags, al l embel li shed 

with superheroes or fairies. 

Then there are the regu lar requests fo r obscure objects or fiddly home- made 

decorations which must be brought to preschool the very next day. At Tenshi, I was amazed 

when I was given written instructi ons for an extremely compli cated pop-up Christmas card 

to construct overni ght . The teacher exp lained that the cards would be attached to the 

presents given out by Santa, and that our efforts would show the children how much their 

parents cared for them. I was bemused to see that , despite spendin g three frustrating hours 

late at ni ght fo lding, pas tin g and embelli shing, my two so ns mere ly glanced at the cards 

before ripping open their presents. In fact, al l the ch ildren seemed to do the same! I suspect 

thi exerc ise wasn't reall y about the children at all , but as Allison ( 1996) suggests, a means 
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of managing, shaping and monitoring a mother's behav iour, to ensure she is meeting the 

expectations placed on them by the education system. As far as I know, despite the short 

notice, none of the mothers neglected to make the cards, and some of them even added 

extra personal touches such as glitter or hand-made porn-porns to make their work stand 

out. Those mothers were not only praised by the teachers, but set the standard for other 

mothers to aspire to . 

However, the ultimate test of a "good mother" would have to be the daily 

production of the bento, or lunch-box . Much has been written about these seemingly 

innocuous prepared meal s which children carry with them to preschool. Anthropologist and 

mother Gail Benjamin ( 1997) writes of be ing puzzled by the number of mothers' questions 

about the bento for the first day of a school trip. To Benj amin 's eyes it initiall y seemed like 

a tri vial matter in the context of their children spending a week away from home. In fact, as 

Peak ( 1991 :94) writes, th e bento is "a powerful symboli c representati on of .. . amae" in the 

conflicting environment of the group. In this way, lunch-time "can be considered symboli c 

of the shaping of the a111ae-based feelings of the home in the direction of greater se lf

discipline and social acceptability". The confli cting set of val ues of the bento, those of the 

home (uch i ) and those of the outside world (soro) means it is a topic of much di scussion 

and concern amongst mothers. 

At Oka, teachers often noted poorly assembled lunchboxes, and attributed them to 

lacklustre mothers. Not onl y is the mother judged on he r ability to produce an 

aestheticall y-p leasing, wholesome bento, the preschool child is expected to consume it in 

its entirety during the rituali sed schoo l lunchtime. At Tenshi , I saw teachers resort to 

spoo n-feeding a five year old boy the remains of hi s bento, holding hi s head back , telling 

jokes and gentl y prodding at hi s c losed mouth until he finally opened it enough to receive 

the heaped spoonful s. For just as it is the mother's responsibility to make a delicious bento, 

and the child 's job to consume it wholly and cheerfull y, it is up to the teacher to ensure that 

this operation is correctly carried out within the preschool arena. 

Child-rearin g magazines regularly carry arti cles on the topic of preschoo l bento, 

complete with glossy photographs of beautiful , nutriti ous lunchboxe , full of onigiri (ri ce 

balls) adorned with seaweed or sesame patterns, delicate vegetable flowers , and ausages 

cut into the shape of an octopus. Department stores also have whole sections devoted to the 
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art of the benti5, selling gender-specific plastic lunch cases (Dekaranger or Thomas for 

boys, Sailor Moon or Hello Kitty for girls) with matching drink bottles, quilted bags to 

protect the lunch-case, colourful animal-topped plastic toothpicks for dainty tidbits , patty 

cases, plastic grass, paper flags and moulds for turning out those intricate shaped onigiri 

(rice balls). From a mother' s perspective, I personally found the daily benti5 preparation 

rather daunting, realizing early on that even as a foreign mother I would still be judged on 

my ' performance ' against the Japanese ideal. One yi5chien director I spoke to was still 

marvelling years later about an American mother she had met, who "had just slapped 

peanut butter in bread" every day for her son 's lunch. As Benjamin notes ( 1997: I 09) "The 

box lunch is a bridge from home and amae to school and group life. Box lunches prepared 

by mothers are expected to be individual, appealing to the child, elaborately prepared, and 

presented as a symbol of the mother 's attention to her own child". As mothers, we were 

often reminded by the teachers to make the portions smaller so children mastering 

chopsticks could easily retrieve and consume the food , or to try something new if our benti5 

contents were becoming repetitive. For some mothers, this was an expectation they felt they 

could not meet , and several of the mothers in Tsutsuji gave the daily benti5 chore as a 

reason why they opted to send their child to hoikuen instead of yi5chien. 1 

The extensive demands yi5chien place on mothers means that, in general , the 

hoikuen is the onl y option available to families where both parents are working. Mothers 

who hold jobs outside the home have to face not onl y the stress o f jugg ling work and 

childcare commitments , but also the di sapproving attitudes of extended famil y, neighbours, 

and sometimes even of their own colleagues and the hoikuen teachers .2 Disapproval of 

mothers who "dump" children under the age of three in day-care is particularly high as thi s 

act is seen as fund amentally opposing the chance to promote dependence (amae) and 

affection between mother and child (Fujita 1989, Jolivet 1997). Thi s belief is often 

1 The yochien (kindergarten) is the onl y presc hool which requires children to bring bento. The hoikue11 , as 
befit s its soc ial welfa re roots . serve a hot lunch to children each day . Within educational institutions , the 
be11t6 is quite specific to kindergarten as once children enter elementary schoo l they eat school lunch 
(h iishoku ) dail y with the ir c lassmates. 
2 See Jolivet ( 1997: 169-180) for soberin g acco unts of working wo men. The titl e themselves g ive some 
indication o f the pressures they fee l from various sources: "'Nothing irritates me more than to hear my 
colleagues telling me that there's reall y no point in working if it means leav ing my children in a c reche '' . "' I 
get very upset when a housewife as ks me why I work and te ll s me she feels sorry fo r my children", ··r 
sometimes ask myself what on earth possessed me to have children" . ··Now th at my husband is home earli er. 
I've started to li ve again '·, and '·For me there is nothing like work as an antidote to stress '·. 
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explicitly stated to women seeking childcare, such as femini st Yoshiko Tomizawa 

( 1996: 196), who went to negoti ate with the ward mayor for a pl ace for her eight week o ld 

baby. Her request, and those of other women with her, was refu sed on the bas is that it was 

./ "unn atural " for women to leave children under the age of three babies in day-care. Mothe rs 
\.../ ~ 

who do manage to find a day-care centre that wi ll accept infants under three ri sk severe ly 

damaging the personal development of their child accordin g to popular belief (Takahashi 

2003: 102). 

Hendry ( I 986a:3 I ) writes of day-care centres where even the headm asters believe 

that "their charges would be better off at home ", alread y labe lled as children destined to 

fail as parents themselves in the future. Prominent paedi atrici ans have a lso condemned 

those mothers who, "obsessed with work", irresponsible and spoilt with their labour-sav ing 

dev ices, make creches responsible fo r their child 's upbrin ging (Joli vet 1997: I 03). 

Furthermore, mothers, whether they are based at ho me or working, have little 

chance to escape their childrearin g duties, as unlike New Zealand , babysi ttin g services are 

rare, ex pensive and co nside red unsettlin g for the chi ld (I mamura 1987:35). Much of the 

oppos ition to babysitting services operating in city fac iliti es is based on the be li ef that child 

care is the mother 's responsibility, and mothers who seek childcare to attend c lasses or 

group acti viti es are so metimes labell ed as selfis h or weak (I mamura 1987:70). 

In the face of such strong social pressure, some women with youn g children stop 

work altogether or reject joining the labour fo rce . " In Japanese discourses on childcare littl e 

is said in terms of ·social rights', such as a wo man's right to work or a chi ld's right to 

social care. Childcare in Japan has long been di sc ussed simpl y in te rms of what is best fo r 

small children and who are the people most appropri ate to prov ide it" (Takahashi 

2003: I 02). 

Those workin g women who do manage to find suitable day-care fac ilities for the ir 

young child still face soc ial ex pectati ons th at they pe rfo rm vari ous tas ks set by the hoikuen 

th at mark them as ' mother'. While the demands are not as great as those made on yi5chien 

mothers, the hoikuen mothers must nonethe less prove th at they understand the ideo logy of 

the preschoo l. One such ex pectati on comes in the fo rm of to ilet tra ining. Yochien children, 

w ho do not start preschoo l until they are at leas t th ree years o ld, are generall y expected to 
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have been toilet trained at home by their mothers before they begin attending.3 

At the hoikuen, toilet training is undertaken by the staff but mothers are expected to 

contribute to thi s process. At Hi node, a notice was sent home in my one year old so n's bag 

which announced toilet training was to begin the following week, and would mothers 

please supply the following items: 20 pairs of appropriate size underwear (no padded 

training pants allowed), 15-20 pairs of trou sers, I O pairs of sock , two changes of sheets, 

and a rubber-backed futon cover. Apparently all five children in the class were to 

commence toilet training at the same time, which seemed incomprehensible to me as their 

ages ranged from 21 months to two years o ld . The teacher explained to me that the method 

was simple: children were left for a short time in wet or soiled underwear to make them 

physically uncomfortable, and therefore aware of the need to use the toilet. The fact that 

their peers were also undergoing the same training would encourage the children to master 

toileting qui cker. In fact, it took about three months for all the class to become fully toilet 

trained, to my mind still a remarkable ach ievement at such a young age.-1 

For the mothers at Hi node, their child 's mas tery of to ilet traini ng meant another 

reason to ce lebrate as it finally signalled the end of an arduous task: the suppl y of freshl y 

laundered clothes each morni ng. During the to ilet training process, mothers would arrive to 

pick up their child after work, and also to retrieve an enormous bag of so iled underwear and 

clothes to be washed and dried ready for the next day's training. M any of the mothers I 

spoke to would tackle thi s task late at ni ght , o nce she had prepared the dinner, he lped with 

homework, bathed the children and put them to bed. In winter, one could dry the clothes 

overnight by hanging them above the co nstantly running kerosene heating source, but in 

summer it was difficult to get the c lothes dried and few people seemed to own c lothes

driers. Although thi s was a daunting task, especiall y for the full-time working woman , and 

mothers often jokingly complained amo ngst themsel ves about the logistics of all that 

3 In reality, there are always a coupl e of children in the yochien ' s junior c lass who have not mastered toileting. 
This is a cause of some annoyance to teachers. who do not see toil et training o r changing nappies as the 
kindergarten 's res ponsibility. In fac t, one principal confided in me th at she fe lt the growing number of 
children attending in nappies indicated both a lack of ability and laziness on the part of modern mothers. 
4 While New Zealand mothers genera ll y beg in to il et tra ining from two to two and a half years o ld, Japanese 
mothers begin much earli er. Early wri tings on Japan concluded that to ilet tra ining was started early, and 
severe ly, wh ich some scholars be li eved contributed to various negati ve tra its such as hypochondri a and 
excess ive c leanliness, see Benedict ( 1946) , LaBarre ( 1945) , and Gorer ( 1943). Other writings contradi ct the 
severit y of toil et training, but agree that it begin s earl y. see Sikkema ( 1947) and Pease ( 196 1 ). 
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scrubbing and hanging out of clothing, no mother ever refu sed to carry out the task 

ass igned to her. It was impli citly assumed by the teachers, and dul y accepted by the 

mothers, that everyone would compl y with the hoikuen's request. 

Despite the many ex pli cit and impli c it demands made of mothers, the Hokkaido 

teachers interviewed were qui ck to po int out that their greatest ex pectati on of mothe rs was 

fo r them to love and show affec ti on fo r the ir children (kodomo e no aijo) . Many of the 

teachers also urged open communi cati on between mother and child , and th at parents not 

co mpare their child 's skill s or abilities with others in their class. In contras t to ten or twenty 

years ago, a ll of the teachers interviewed fe lt th at the ro le and parti cipati on of parents had 

changed, often to the detriment of their children's development. Teachers commented that 

modern parents were neg lectin g the simple pleasures of childhood, such as makin g time to 

pl ay games and read to the ir children. In rea lity, many of the hoikuen mothers I spoke to 

said that they were just too ex hausted after full-time work at the office o r o n the farm to 

co ntempl ate pl aying with the children when there was so much more work waiting to be 

do ne at home. 

The yochien mothe rs, on the hand, gene rall y have more leisure time avail ab le to 

them, and fo r some, thi s was refl ected in the ex tra effort they put in, beyond the dai ly 

preschool routines, to show teachers that they were 'good mothers'. At Oka, an exampl e of 

thi behav iour occurred during the fir t week of each term, when ch ildre n brought in 

objects they had made over the holi day break. Many of the exquis ite ly fo rmed scul ptures, 

do ll s, vehi c les, instruments and toys on display had quite obviously been produced by 

mothers, with las t minute flouri shes and the ir names added by the children ! At Tenshi , I 

was caught out by ignorance of the 'good mother' ideo logy, fo ll owin g a noti ce sent home 

which asked that each chil d bring a box of any shape or size to kindergarten the next day . 

The box was to fo rm the bas is of an origi nal handmade co ll ect ion box whi ch mother and 

child would make together at the sankanbi (open day). Based on prior ex periences at the 

hoikuen, l had assumed that an open day would mean we woul d be instructed in des ign by 

the teacher, but in fac t, a ll the other mothers arri ved at the kindergarten c lu tching 

impress ive creati ons whi ch onl y required their child to draw on eyes or adhere some 

sti ckers fo r the co llection box to be co mplete. While I had d iligently fo llowed the 

instructi ons on the notice, it was c lear th at with our naked tissue box, my so n and I had 
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made some kind of blunder. Needless to say, the following year, I was up all night 

constructing a cardboard dinosaur so my son wouldn ' t have to face the disappointed faces 

of his peers and teachers again! 

While reading and writing is officially taught once children enter elementary school, 

Hendry ( 1993:230) notes that despite mothers initially claiming their children had acquired 

academic skills "naturally", many upwardly mobile parents regularly play academic games 

and offer access to educational television programmes which could explain why the 

majority of children are able to read hiragana by the time they leave kindergarten . 

Certainly the mothers of the higher socio-economic preschools I visited (Oka, Chibikko and 

Tenshi ) seemed to play educational games with their children , or else paid for extra lessons, 

despite denying that they were doing anything special to advance their children's academic 

opportunities. Conversely, the mothers at lower socio-economic Hinode and Mori felt the 

education system to be relatively egalitarian and seemed confident that their children would 

pi ck up the skill s they needed once they started schoo l. 

While not yet so prevalent in rural Hokkaido, the intense competition between 

mothers that has escalated in the post-war period has resulted in a new sub-group, that of 

the kyoiku mama (educati on mother). Such mothers take their job of child-rearing very 

seri ous ly, supporting every step of their child 's education, starting from choosing the most 

advantageous kindergarten , and continuing until the child has gai ned entry into a 

prestigious uni vers ity. Many of these mothers are modest about their impact on their 

chil d ' s future, however, "to Japanese women, motherhood is a profession , demanding and 

prestigious, with education of the child the number-one responsibility. Cutthroat 

competition in postwar Japan has made her job harder than ever. And while man y cri ti cs 

tend to play down the idea of the perpetually pushy mother, there are those who say that a 

good proportion of the credit fo r Japan's economic miracle can be laid at her feet" (S imo ns 

1991 :59). 

The emergence of the kyoiku mama, combined with the dropping birth rate , has 

resulted in a change in the balance of power between mothers and teachers . Where once the 

teachers issued directives to grateful parents, modern mothers are more informed and have 

greater expectations for their children. An experienced teacher at Oka lamented the fact that 
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where once parents would sleep overnight outside the kinde rgarten in order to gain a place 

for their child, mothers these days come armed with a checkli st to compare institutions. 

At a ll the Hokkaido preschool s in thi s study, parents are encouraged to drop their 

children at the foyer, and are only permitted to view classes in progress durin g special 

school events or open days. In thi s way, the teachers mainta in control over the ocia li sati on 

process within their sphere but their power over mothers appears to be changing. Despite 

teachers and mothers' claims that close and open communication is desirable, in reality, the 

vast majority of problems are rarely di scussed (Fujita 1989, Alli son 1996). Peak attributes 

this to two reasons, firstly, th at teachers and mothers take a long term view of children's 

behaviour, believing it would eventua lly change, and secondly, that the frank 

communication about children is sacrificed ' ·to an unwritten but more fund amenta l goal of 

preserving social harmo ny between mother and teacher" (Peak 1989: IOI ). Thi certainly 

seemed to be the case in my so n's experience at Hinode, where I was shocked to witness 

constant physical bullying of him at an open day. Although the bull ying had been carried 

out by one particular chi Id over the space of many months, the teacher told me that she 

had n' t bothered to menti on it as the perpetrator came from a broken home and she was 

hopi ng he would eventua ll y tire of the behaviour. After a year, the bullying still continued 

and my husband and I eventuall y moved my son to Tenshi, although we had to justify our 

actions not onl y to the teachers but to local Board of Education officials. 

According to Mini stry of Education stati stics , the majority (99.6%) of teachers 

serving in Japanese preschool s in 1986 were fema le. They were also young and single, but 

generall y stopped work once they married or had their first child (Peak 1989). Twenty 

years later, these figures are reflected in the Hokk aido institutions visited, with the vast 

majority of teachers under twenty eight years o ld , and o nl y Chibikko employing men in a 

teaching ro le. Holloway (2000:86) fo und that teache rs were very reluctant to offer an 

opinion on even trivial matte rs, perhaps reflecting the fact that although well -trained and 

generous ly remunerated, most teachers are young women with little confidence. I fo und the 

same thing at Oka, where even simple questions went unanswered and at Mori where the 

two young teachers seemed quite puzzled by most of my queries . Conversely, the 

experienced female princ ipa ls of Tenshi and Chibikko were able to chart and analyse 
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developments in society and pedagogy, while the principals at Hinode and Mori 

represented more traditional views of preschool education. 

Holloway (2000: 12) found that almost every preschool director she spoke with held 

a pessimi stic view of children 's experience in modern Japanese soc iety . ·They expressed 

great concern about the absence of the father from daily family life, the reluctance of 

mothers to provide adequate di scipline and training in acceptable behaviour, and the loss of 

grandparents as a loving and supportive presence . They regretted th at urban Japanese 

children rarely encounter nature, are not all owed to play freely with friends, and are too 

sedentary." The Hokkaido principals certainly echoed these views, and were especially 

critical of young parents who placed their own desires over the best interests of their 

children. These comments were despite the fact that, unlike the average Tokyo dweller, the 

children of rural Hokkaido live in the midst of spectacular natural scenery with ample 

opportunities for outdoor act ivity, and that traditional , three-generational households are 

not uncommon.5 

In thi s li ght, it seems that the experience and/or adequacy of modern parents is a 

major factor in both encouraging appropriate development outside of the classroom and 

supporting teachers to ac hieve sociali sation goals within the preschool arena. Significantly, 

whil e their pedagogical and ideological views vari ed, a ll of the teachers agreed that shadan 

seikatsu training is a vital part of ' beco ming Japanese' and that the experien ce of 

parti cipating in the presc hoo l c lass gives modern children the best chance of reali sing thi s 

aim . 

U ntil recently, the ultimate sln7dan experience was said to be typified by c lasses of 

up to forty children and one teacher, as expressed by Tobin ( 1987:549) who writes that 

"Japanese be lieve that their preschoo ls, with their large c lass sizes and high student/teacher 

ratios , offer the spoiled and overly indi viduali stic mama's boys and gir ls of today 's 

increasingly middle-c lass, urban , nuclear-fami ly-oriented Japan , the chance to experience 

5 At the three Tsutsuji instituti ons, principals identifi ed approximately 20% o f students as li ving in househo lds 
where grandparent s were present. Traditionall y, grandparents pl ayed an important , direct ro le in child-rearin g 
in the ex tended family househo ld , he lping to ease the demands of child-care and acting as a co unterpoint to 
overl y stri ct behaviour by parents (C ummings 1980:92) . T oday, young fami lies o ften li ve in apartment 
complexes. isolated from thi s va luable source of upport and consultati on, leading some to specul ate that 
without the o lder generati on to guide them, modem parents have abandoned the ir traditional disciplinary role 
in favour of indulging their children ' s unacceptable behav iour (Fukutake 1974:43). 
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the pleasures and responsibiliti es of li fe in a group and thus to become, in Japanese terms, 

full y human". While the Hokkaido fi e ld work shows that shadan seikatsu remains an 

important goal fo r educators, how do parents feel about thi s aim and the prospect of their 

child being o ne of fo rty students? Is it necessary or even desirable to have such a large c lass 

group? It is to the issue of the evo lving preschool class s ize th at we must turn fo r the 

answers to these ques ti ons. 

Figure 9: A class of only four students practices for the upcoming preschool concert (happyokai) . 
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Chapter 6 Demographic Changes and Ideological Shifts 

Class size as a means of supporting group values 

" ! suspect that most of you [ mothers] think that small class sizes, such as j ive or ten 

children per teacher, are betterfor your children. I do not think so. Among 20 or 30 peers 

in a class, the children are more motivated to learn by competing with each other. 

Therefore, class sizes of five or ten students are not good at all. Of course, parental 

overprotectiveness (kahogo) is not good. Children aged fo ur to five need a group " 

( Preschool director interviewed in Holloway 2000: 164). 

The first time I ever encountered the noti on th at large class sizes and hi gh 

student/teacher rati os mi ght be des irable was the first morning of kinde rgarten for the three 

year o ld students of Tuli p class at Oka. The wall s of the large, airy c lassroom were covered 

in cute, anth ropomorphi zed animals do ing dail y chores, a ·train· whose passengers he ld up 

the names and dates of each student 's birthday and a giant cherry blossom tree to symboli ze 

the arri val of spring, despite the me lting snow and bitter winds outs ide. The children's 

chairs had been arranged in a semi-circ le at the fro nt of the c lass, and the te n students were 

perched nervously on them as the ro ll was called by Rumi sensei. 

As I watched, the assis tant teacher re marked to me ·'Sabish ii ne" (oh, they look so 

lonely) . I was rather confused by thi s comment, as whil e the children certainl y looked 

un certain about the ex periences ahead of them, as befi ts newcomers, the atmosphere in the 

c lassroo m seemed so wonderfull y peaceful , especiall y in co mpari son to the other c lasses 

where the din of 30 to 40 children coul d c learl y be heard even in th is roo m. I was a lso 

thin king how nice it would be fo r the chil dren to have so much more of the teacher's 

attenti on avail ab le to them, plus how much easier it was going to be fro m a teachin g point 

of view with fewer students. In the staffroo m later th at day, I heard the principal despairing 

about the di sappo inting number of new enrolments, whi ch I could understand from a pure ly 

economi c viewpoint, but what did the teacher' s comment mean? 

Eventuall y I asked Rumi sensei if she was lookin g fo rward to teachi ng such a smal l 

class, after the thirty-eight students she was responsible fo r the prev ious year. Her answer 
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surprised me: "Of course, it is easier for the teachers but it is not good for the children at 

all. Ten students is not enough for them to learn about group life, and there are too few 

different personalities for them to find 'a match', either a friend to play with or an enemy to 

spar with, plus it is really difficult to engage in the usual kind of class games with so few 

children. They are really going to be disadvantaged at first , but we will have to try and find 

a way to help them" . I couldn ' t help but thinking how different her views were to my own 

culturally-constructed opinion that the fewer students, the better. But, I wondered , had the 

Japanese education system always been based on the belief that large classes were 

important for attaining the sln""idan environment? And what were the implications for 

kindergartens like Oka where rolls were falling in line with the dropping birth rate? 

In fact , the practice of forming large classes is based on a system initially bon-owed 

from the West, and dates back only around one hundred and thirty years to the Meiji 

Restoration ( 1868) . Prior to the Meiji era, Japanese education was limited to the elite and 

conducted in small groups which emphasised practical training and intensive tutorial s 

(Rubinger 1982). Anxious to embrace modernity, the Meiji Government sent offi c ia ls to 

America and Europe in order to study, amon g other things, the educati on system whi ch was 

revi sed again under American direction during the Occupation period followin g World War 

II (Shoji 1983 ). Therefore, ' 'the large cl ass size, which seems to epitomize ' group-oriented ' 

Japan, is a product of the Western restructuring of education subsequent to World War II" 

(Ho ll oway 2000:2) and whose maximum numbers have, in fact , gradu ally decreased .1 

While researchers such as White ( 1987:67 ) accept high student/teacher rati os as a 

·natural' part of Japanese educational culture, others di smiss the idea that large c lass sizes 

fun ction to provide children with the shLtdan seikatsu group experience (Smith 1995 :52). 

Perh aps the truth lies closer to what Japanese teachers and parents percei ve to be important 

for their children . As one report comments: 'The contemporary Japanese education system 

is traditionally Japanese less in the sense of being a legacy of the di stant pas t than in the 

sense of promoting what the Japanese believe to be important traditiona l values. Large class 

1 Although c lasses of fo rty students seem incredibl y hi gh, class sizes in e lementary schoo ls have s lo wl y been 
dec reasing. At the time of World War II , class sizes o f 60 children were normal. by 1958 it was 50 children 
before the max imum number of children was reduced to 45 in 1963 , and then to its current fi gure of 40 
students per class in 1980 (Nemoto 1999: 50). With a rati o of one teacher. Japanese day-care centers are 
currentl y permitted to have up 30 children per class , and kindergartens 40 children (Lewis 1995 :9). 
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size and large ratios have become increasingly important strategies for promoting 

traditional Japanese values and for combating what many Japanese believe to be the 

dangers of Western-style individualism" (Tobin , Wu & Davidson 1991: 116). 

Or as Smith ( 1995:52) argues, "Japanese teachers themselves think that is good for 

children to learn to relate to large numbers of age-mates although ( I ) there has never been 

any research conducted to test thi s hypothesis in Japan and (2) both social psycho logical 

research on group size as well as common sense would suggest that there must be limits to 

the benefits of increasing group size". While research on thi s may be scant , the Hokkaido 

preschool teachers interviewed, like Rumi sensei, appeared to have given this issue some 

thought. Most described the large class as giving children the chance to experience "all 

facets of life as a member of soc iety", where you could "make lots of friends" and " really 

feel what its like to enjoy the pleasure of life in a group". 

The opportunity to make many friends was the reason most often cited by local 

mothers who chose preschools with large numbers of students. Sachiko, a friend of mine in 

Tsutsuji , used this logic to explain why she had chosen to send her daughter to a populous 

day-care on the other side of town, when there was an uncrowded day-care at the end of her 

street. Both centres were subsidised by the local authorities, occupied the same amount of 

physical space and utili sed similar equipment, but at the latter there were far fewer children. 

While I reasoned that a chi ld with many c lassmates would not necessarily befriend them 

a ll , Sachiko remained adamant that littl e Tomoko would have the best chance of finding 

life-long friends in a large group of chi ldren with varied personalities and characteri ties. 

H er comments seem to echo those of Rumi sensei, that the group setting not on ly exposes 

chi ldren to others with different values but provides every child greater opportunities to 

find their friendship "match". 

Interestingly, nobody expli cit ly mentioned hi gh student/teacher ratios as a means of 

forcing children to reso lve confl ict within their peer group, despite the reality that it is 

difficult for teachers to notice or break up fights in a large classroom. This seemed to be 

implicitly accepted by teachers at the larger preschools, however, as it was mentioned that 

"children should learn how to deal with all kinds of situati ons, good or bad, just like in the 

outside world" . one went so far as a principal interviewed by Tobin et al who commented: 

" It is no doubt true that if we had smaller c lasses, as in the United States, our teachers 
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would be able to break up many of those kinds of fights more eas il y. But would that be a 

good thing? Perhaps one reaso n we have big classes is preci sely to assure that there will be 

fights of thi s kind. " (Tobin , Wu & Davidson 1991:11 3). 

While not advocatin g violence in the classroom, experienced teachers at lower 

socio-economi c Hinode identified changing teaching styles, smaller classes and growi ng 

economic wealth as eliminating man y of the opportunities for children to experience peer 

conflict and cooperation . "Once upon a time, our curriculum was based on settei haiku (a 

set curriculum) where all children did the same activity at the same time . We had only one 

set of blocks for a ll the children so they had to work together if they wanted to pl ay. These 

days, every class has their own set of blocks and toys which has lead to children wanting to 

do only the things they enjoy (suki na kota). They need to learn to do things they dislike as 

well , little by little to try everything, like in the old days when there were no toys in the 

c lassroom and the children all had to undertake the same ac tivity together in the hall. 

Although we still try to fo ll ow that syste m, in reality the last ten years has seen ou r 

curri culum slowly change towards kankyo haiku (ho li stic education). With so much time 

all otted to free play, modern children just want to do the same things they like, day after 

day". 

U nlike most staff at the o ther preschools in thi study, the teachers at Hi node were 

o lder, very experi enced and all of them mothers2 which gave them a unique viewpoint. 

Their comments resemble those given by staff in urban Tokyo preschools , where Holloway 

(2000:68 ) found that : .. One element common to all schools is the notion that children 

should be exposed to many experiences rather than participating primarily in activ iti es that 

they already like". In reality, haikuen like Hinode are co ntro lled by the political and 

ideological structures of its fu ndin g agencies, the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare 

and the local Board of Education. Similarly, ideological confli ct between the Mini stry of 

Education and yi5chien (Holl oway 2000:8 1) and between schoo ls, parents and teachers is 

commonplace (Woro noff 1996: 11 6- 123). 

2 Hi node fa ll s under the jurisdicti on of the local Board of Education wh ich decrees that teachers with young 
chi ldren are not permitted to teach at the same institution as thei r child . I wonder if this decision avoids the 
potential for an amae-based relati onship to disturb the slntdan environment , ye t private Chibikko and 
unreg istered Mori allowed mothers and children to be together. The teachers at Oka did not have chi ldren. so 
that policy was never discussed, but staff were strongly encouraged to leave after they got married . 
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At a Buddhist preschool, Holloway (2000: 164) identified large class sizes as a 

strategy to overcome children's individualism and weakness. Teachers there felt that 

children were more motivated to learn when they were competing with up to thirty 

c lassmates and that the ensuing competitiveness served as an antidote to matern al coddling. 

Teachers at the Hokkaido preschools agreed that the shi1dan environment promotes 

competition, but put it in a more positive way, such as thi s comment made by staff at 

Hinode: " It is important for children to learn to gaman (be patient), obey rules and for them 

to have the chance to watch other children doing things they can't yet do but will eventually 

try if there are other children around them - they will be able to build up their abilities in a 

group setting". 

Teachers at Mori also felt that thi s was important, plus they added that the 

experience of ' life in a group' would prepare children for a smooth trans ition to school , 

where classes generally consist of 30 to 40 students. The experience of a friend of mine 

eems to support the idea that fai lure to encounter sh11dan seikarsu before startin g schoo l 

could so metimes have disastrous consequences . T ako was one of five children who grew up 

in Tokyo. With so many children, her mother had little time to fuss over her, but her o lder 

isters provided her with substitutes for matern al amae. Unlike her brothers and s isters, 

Tako never attended any form of preschool, but felt th at she had encountered a form of 

shitdan seikatsu (and its reverse, enryo) through watching and rep li cati ng her o lder 

sib lings' behaviour. At six years o ld , she entered primary school fo r the first time , but the 

boisterous class of forty children was a terrible shock to her. For several months , she 

stru gg led on but found he had no idea how to ac t in this a lien, and seemingly hosti le, 

e nvironment, eventuall y refusing to attend schoo l. She co mments th at, .. I now reali se that 

the problem was that I had never really experienced shi1dan seikatsu before I started schoo l. 

I had no idea how to behave in that settin g and I guess I st ill acted like the spoilt youngest 

child , which isolated me from my peers. When I think about it now, I am angry at my 

mother for be ing so selfi sh as not to give me that chance" . It is hard to say whether the lack 

of ex posure to shitdan seikatsu was completely to blame, but significant th at T ako 

identified thi as the cause, and that she was still regretful years late r about her ' fai lure ' to 

ass imilate. 
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While Tako struggled in a class of forty students, Nemoto ( 1999:50) argues that 

children learn effectively in large classes because they have been so ' standardized ' by the 

homogeneous social and ethnic culture of the Japanese education system.3 He contends that 

Japanese children ' s learned ability to assimilate themselves quietly and effectively into the 

group is in marked contrast to Western countries where individuali stic, self-assured 

students and a de-centrali sed cuni cul a require small classes to avoid discipline problems. 

While it appears that shi7dan seikatsu is an integral part of Japanese early education, and 

while it may be true that Japanese children ' s experience of shadan seikatsu at preschool 

level can ease the transition to school, are large classes really required for this socialisation 

training to be effective? 

Recent studies have pointed out that preschools in affluent urban areas such as 

Tokyo , Osaka and Kyoto actual ly benefit from small class sizes and lower child to teacher 

ratios, while the more isolated and rurally preschool s are located , the higher the ratios 

become (Smith 1995 :53). Institutions in wealthy communities not onl y have the resources 

to keep class sizes low, teachers spend more time inte racting with children o n an indi vidual 

basis . In contrast, children at preschools in working class districts have fewer facilities 

avai lable to them and spend more time in group activities with their numerous classmates 

(Holloway 2000:25 ). Finally, less-educated workin g class parents in rural areas are more 

likely to accept the arguments of shi7dan seikatsu and correspondingly large classes, in 

contrast to well -educa ted urban parents who questi o n these values (Smith 1995:56).4 These 

studies suggest that views about class size are more a product of differin g soc io-economic 

level s than of cultural or pedagogical constructs. 

1 In 1986, Prime Mini ste r Nakasone outraged the Ainu of Hokkaido by stating th at Japan is compri sed of a 
single ethnic group (Hanami 1995: 135). going on to claim tha t rac ial and ethni c heterogeneity is to blame fo r 
American educati onal problems. in contrast to hi s country where such problems do not exi st due to Japan' s 
.. unique and homogeneous race'· (Smith 1995:20). Although not so explicitl y expressed. much o f the literature 
on the Japanese preschool assumes thi s premi se, overlooking the ex istence of ethni c di versity in the 
c lassroom. 
4 In contras t. Tobin ( I 989: 185) fo und that most parents were confused by ques ti ons as kin g w hether they 
considered student/teacher ratios when selecting a preschool fo r their chi Id . He concl uded that Japanese 
parents do no t equate educati onal qu ality with class size, rendering thi s line of questi oning irre levant. 
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But could thi s model be applied to institutions in rural Hokkaido?5 Within the five 

preschool s the reality of class size was varied and complex, makin g it difficult to 

effectively compare one group of students (for example, the four year olds class) across the 

institutions studied, so for the sake of clarity each preschool will be examined in turn. 

The facilities and equipment at Tenshi are mode rn and meticulously maintained by 

both teachers and students. As part of a national chain of Christian-based preschools, 

Tenshi is somewhat protected from economic fluctuations and low student numbers, but the 

principal confessed that she was worried about how the low birth rate would impact on the 

school. Even though there are only 49 students currently enrolled (down considerably from 

past years), the school has elected to close one classroom and maintain two classes of 

approximately 25 children rather than create three classes of 16 students despite havi ng 

adequate teaching staff available. Children aged three to six are deliberately mixed in the 

two classes, although they are sometimes separated for age-appropriate projects.6 

According to its glossy pamphlet, Tenshi li sts among its aims: "Providing experiences 

which guide children towards embodying love for humanity and God , and which teach 

them to rely on one another within the shudan seikarsu enviro nment" . 

The pamphlet also mentions the opportunity for indi viduals to build up their 

academic abilities through carefull y selected Montessori educational act ivities which 

children can choose from during morning study time. In the small logging town of Tsutsuji, 

Tenshi is locall y regarded as the most prestigious preschool , attracting children whose 

parents strive to be upwardly mobile. Significantly, it is also the only kindergarten still 

operating although there are a handful of day-care centres like Hi node and Mori . The 

schoo l as a whole is small , compared to Oka and Chibikko in Yuri , so teachers do have 

opportuniti es to interact with indi vidual chi ldren during free play and study time, but whi le 

acknow ledging there were some advantages to fewer c lass numbers the principal was 

committed to instructing and disciplining children through the sh[idan structure. Therefore, 

5 The limitations of applying of thi s model should be acknowledged. Firstly. unlike Smith and Holloway' s 
fi e ldwork s ites in urban Japan where long waiting lists for preschool s are the norm, institutions in Hokkaido 
are facing dropping enrolmen ts and rising costs . Secondly, it is difficult to apply a framework based around 
fluid concepts such as ' wealth ' and 'class', and deve loped in urban Japan. to rural Hokkaido where residents· 
li festy les are simultaneously exoticised and patronised by their Honshu neighbours. 
6 The structure of classes at Tenshi is remini scent of the sempai-kohai system used in Japanese business 
organi sati ons where senior members of the group act as mentors or role model s for junior members (Rohlen 
1974, Rohlen 1991 ). 
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despite being classed as an affluent preschool, Tenshi advocated a high number of group 

activities within relatively large classes of twenty-five, although there are limited 

opportunities for individual children to select and undertake academic tasks. 

Just two kilometers across town , working class Hinode hoikuen is regi stered to care 

for 80 children , but presently there are on ly 39 students enro lled . For Hinode, the luxury of 

organising classes along pedagogical ideals is faint ly ridiculous, even though the school is 

fin anciall y supported by the local authorities. Dropping enro lments mean that the o lder 

classes have been forced to amalgamate, unlike the conscious mixing of ages at Tenshi 

above. At the time of the fieldwork, one teacher was responsible fo r the 15 chi ldren in the 

combined class of four, five and six year olds. Whereas a range of ages works well in 

structured role-oriented Tenshi , at Hinode teachers see this as a limitation rather than the 

ideal. They note that student ' wide range of abilities makes it diffi cult to design activities 

th at will appeal to all the children, which has resulted in long peri ods of boi sterous free 

play becoming the norm . Teachers remain co mmitted to shudan seikatsu ideals regardless 

of c lass size, but indi cate that c lasses segregated by age would enable them to more easil y 

attain thi s goal. Unlike Tenshi, Hi node does not have suffici ent staff to supervise children 

in separate age-appropriate activities which further adds to the ir frustrations . 

While Mori once catered to over fi fty children , with onl y five students attending 

today it is clear that they also have littl e choice about optimal class sizes. Like Hinode, 

Mori caters to a lower soc io-econo mi c region, and acts as a day-care centre to support 

working-c la s famili es with limited ed ucati on. Staff at Mori advocate the peer di sciplinary 

ro le of sln7dan seikatsu, but all ow long hours of free play with few structured group 

activities and very limited resources. With two teachers supervising onl y five children, 

Mori's student/teacher rat io looks enviably low, but like Hinode, this instituti on identifies 

itself not as benefiting, but being di sadvantaged by reduced student numbers. 

In the city of Yuri , Oka places paramount importance on the sln7dan ex peri ence, 

with little of the concern about academi c instructi on seen at Tenshi and Chibikko. Oka is 

seen as one of the leading kindergartens in the area, a belief which is reflected in its hi gh 
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student numbers.7 The owner of Oka is a high-profile businessman who has been relentless 

in maintaining the quality reputation of the preschool , and who has come up with several 

innovati ve ways to attract new students. With cl asses as large as 40 children at times, Oka 

remains committed to the sh[idan seikatsu paradigm despite recently making concessions to 

upper-middle cl ass parents in the form of extra-curricular English lessons. Oka cl asses are 

split by age and in 2006 the four-year-old class numbered thirty-fi ve children to one 

teacher. As Oka is predominantly a private institution (although it receives a small portion 

of fundin g fro m region al authorities), o ne suspects that management support for hi gh 

student/teacher rati os is also fin ancia ll y moti vated. The youn g teache rs at Oka seem 

convinced though, (especiall y as they are subj ect to a great dea l of pressure by the owner) 

as it is at thi s preschoo l th at I first witnessed Rumi sensei's " lone ly" c lass of three-year

o lds. 

Last is Chibikko, whose students are cared fo r in a new purpose-built centre on the 

edge of the c ity. C hibikko is a famil y-run in stituti on whi ch operates as a busines , entire ly 

without support from local, regiona l o r prefectu ral funding agencies. Reflectin g thi s, fees at 

Chibikko are also considerabl y hi gher th an at publi c kindergartens o r day-cares . Economi c 

autono my a lso means that the directors of Chibikko are at liberty to imple ment their own 

curri culum structure, free from the po li c ies or constraints of the Mini stry o f Educati on, the 

Mini stry of Health and Social Wel fare or regional authoriti es. It is signifi cant, then, th at the 

pri ncipal he re not onl y preferred small er c lasses to larger ones, she had gone a step further 

by limiting the total num ber of students to seventy or eighty. 

Despite ackn owledging that it was necessary to maintain minimum numbers to 

remain fin ancia ll y viable, the princ ipa l saw Chibikko as providing a qua lity environment, 

one where respect and se lf-co nt ro l are expected of children, but where empathy and 

affec ti on is also obvious. As they moved th rough the day's ex tensive curri culum, the 

orderl y conduct of children at thi s preschoo l was immedi ate ly noti ceable, with little of the 

fi ghting or yelling witnessed at the other instituti ons. Catering to wealth y, profess ional 

famili es and with student numbers ranging from eight to 15 per age-segregated class, 

Chibikko ce rtainl y seemed to support the noti o n that affluence equates to lower 

7 At the time of my fie ld work (Sept/Oct 2006), and fo llowing an aggressive marketi ng campaign, Oka was 
once again the largest preschool in Yuri city after seeing a ri val inst itution att ract more students in the 
previous two years. 
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student/teacher ratios. But it could also be explained by the fact that the principal was 

highly educated, unconstrained by national curriculum, and an advocate of the successful 

small group training methods of pre-Meiji Japan . A s she pointed out, in those days, groups 

of 12 to 15 were considered ideal, not only as a means of education but also as a form of 

introducing students to shi"idan-style di scipline and codes of moral conduct. 

Thi s examination of the practi ce of class sizes in the Hokkaido preschoo ls reveals 

that reasons influencing thi s issue are varied and complex : shadan seikatsu ideals, 

economic pressures, state and regional agendas, ideological, cultural and reli gious beliefs. 

Socio-economi c factors may co ntribute to class size in some preschoo ls but this theory 

cannot be conclusively applied to a ll the institutions visited. Simil arly , it is c lear that while 

shudan seikatsu may be a factor in creatin g large (or small ) classes, it is not the only issue 

considered by the directo rs and principals who make such decisions. Smith ( 1995) and 

Holloway's (2000) claim that the quality of preschools in working c lass areas is lower can 

be upheld, alo ng with their asserti on that less educated parents more readily accept large 

classes as a tool of shi"idan seikatsu. However, the ir argument linking wealthy communit ies 

with small classes is more problematic. 

In contrast to urban Honshu , fewer students in rural Hokkaido indi cated econo mic 

hardship in al l the preschools except Chibikko. Working c lass Hinode and Mori have low 

student/teacher ratios, yet seemed to suffer the most from teacher inattenti on and stude nt 

boredom, in spite of long periods of unstructured play and many oppo rtuniti es for 

individual chi ldren and staff to interact. Tenshi is oriented towards middle class families in 

a small town, and appears to equate medium to large c lasses with slu1dan seikatsu ideology 

despite havi ng low total student numbers and classroom space whi ch could be used for 

more individualised instruction. Oka attracts middle class fami li es in one of Hokkaido's 

larger cities, and actively promotes the values of shadan seikatsu, both through high student 

numbers and extensive group acti viti es. Onl y Chibikko, also si tuated in the city and 

positioned as a private day-care for the upper-class, endorses small , select c lasses of hi ghl y

di sciplined children and is the so le institution which clearly appears to support Smith 's 

( 1995) argument that affl uent well-educated parents and staff favour low student/teacher 

ratios. 
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But do teachers actual ly support their preschool ' s practice of high or low 

student/teacher ratios (and the ideology informing this) decided for them by higher 

authorities? Out of the twenty teachers interviewed , half said they preferred smal ler classes, 

one third had no preference seeing benefits and disadvantages of both large and small 

classes, and only two favoured large classes. In contrast to the model that links large classes 

with sh[idan seikatsu (Tobin 1987), most teachers said a small class would enable them to 

best assist each individual child , guide and encourage students, and limit the number of 

physical altercations in the classroom. In a comment reminiscent of the amae-based 

mother-child relationship, one teacher even added that: ' ·A small class means that I am ab le 

to show each chi ld love and affection". Those teachers who had no preference explained 

that large classes meant that chi ldren could experience the joys of shudan seikatsu with 

their many friends , while smaller classes meant that children would receive greater teacher 

attention in a more controlled classroom environment. The teachers who favoured large 

classes were from Oka, where shudan seikatsu methods are most enthusiastically embraced 

and practiced. They reiterated the belief that large classes are an effective (and fun) way to 

introduce children to shiidan seikatsu ideals essential to Japanese life, and that large student 

numbers equate to many childhood friend s. 

Clearly, for the majority of the teachers interviewed large class sizes are not 

desirable, but there is some ambiguity in the way participants define ' large ' and 'small '. As 

mentioned in my discussion of methodology, I realised somewhat belatedly that the key 

question for teachers is the number of students per c lass they consider ideal , and why, 

rather than if they prefer big or small classes. Teachers interviewed about this issue by 

Tobin , Wu & Davidson ( 1989) also initially expressed a preference for small classes, but 

when pressed further admitted that while fewer students might be more manageab le for 

teachers, large classes were better for students . "In the eyes of Japanese preschoo l 

ad mini strators, then , very small classes and low student/teacher ratios produce a classroom 

atmosphere that emphasizes teacher-student over student-student interactions and fails to 

provide children with adequate opportunities to learn to function as members of a group" 

(Tobin , Wu & Davidson 1989:37) . 

With thi s in mind , teachers were asked what they considered to be the ideal 

preschool class size. From those teachers who had no preference or favoured small classes, 
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the optimum number of students was most often given as one teacher to a class of ten to 

fifteen students of the same age. The lowest class size expressed was by a teacher at Mori 

who thought fi ve students would be best. 8 Only the Oka teachers, who had originally 

advocated large classes, felt that thirty to forty students would be best.9 

As di scussed earlier, teachers and principals are unanimous in the importance of 

shitdan seikatsu, but can ' life in the group ' really be learned in classrooms where there are 

as few as three or four children? Their answers were surpri s ing. All of the educators 

inte rviewed said it was possible to implement the shi1dan seikatsu paradigm even if there 

were very few students. They point out that the salient issue is not the number of children 

needed to make a group, but the very fact that the environment and codes of the preschool 

differ markedl y from that of the home. In other words, the very contrast between uchi 

(inside world) and soto (outs ide world). 

The young teacher at Mori (whose child also was one of her five students) 

comments th at " I think the behaviour is very different at home to preschool. For example, 

at home my son often won't c lean up hi s toys but he does it happily at hoikuen. That's the 

rhythm of shadan seikatsu". A teacher at Hinode adds ·'While the kinds of games they can 

do may be limited when there are fewer children , the way children interact here at hoikuen 

is completel y different to the dynamics between brothers and sisters, so even if there are 

on ly fo ur children it is still possible to experience sln1dan seikatsu". 

While notin g that shadan seikatsu was possible in small groups, some teachers 

expressed that there could be limitations to so few students . At Tenshi , the principal noted 

that: .. Even if there are onl y a few students they can definitely experi ence shitdan seikatsu , 

but I think th at in a larger group, children's mutual re lati onships become stronger". A 

teacher at Hinode adds, " I don't think it 's so easy for them to experience sln""idan seikatsu 

daily [in a smaller group], but combined with interactio ns with other hoikuen and 

parti cipating in the loca l community I think it 's poss ible. Al so, even if the ir own c lass is 

8 Thi s just happens to be exactl y the number of children at her rural hoikue11. 
9 In contras t, informal conversations I had with parents revealed that they general ly supported larger c lasses 
than the teachers; 15 to 20 chi ldren per class. These parents could be termed working class or middle c lass, 
which according to Smith ( 1995:56) could exp lain their belief in large class sizes. This is an issue which 
cou ld be explored through further stud y. 
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small they can deepen their understanding of shiidan principles through mixing with other 

children of various ages in the other classes". 

In fact, while c lasses in rural Hokkaido preschool s are indeed shrinking they are 

more and more starting to resemble the pre-Meiji style of educating the elite in small group 

tutorials . Although limited to the upper level of society, lessons at that time shared the same 

goals of shudan seikatsu mentioned by teachers today : cooperation, empathy for others, 

learning to obey rules and show self-control even in the face of adversity. 

So, if class size is not a major factor, what could really be a threat to the 

enculturation of shudan ideals by Japanese children? A comment by the principal at Mori 

gives some clue: "In this country, it is important to consider others, so I think shiidan 

seikatsu is very important otherwise children ri sk becoming individualistic (kojinreki na ko 

ni natte shimau)". Is individuali sm really a problem in the preschool setting? Who seems to 

be promoting this move towards individualism? While acknowl edging the huge changes in 

Japanese soc iety in recent years, teachers lay the blame squarely at the feet of modern 

parents. It seems the issue is less about class size than changi ng parent-teacher power 

dynamics as a result of the low birth rate. 

Figure 10: A foreign instructor teaches English to a group of two year old children. 
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The role of koseika in the shudan seikatsu paradigm 

"While experiencing shudan seikatsu children learn the rules of society, they grow up 

embodying these codes of conduct. Also, in joining together with their peers they acquire 

the skills of cooperation, compromise, empathy and patience" 

Comment by the principal of Tens hi. 

"The word for 'individuality' (kosei) ... has become an ideal, and is sought in the pursuit of 

personal interests and achievements, perfectly acceptable as long as they don 't interfere 

with one's obligations to others" (Hendry 1987:53). 

Studies point to Japan as a collective society, where social maturity is evidenced by 

one's ability to sacrifice individual freedoms for the harmony of the group (Benedict 1946, 

Dore 1958, De Vos 1973, Reischauer 1988) .1 Certainly, exposure to shitdan seikatsu in 

preschool is seen as a first step towards children achieving this aim (Lewis 1989, Peak 

1991 ). However, recent research has indicated that while stereotypical views of 

collectivistic Japanese culture may still be valid for the older generation, Japanese youth are 

displaying increasing individuali sm (Matsumoto, Kudoh & Takeuchi 1996). 

This trend has also been noticed by the wider community, and several of the 

Hokkaido teachers expressed fears for the education system if children cannot learn to 

suppress their own desires in the classroom. As one commented, "I think it 's very 

important in today's world that children come into contact with shudan seikatsu. These 

days, it seems that Japanese people have mistaken the meaning of respecting individuality 

(kosei soncho) for freedom to do as they wish". Others embraced the principals of 

individuality (koseika) as long as it could be incorporated into the overall goal of group 

cohesion: "I think it's important both to experience shudan seikatsu, and to cultivate the 

personalities of each individual within that group. Within this setting, we learn that we are 

most powerful when we work together. It is very important that children realise what we 

1 This premise has been challenged by Mouer & Sugimoto ( 1986) who argue that the myth of Japanese 
collectivism serves the purposes of the power elite while suppressing the objections of the lower class. 
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can achieve when we work as one, and conversely that if one person takes liberties it can 

destroy the balance of the whole group". 

While teachers endeavour to foster the strengths of each student within the group 

ethic, not all children embrace the lessons of shudan seikatsu over perceived individual 

freedoms. The monthly hoikuen reports I received about my eldest son constantly refen-ed 

to the fact that he preferred to play alone and resisted calls to join in group activities. These 

comments were listed under the heading of 'points to work on' whereas I didn ' t recognise 

his behaviour as problematic at all. After two years in day-care, my son finally began to 

participate more fully in preschool life, leading to comments about his conduct being 

recorded under the 'goals achieved' section of the report. Just as my son had gradually been 

socialised into displaying appropriate Japanese behaviour, I had come to accept the 

'naturalness' of this. 

For a few children, this transition never occurs. The daughter of a friend attended a 

tiny hoikuen for the first four years of her life, before her mother moved her to a crowded 

yochien in order to prepare her for school. The child hated the new preschool, crying every 

day until she graduated and complaining that the teacher never took the time to listen to 

her. An adult now, she still reminds her mother how traumatic the experience was, and how 

constant sublimation of her individuality throughout her education prompted her to move 

permanently to the United States. Her mother Manami , however, has a different 

explanation: her daughter attended hoikuen from six months old, and therefore neglected to 

receive maternal amae during the crucial early years. Manami smiles sad ly as says "My 

daughter was always so independent, I didn't think she needn't as much amae as my son 

who I spoiled ten-ibly. I see now that I failed her. She doesn't know how to depend on 

anyone and we [the family] all think she is quite intimidating". Manami's story is 

significant for the way she pinpoints lack of amae as creating an overly individualistic child 

who struggled in the shudan seikatsu environment and who ultimately rejected Japanese 

values. 

Scholars point out that Western ideas of 'individualism' (kojinshugi) incorporate 

positive notions of independence and democracy, while the Japanese translation of this 

concept is viewed negatively through its meaning of 'selfishness' or 'in-esponsibility' 

(Hendry 1987:53, Moeran 1986:75). In contrast, 'individuality' (koseika) is seen as 
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compatible with the group oriented aims of shudan seikatsu through its notions of 

reciprocity. "Except for extraordinary cases ... individualism is not really an option. One 

can either be cooperative or be left out, either be happy or laughed at as 'strange' and 

'peculiar'. But this cooperative individual is not losing its individuality or individual 

identity by participating in group activities. It is merely demonstrating one of the 'faces' it 

learns to have for different situations" (Hendry I 987:54). 

Preschool teachers seek to encourage each child's individual character while 

simultaneously socialising children towards 'life in the group'. These two concepts are not 

seen as opposing, but complementary as Sato ( I 996: I 2 I) explains: "Individual 

development is both bound and enhanced by membership in mutual learning communities, 

and those communities, in turn, are strengthened by increased individual capacities; they 

complement one another towards reciprocal growth". 

However, teachers note that when 'individuality' (koseika) is replaced by Western

style 'individualism' (kojinshugi) problems are bound to occur. Failure to recognise crucial 

differences between these two concepts is not limited to small children but is beginning to 

be seen in the wider preschool community. Despite educators' belief in the relevance of 

shudan seikatsu to modern Japanese society, they accuse parents of neglecting to show the 

very restraint they expect of their children. A Yuri teacher trainer wrote that, "Instead of 

concentrating on their children's upbringing, more and more parents are self-centred, 

thinking only about enjoying themselves. Modern parents don't know how to properly 

carry out their roles as mother and father". Hoikuen teachers were dismissive of mothers 

who left their children in day-care right up until closing time, in order to go shopping or 

play pachinko.2 Yochien staff also expressed concerns that free after-school care might 

attract mothers who wished to spend leisure time in the malls instead of interacting with 

their child. Most of the mothers I knew were aware of these views, and although they 

sometimes manipulated the system to their advantage, they generally respected the rules of 

the preschool institution. 

In the early I 990s, national guidelines regarding curriculum at yochien and hoikuen 

were revised, which called for "respect for the independence and spontaneity of children 

and .. . the promotion of free thought and expression of children [in order] to avoid the evil 

2 Pachinko is the Japanese version of a slot machine. Pachinko parlours are ubiquitous throughout Japan. 
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of too much intellectual training from infancy, in a society which lays stress on school 

careers" (Ishigak.i 1992: 121 ). For those yochien under the auspices of the Ministry of 

Education, such as Oka, it means that within the school day there must be no explicit 

instruction of academic skills such reading, writing and mathematics. Indeed, Oka's 

curriculum reflects its emphasis on shudan seikatsu, as opposed to promoting individual 

children's abilities in school subjects. Over the past several years, Oka mothers have begun 

approaching the preschool administration for educationally-based classes which may help 

to give their children an edge in Japan's academically-oriented society. As the birth rate has 

fallen, the lobbying power of parents has risen, and in 2006, the director of Oka reluctantly 

agreed to trial after-school English classes.3 Much to the surprise of the administration, 

these classes have been a huge success, with demand far outweighing supply. While at this 

point in time the classes consist of small groups, parents have already approached the 

Canadian teacher about individual lessons for their children. 

Over at Chibikko, private lessons are nothing new. Unconstrained by national 

directives, the directors have made available a wide range of extra-curricular classes to their 

students, although parents must pay extra tuition fees for these, above the monthly day-care 

charges. In the case of English lessons, parents can choose to put their child in a small 

group situation or the most expensive option, one-on-one tutoring with a native speaker. 

Representing the wealthier sectors of the community, these initiatives at Chibikko and Oka 

appear to support studies which indicate that affluence is linked to individualism (Triandis 

1994). 

Along with Tenshi , these two preschools have also enthusiastically embraced 

"internationalisation" (kokusai koryu) , a term which is often bandied about in the press, and 

which was the inspiration for the JET teacher exchange programme through which I first 

came to Japan.4 At a recent Hokkaido preschool teachers ' conference, Oka was the subject 

of much discussion, as the only institution outside Sapporo to have a native English speaker 

permanently employed at the kindergarten. This fact is displayed prominently on Oka's 

advertising materials and during open days. As per Ministry of Education guidelines, the 

3 Oka is funded by a variety of sources: most of it comes of tuition fees , but it also receives assistance from 
local and regional authorities which mean·s it must abide by Ministry of Education guidelines, but retains 
limited freedom to implement its own initiatives. 
4 The JET programme is a Government initiative which has seen thousands of assistant teachers from various 
English-speaking countries employed in Japanese public schools. 
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teacher is supposedly there just to 'play' with the children, but she does in fact conduct 

simple English lessons for both mothers and children throughout the grades. At Chibikko, 

as well as exposure to English in both group and private lessons, children are tested on their 

ability to recognize flags from around the world and are read stories from various countries. 

When my son attended Tenshi, " internationalisation" was the theme of the end-of-year 

concert to be performed in front of a large audience of family and friends. This required 

children aged three to six to memorize songs and phrases in English, Korean, Chinese, 

French and Spanish. Yet ironically, these same students have little or no knowledge of 

indigenous Hokkaido culture. For the children attending Mori and Hinode it is the same, 

despite the distinctive onomatopoeic Ainu names of their towns . 

The Japanese government's efforts to "convince schools to individualize instruction, 

nurture creativity and personal expression, and promote an international perspective" has 

been criticised by educators as contributing to disregard for Japanese values in favour of 

Western ones (Holloway 2000:82). This criticism is not just limited to the classroom. 

Teachers talk of "a new generation of parents who are more vocal and child-focused but 

also more self-centred and uncooperative. These parents are described as more informed 

about child care, but as having little experience in the actual raising of a child. They have 

their own ideas, yet are somewhat like children themselves, emotionally immature" 

(Tsuneyoshi 2000:96). 

Preschool directors have linked Western ideals of equality for women to 

increasi ngly individuali stic and selfish mothers, which has lead them to reject traditional 

values and childrearing methods (Holloway 2000: I 71 ). Research shows that more highly 

educated a Japanese mother is, the more likely it is that she will reject Japanese 

characteristics in favour of Western individuali sm (Kashiwagi 1998). In the case of the five 

Hokkaido preschools, it certainly seems to be mothers from upper and middle class 

Chibikko, Oka and Tenshi who are most enthusiastic about promoting individual 

opportunities for their children. Teachers at Hinode and Mori reported that they had 

received no inquiries from parents about extra lessons or more individual attention for their 

child, which may reflect both the economic realities of working-class parents, and their 

lower levels of education. 
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In Hokkaido, the impact of koseika seems less to do with producing well-rounded 

children, but more about increasing stratification of preschool education along socio

economic lines. While educated parents may perceive a higher status attached to 

individualistic, Western values, working class parents continue to support shudan seikatsu 

teaching methods. This finding supports Smith 's (1995) argument that educated regions of 

Japan are less likely to support large classes, as opposed to rural areas where lower

educated residents accept high student/teacher ratios as a 'natural' consequence of shudan 

ideology. 

It appears that notions of individualism, as evidenced by calls for more personalised 

and academic based instruction coupled with increasing themes of internationalisation, are 

creeping into existing preschool pedagogies and practice, and/or being added as extra

curricular activities. What this increased pressure for greater individualism means for the 

position and status of teachers remains to be seen. The consequences in terms of teachers' 

abilities to respond, cope and maintain existing structures in the face of such pressures may 

pose deep and enduring challenges to the ethic of shudan seikatsu. 

Teachers in the five Hokkaido preschools point out that the greatest threat to shudan 

seikatsu is not necessarily represented by koseika , which is compatible with Japanese 

values (Moeran 1986:75), but by parents growing predilection for Western-style 

individualism (kojinshugi). The sweeping changes which have occurred in post-war 

Japanese society have been widely reported and will not be discussed again here. Instead, 

the following section focuses on how Japan's dropping birth rate has contributed towards 

parents gaining greater power to influence practice and ideology in the Hokkaido preschool 

classroom. 
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The impact of the low birth rate on preschool classrooms 

"Japanese parents need children, not alone for emotional satisfaction, but because they 

have failed in life if they have not carried on the family line. Every Japanese man must have 

a son ... to do daily homage to his memory after his death, ... to perpetuate the family line 

down the generations and to preserve the family honor and possessions. A woman too 

wants children ... because it is only as a mother that she gains status." 

(Benedict 1946:255). 

Facing classes with fewer and fewer children seems to be inevitable for the 

preschools in this study as the birth rate declines. With the exception of one optimistic 

teacher at Oka who predicted a rise of eighty children over the next few years, all the other 

teachers interviewed felt that student numbers would reduce by as much as half. At Hinode, 

several of the current students had already been transferred from other local public hoikuen 

which had closed due to low enrolments. With only two public hoikuen remaining open in 

the town, teachers were considering the possibility that these centres would have to be 

amalgamated in the near future. With just five students, Mori was in the most precarious 

position, yet the principal there remained pragmatic, commenting that "The number will 

probably decrease over the next few years, but to be honest, we haven ' t really thought 

about it. Every year there are just enough kids - if there were only one or two, I don ' t know 

whether we would keep the hoikuen going or not, but we will face that when we have to". 

Back in the early 1930s, Japanese women were prolific childbearers, with the 

birthrate much higher than the United States, and other European countries (Benedict 

1945:256). In 1950, the fertility rate peaked at 4.32 births per woman, but by 1989 Japanese 

media had coined the term ' 1.57 shock' to represent the radical drop in the birthrate. Today 

the figure is 1.38 births per woman, and Japan ranks among the world 's lowest for rates of 

fertility (Roberts 2002). 

Studies undertaken by the Japanese government have attributed the low birthrate to 

new lifestyle opportunities, the strict division of Jabour by gender, reluctance to 

compromise higher standards of living and anxiety about the future of Japan (Roberts 

2002). Despite state initiatives encouraging childbirth, Japanese women remain reluctant to 
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bear more children (Takahashi 2003, Peng 2002). Goodman (2002a: LO) points out that the 

ambivalence to state intervention in promoting birth rates can be traced back to policies in 

the 1930s when more men were needed to staff the army. 1 Conversely, as far back as the 

early 20th century, Japanese feminists such as Hiratsuka Raicho had used pro-natal 

government policies to argue that children did not belong to their mothers, but were the 

possessions of the state who had an interest in the number and quality of children produced, 

therefore the state had a responsibility to give mothers adequate funding for this purpose 

(Molony 1993: 128). 

In pre-war Japan, women were under pressure to embody ryosai kenbo ideology 

constructed by the state. "Ryosai kenbo defined women's contribution to the good of the 

nation to be their labor as "good wives" and "wise mothers" in the private world of the 

home. Ideally the "good wife" carefully managed the affairs of the household and advanced 

the well-being of its adult members, while the "wise mother" devoted herself to rearing her 

children to become loyal and obedient imperial subjects" (Uno I 993a:297). In the context 

of rising militarism in the 1930s the emphasis changed from educating children and 

managing the household, to emphasising women as the bearers rather than the socialisers of 

children (Uno I 993a:299). 

By World War II, reproduction was under state control, through the banning of birth 

control and government demands for women to produce numerous children for the benefit 

of Japan. This policy of 'motherhood protection' had both an economic basis, to safeguard 

the livelihoods of mothers so they could eventually return to work, and a body-centred one, 

whereby mothers' access to work during pregnancy was limited in order to assure a good 

supply of healthy children for the state's needs (Molony 1993: 143). 

After the war ended, Uno ( l 993a:304) attributes the ascendance of motherhood to 

three main reasons: wives ' work in serving their in-laws diminished following the 

introduction of postwar democratic ideologies, modern appliances permitted mothers to 

devote more time to childrearing, and the rise of employment for wages which decreased 

the numbers of housewives working in family enterprise. By the late 1940s women were 

encouraged to have children to meet rising Jabour needs in industry, in contrast to the 

1 See also Tamanoi ' s ( I 998: 160- I 65) ethnography of rural women in Nagano which discusses state praise for 
prolific childbearers during the wartime period. 
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state's prewar demands for colonists and military conscripts (Uno 1993a:306). The concept 

of ryi5sai kenbi5, however, continued to influence Japanese educational policy and practice 

throughout the twentieth century. "Within this framework women were perceived as 

having not a right to equal education but an obligation to fulfill a dual role of wife and 

mother. .. The underlying assumption of the concept of women's education was that the 

natural, and preferably sole, function of women was that of reproduction and nurturing" 

(Buckley 1993:360). 

In December 1994, the Japanese government released the Angel Plan (Enzeru 

Puran) which proposed helping working mothers by improving day-care, most significantly 

by increasing the flexibility of day-care arrangements (Roberts 2002). Unfortunately, this 

move does not appear to have changed the reality for working mothers. Takahashi 

(2003:83-84) attributes the failure of the Angel Plan to a changing labour market, where 

both men and women in paid work toil long hours, leaving little time for child-rearing. 

While post-war Japanese society has placed importance on economic ' production' , 

' reproduction ' has been undermined. Fathers have not been considered in the policy, which 

has added to the discourse surrounding the "declining birth rate issue" being seen as a 

"women's problem" or as a "crisis of motherhood". 

In 1999, conflicting messages by the Japanese government about pro-natal policies 

were typified during a Parliamentary meeting on ways to tackle the dropping birth rates, 

when Seiko Noda (the only woman Minister in the Cabinet) was asked by Hiromu Nonaka 

(Head of the Office of Gender Equality), "Why don't you set an example?" (Goodman 

2002a: I 0). Early this year (2007), it was evident that little had changed when Health 

Minister Hakuo Yanagisawa publicly commented: "Because the number of birth-giving 

machines and devices is fixed, all we can ask is for them to do their best per head" (Dyer 

2007:A 17). While he soon regretted calling women "birth-giving machines", government 

sentiment on this topic remains obvious. 

However, while the birthrate is dropping at an alarming rate, the number of 

abortions is rising, the majority of which (70%) are carried out on married women, with 

those aged between 35 and 39 who already have one or two children accounting for the 

highest number (Jolivet 1997: 127). While this figure points to the relative ease with which 
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abortions can be obtained,2 it also shows the reluctance of Japanese women to take on more 

childrearing responsibilities. Moreover, it may imply that modern women are rejecting 

government ideology of the professional housewife, which is implicit in public documents 

assuming that a mother (or another female relative) will be present at home to meet 

children 's needs (Hendry 1993:232). With so many demands made on their time, Japanese 

mothers find it very difficult to work away from the home, and instead must devote 

themselves fully to caring for the children society expects them to produce (Lebra 

1984: 158). 

A study of the value of children in six countries found that Japanese parents 

expressed a desire for larger families, but appeared constrained by socio-economic factors 

such as financial costs and housing problems. The emotional costs3 of having of a child 

were also revealed as having an impact on the number of children, with Japanese couples 

feeling more strongly than other nationalities that their lives would change immeasurably 

(Arnold, Bulatao & Buripakdi 1975). These findings contrasted with public opinion 

surveys conducted by the Mainichi newspaper every two years, which found that while 

three children was considered ideal between 1945 and 1971 , from 1973 onwards two 

children were preferred along with the reason that it was important to ensure a good 

education for children, over the previously cited economic grounds (Hara & Minagawa 

1996: 18).4 

Whether the dropping birth rate is a product of the emancipation of women, 

resistance to state interference, ri gid division of labour by gender or socio-economic and 

2 An abortion can be carri ed out up until week twenty- two of pregnancy, wi thout any real need of explanation 
by the pregnant woman, and costs between 70,000 and 100,000 yen. This is relatively affordable, especiall y 
when you consider the deli very of a baby, and the subsequent hospital stay can cost anything from 400,000 
yen to over I million yen. In fact , abortion is commonly seen as a form of contraception in Japan. (Joli vet 
1997:2 17). 
' The study described emotional costs as including the responsibility of parenthood, di scipline and moral 
behaviour, concern over children's future success, concern about satisfying children 's present wants, health 
problems of children, noise, di sorder, general rearing problems and emotional strain (Arnold , Bulatao & 
Buripakdi 1975:47). 
4 

Most Hokkaido families I spoke to expressed the belief that three children was ' the ideal' , although it is 
hard to say if this translates as purely personal desire, or is influenced by notions of creating the perfect 
family unit as recommended by childrearing texts. Tsutsuji and Yuri are predominantly timber and farming 
towns , where a supply of a labour for phys ical work could also be a fac tor in having larger fami li es . However, 
many parents commented that financially it was very difficult to support three offspring, espec iall y if there 
were hopes for the children to attend university in the future . 
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lifestyle changes, the reality is fewer children in the preschool classroom. Towns like 

Tsutsuji have been particularly affected, and while state initiatives like the Angel Plan have 

been in effect for over a decade now, local authorities have also come up with ideas such as 

financial incentives for would-be mothers. When my youngest son was born, I received a 

phone call from the Mayor's secretary who informed me that the Mayor would soon be 

visiting me with a special gift for the new baby. I thought I must have misunderstood, but 

sure enough, a few days later the Mayor and two officials arrived at my house to present me 

with a envelope containing ¥ 100,000 cash (NZ$ I, 400 at the time). This money was to 

thank me for contributing to the dismal local birth rate, and had been taken from the town 

tax fund. Ironically, the cost of giving birth in Japan remains relatively high , as it is not 

covered under the compulsory national health insurance system, and while the state refunds 

a certain proportion to women who bear healthy babies, this is not adequate to cover the 

costs associated with pre-natal examinations, delivery and ante-natal care. 

With fewer children around, preschools are also being forced to come up with 

innovative solutions to halt plunging enrolment numbers. As described earlier, the 

establishment of the yochien and hoikuen were historically responses to distinctly different 

social and economic forces, leading to definitions such as this by Smith ( 1995:69): "The 

hoikuen are primarily rural-based and serve working mothers who work out of need. 

Yochien cater to urban families and professional and technical works in prefectures with 

elite high schools noted for their ability to graduate large percentages of top-university

bound students ... [demonstrating] the role of yochien as bastions of privilege and status in 

Japan". 

While there may be academics who still agree with Smith's analogy, there are 

reasons to believe the differences between the groups have shrunk considerably, as the 

driving forces behind the Japanese preschool have become more complex and diverse. In 

order to meet the needs of their contrasting clientele, the preschool is evolving at a rapid 

pace in order to keep up with societal changes and parent's demands. 

In Tsutsuji and Yuri, the most obvious effect of the dropping birth rate is the fact 

that supply now exceeds demands. In contrast, on a national level, in 1982 Buckley found 

that only 4,739 day-care centres were available to mothers, falling far short of the 24,000 

centres deemed necessary to meet demand. In addition, a mere 41 % of kindergartens in 
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operation were public, forcing mothers to consider expensive private kindergartens with 

lengthy waiting lists. Most institutions would not accept children under twelve months old, 

reinforcing social expectations that mothers would stay at home with her child for the first 

year (Buckley 1993:356). While I was unable to obtain historical statistics specific to 

Tsutsuji and Yuri, veteran teachers often talked of 'the good old days' when parents would 

rush to pick up enrolment forms as soon as they were printed, lining up for hours outside 

the kindergarten in the hope their child would be accepted and the subsequently bustling 

classrooms full of youngsters. More recent figures from the Tsutsuji and Yuri town halls 

show that while Hinode is permitted to take 80 children, in the last five years the number of 

children enrolled has fluctuated between eighteen and thirty-eight. Mori once 

accommodated over fifty children, a huge change from the five children currently enrolled. 

At Tenshi the maximum number allowed is 100, but there is less than half that number of 

students today, while popular Oka falls short of the 180 maximum level by thirty children. 

In order to lure students to their institution, the preschools have been forced to 

introduce measures that were once non-negotiable. Despite society's continuing implicit 

disapproval of childcare for under-threes, public day-cares like Hi node are now accepting 

younger babies. While once children were not permitted to enter until the start of the school 

year (1 April) following their first birthday, mothers can begin sending their babies as soon 

as they turn one. Several teachers also mentioned that informal arrangements for younger 

babies had been made in order to keep the infants' class, and therefore the day-care, 

operating. This class represents the only upward surge in numbers, up from one child in 

previous years to six children in 2006. Mori has also adopted a pragmatic approach towards 

accepting younger children. The entry policies at Tenshi and Oka have also recently been 

relaxed to allow children to enter as soon as they turn three, although they are marked out 

as different with a special badge labelled man san sai (exactly three years old). 

In addition, the owner of Oka was the first in Yuri to employ a radical tactic to 

attract potential students. In 2004, he pioneered the creation of a mother-child classroom 

for under threes. In a society where there are few support systems or opportunities for 

mothers of toddlers to socialise, this class has been a resounding success. Aged up to three 

years old, the children who attend these weekly classes are too young to enter 'real ' 

kindergarten, but alongside their mothers they are introduced to the shudan seikatsu 
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environment, begin to master kindergarten routines and make friends and, above all, they 

are shown what great fun it is to be a member of the Oka family. Almost all the children 

who attended these "pre-kindergarten" classes went on to enrol full-time when they became 

eligible. While some part of the motivation behind the owner's scheme is no doubt 

financial, the classes have been carefully marketed to upwardly mobile parents as a way to 

give children a "headstart" in life. They include English lessons plus basic numeracy and 

literacy instruction even though the youngest children are only one year old. The classes 

also work to create a bond between mothers, another way of ensuring that children will be 

enrolled in Oka together with their "friends'. 

While the operating hours of kindergartens like Oka were traditionally only four 

hours a day, this is changing as the proportion of working mothers increase. To meet the 

demands of working parents, and to make their institutions more appealing as the numbers 

of children decline, kindergartens have been forced to consider child-care after the main 

educational session has ended. The Ministry of Education has begun providing funding for 

this extra service (called azukari haiku in Japanese) but users are generally required to pay 

an additional daily fee for this (Takahashi 2003:87-88). 

Teachers at both Oka and Tenshi directly linked the dropping birth rate and higher 

numbers of working mothers to the rise in users of azukari haiku. The two preschools 

introduced the service eight years ago, and while Oka previously charged by the hour for 

after-school care, from 2006 this was reduced to a nominal fee. Tenshi has abolished the 

fee altogether, in the hope that more working parents will consider sending their children to 

kindergarten instead of day-care. When my children attended Tenshi, several of my local 

friends were surprised to hear that azukari haiku was available there, still believing that the 

kindergarten closed at 2pm, and thus had dismissed it as unsuitable for working parents like 

themselves. Both Oka and Tenshi have introduced a kindergarten bus service, which 

collects children from their homes and returns them again after school. In the snowy winter 

months, and for parents of more than one child, this is especially useful. Correct conduct is 

expected of students who ride the bus, and the trip itself is also seen by teachers as a chance 

for children to bond with their peers. Through such measures, the kindergarten (yochien) is 

now competing head-to-head with the day-care (haikuen) for the patronage of busy, modern 

parents and their children. 
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In order to disseminate correct information, and to entice prospective students, Oka 

and Tenshi publish slick, glossy brochures several months before the new school year and, 

on top of mailing campaigns, parents are encouraged to pass on pamphlets and positive 

reports to friends and relatives. After expressing an interest in kindergarten to a mother of a 

Tenshi student, the next evening I opened my door to find the head teacher who had cycled 

around after school to personally deliver me a pamphlet and to answer any questions I 

might have . Although I did eventually enrol my two older sons there, at first, this direct 

approach somewhat put me off! 

For Hi node and Mori, there are none of these kinds of active recruitment methods at 

work. The brochure for each day-care is a simple folded photocopy which outlines the 

opening hours, events, basic aims, items the children must bring along and policies on 

issues like illness. There are no swimming or piano lessons offered here, nor are children 

expected to have special uniforms, smocks or equipment like at the kindergartens. 

However, fewer numbers of children have resulted in a change in classroom structure. 

Classes that were once strictly segregated by age have been amalgamated, much to the 

regret of teaching staff who observe that games and activities for the whole group are now 

limited by the children's varied abilities. Unlike the standardised monthly tuition fees 

parents must pay at the kindergarten,5 public day-cares like Hinode adjust their charges 

according to parents income levels which, in 2006, ranged from zero to ¥ 34,000. There are 

no extra administration fees to pay, and although mothers are expected to sew bags, sheets 

and duvet covers for their children, there are no uniforms, instruments or stationery sets that 

need to be purchased. Considering that the day-care is open from 8 am to 5.30 pm Monday 

to Friday, plus Saturday morning, and includes meals, this system represents good value 

and will continue to be an attractive option for working class parents who have jobs. 

5 Both Tenshi and Oka charge ¥ 16,000 per month for tuition fees , which must be paid even when the 

kindergarten is closed over the holidays . At the time of enrolment additional one-off charges for 

administration ( ¥ 40,000) and equipment ( ¥ 6,000) must also be paid. At Oka, parents must also purchase 

items such as winter and summer uniforms ( ¥ 10,600), a school-approved backpack ( ¥ 4,000), musical 

instruments ( ¥ 5,000) plus suitable indoor shoes. There is a ¥ 2,000 monthly charge to use the kindergarten 

bus at both preschools. 
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However, at the other end of the spectrum is the private day-care, like Chibikko, 

which represents the changing face of the Japanese preschool. Although technically still a 

day-care centre (hoikuen), Chibikko's structured, academic curriculum reveals it to be more 

comparable with Smith's (1995:69) "bastions of privilege and status", the yochien. Fees at 

Chibikko are not based on parent's salaries, but range from ¥ 30,000 for six year aids to 

¥ 60,000 for newborns reflecting the more demanding job of caring for babies as opposed 

to older children. Unlike the other preschools in this study, Chibikko is willing to care for 

even very young babies, in fact, this was one of the reasons I enrolled my middle son here 

when he was three months old. They are also flexible on the hours children attend, and may 

negotiate discounted rates to reflect this, another important issue for part-time workers like 

myself. While more expensive than other institutions, Chibikko has positioned itself 

squarely to meet the market demand and although their computer-generated brochure is 

available for perusal , they attribute their success to word of mouth in the workplaces of 

their student's parents. Teachers take pains to ensure the children are well-behaved, 

recognizing how vital it is that their good reputation is maintained, because as Holloway 

(2000:26) points out, "Private preschool directors ... are free to develop an educational 

philosophy that is entirely unique and unfettered by accountability to any central 

government agency, but they must maintain a higher enrollment to remain viable 

economically" (Holloway 2000:26). 

While Mori is more like Hi node in terms of resources and educational philosophy, 

in the manner of the Oka and Chibikko principals, village officials have been trying to meet 

the market with innovative ideas . In Mori, it is not just the preschool at risk due to 

depopulation but the whole community. Several years ago the village began a national 

internet advertising campaign encouraging disabled, bullied and academically struggling 

students to relocate to Mori along with their families . Appealing to the sentiment of a better 

life in "full of nature, slow pace" rural Hokkaido, the village promised help with housing, 

finding employment and emotional support. Due to this campaign, the small public school 

has managed to remain open as each year one or two students transfer from other parts of 

Japan to Mori. The number of newcomers combined with local children still means that the 

teachers far outnumber their pupils, but it is a harmonious and productive environment. 
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Unlike the school, the preschool at Mori does not receive any funding from local or 

national sources, but as long as the community exists it seems likely there will be parents 

requiring childcare. 

While the birth rate has impacted on the number of students present in preschool 

classrooms, it has not significantly affected shudan seikatsu as a method of socialisation. 

However, as described above, the reality of fewer students has affected classroom practice 

and structure. Hokkaido preschools have been forced into competing with each other either 

to remain open (public institutions) or economically viable (private institutions). 

Furthermore, modern Japanese parents have higher expectations, and more power to 

influence preschool policy. Yochien like Oka and Tenshi no longer close at 2pm, but offer 

childcare services. Private hoikuen like Chibikko do not limit themselves to teaching 

hygiene and table manners, but offer specialist academic instruction. Hinode and Mori , the 

two public hoikuen, remain true to their working class roots but are forced to amalgamate 

institutions and classes, while watching their numbers decline. It is a far cry from the 

clearly defined roles of yochien and hoikuen when they were first established during the 

Meiji regime. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

Since the establishment of preschools in the Meiji period, Japanese yochien and 

hoikuen have undergone tremendous change, particularly in the post-war years. Over the 

same period, the birth rate has gone from being one of the world's highest to a subject of 

widespread concern in recent times over its crippling decline. Whereas classes of forty 

children were once commonplace in Hokkaido preschools, some institutions are now facing 

as few as four or five students per grade. This change is most evident in rural areas, such as 

Tsutsuji, which is clearly reeling from the effects of economic downturn and depopulation. 

Although seen by some as traditionally Japanese, the large class is in fact a product 

of Western influence but came to be adopted as an effective way of introducing children to 

shudan seikatsu, or 'life in the group'. Unlike the indulged attention (amae) given to 

children in the family home, behaviour within the shudan environment requires self

di sc ipline and cooperation with one's peers. 

This study focused on the ways in which shi""idan seikatsu ideology had been 

accepted or rejected by five diverse Hokkaido preschools, and how this may have been 

affected by lower student numbers as a result of the dropping birth rate. Despite their 

diversity, teachers at all the preschools could see benefits in the shudan seikatsu paradigm, 

although the extent to which thi s was implemented in practice varied across the institutions . 

It became clear almost immediately that the modern preschool faces challenges which have 

resulted in increasing levels of complexity far beyond the stereotypes of 'group-oriented ' 

Japan . 

Contrary to my hypothesis prior to fieldwork, smaller classes have not affected the 

practice of those preschools which continue to see shudan seikatsu as their main aim. 

Although some activities are restricted with fewer children present, the main strength in 

shudan seikatsu is the very fact that children are no longer interacting in the familiar, 

relaxed uchi environment of the home, but must adjust their behaviour according to 

expectations in the soto world of the preschool. According to the teachers interviewed, and 

my observations of classrooms, such conventions and codes of conduct are relatively 

impervious to changes in student numbers. 
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However, with less competition for preschool places, Japanese parents have begun 

to assert themselves in the educational sphere. Mothers, in particular, are beginning to resist 

attempts to socialise them, much in the same way Japanese women have begun to reject the 

role of childbearer for state purposes. For those women who do choose motherhood, the 

educational mobilisation of Japan has resulted in some becoming increasingly concerned 

with their child's success (kyoiku mama), while others are taking advantage of longer 

preschool hours to attend to their own needs. 

Although there are fewer children being born in Hokkaido, the numbers attending 

preschool are rising, and the age at which children enter is becoming lower. This reflects 

both the growing numbers of working women, and a gradual grudging acceptance by 

society that children under three years old can be adequately cared for by someone other 

than their mother. This also may explain why hoikuen, which traditionally functioned to 

provide day-care for working parents, are growing much faster than supposedly 

academically-oriented yochien with its limited hours. 

In order to meet new demands by parents, and to stay economically viable, 

preschools have undergone something of a metamorphosis in the past two decades. Now 

offering after-school care, bus services and extra academic lessons, yochien like Oka and 

Tenshi may still extol the virtues of shiidan seikatsu but are also flirting with the notion of 

individualised programmes for those parents willing to pay for it. At Chibikko the moral 

lessons of shudan seikatsu remain as pertinent as ever, and despite traditional ideas of 

hoikuen as less prestigious, the emphasis here is clearly on assisting each child realise 

his/her own individual potential, a realistic goal for the children of the wealthy who can 

fund this dream. For the students of Hi node there is little opportunity for one-on-one 

exchanges with their overworked teachers. Their days are long and relatively unstructured, 

and while the children are still learning valuable lessons in social interaction through 

shfidan seikatsu, Hi node remains a rather static example of the social welfare roots of the 

hoikuen. Mori is somewhat of an anomaly. While teaching staff remain true to shudan 

seikatsu principles of teaching, it is easy to imagine that inside the classroom the two 

worlds of uchi and soto will soon collide if the numbers drop any further. Like Hi node, 

Mori represents a basic need for childcare by working class parents, and as long as the 
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communities of Tsutsuji and Mori exist, this need will continue to be met, albeit in its most 

elementary form. 

My initial research question considered the possibility that the relative isolation of 

Hokkaido, combined with its history of colonisation of the indigenous Ainu people, may 

have impacted on the pedagogy and ideology of its preschools. However, my fieldwork 

revealed that while Hokkaido society is far from homogeneous, minority groups including 

the Ainu have been completely eliminated from the preschool curriculum, resulting in 

subject matter that has been standardised across the country by state authorities even if it 

bears little relevance to Hokkaido children. Conversely, in line with Ministry of Education 

initiatives, yochien and upwardly mobile private hoikuen have embraced the ideals of 

internationalisation which sees them looking to overseas countries for inspiration while 

simultaneously neglecting to examine their own history. 

Upper and middle class parents are also driving the push towards a more outward

facing Hokkaido. After school English lessons are extremely popular, yet most children in 

this region have little chance of conversing with a native speaker beyond their teacher. 

Those who can afford it pay for their children to take extra classes, which will give them a 

competitive edge in Japan's increasingly academically stratified society, yet those same 

parents still appreciate the traditional moral lessons of the shiidan seikatsu teaching 

environment. If the birth rate continues to fall, it is clear that parents will continue to wield 

their new found consumer power in the educational sphere. 

For less-educated, working class parents the reality is less clear-cut. They are more 

likely to accept large classes as a function of shadan seikatsu, and may even actively seek 

out institutions which feature these to ensure their children have a wide group of friends. In 

the era of the low birth rate, crowded classrooms have come to replace the neighbourhood 

as an arena of socialisation for children with few or no siblings. On a practical level, these 

parents must utilize hoikuen for their long opening hours, although this may start to change 

as yochien extend after school care services. The most affordable hoikuen are also those run 

by local authorities, which are protected from market forces by national subsidies and 

therefore the most resistant to pressure by parents for change. At the same time, large 

classes with few teachers are economically efficient and local authorities have little 

incentive to reduce student/teacher ratios. It appears likely that the public hoikuen will 
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continue on much in the way it always has, regardless of dropping numbers or attempts by 

parents to subvert the dominant paradigm. 

The reality of the Hokkaido preschool is complex and diverse, yet still evolving to 

meet changes in society, the family, gender relations and the educational domain . While 

learning to act appropriately within the group is still valued, and even desired for preschool 

children, there is a growing awareness of the need to move beyond the stereotypes of 

shudan seikatsu. Children in modern Hokkaido are increasingly being viewed as 

individuals whose strengths and weaknesses are enhanced by subverting their own desires 

for the group when appropriate, but who are finding their own voice above the crowd. 

On my last evening in Hokkaido, my son and I were invited to a friend's place for a 

farewell party. The house was already full of mothers and children, but we were waiting on 

the fathers to arrive back from work. As we women worked together preparing the food, the 

group of children initially rushed about but soon began pulling out their Gameboys from 

cupboards and bags. Six year old Yayoi began to cry that she had forgotten hers, so a quick 

call was made via her cellphone instructing her father to drop by the house and pick it up on 

his way over. The children went back to playing at sumo wrestlers until Yayoi 's father 

arrived. "I think she's happier to see the Gameboy than her Dad", remarked Yayoi 's 

mother, laughing, "after all, she sees more of it than him! " The other mothers all smiled 

knowingly as Yayoi's father tossed the Gameboy over. Visualising his playmates 

disappearing, my son looked over forlornly, whereupon Yayoi' s father quickly produced 

another Gameboy from hi s bag. 'This is Yayoi's old one", he told him, "so you don't feel 

left out". Each child's Gameboy had been personalised by them, covered in purikura photo 

stickers or festooned with tiny beaded chains and baubles . The children moved en masse to 

the living area where they formed a circle, sat down and began playing their individual 

Gameboys. Periodically, they would swap the toys, but for the next hour the children 

remained simultaneously entranced in their own game yet continued to carry on animated 

conversations with the other members of the group. The sight of those tiny bowed heads, 

each focused on their own individual journey, yet securely surrounded by the comforting 

presence of their peers, seems to be a perfect metaphor for the children of Hokkaido today. 
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Appendix: Questions for Participants 

I . What do you see as the main aim of preschool? 

-H~C~ffl~ff~-~©~~§~~~AcS~*gff 

2. How many children attend this preschool ? What numbers do you predi ct over the 
next few years? 

~©~ffl~ff~-~IDA8~~<~~9ffo~*©8~IDA8~~<~< 

5 l,' c ,'!I, l,' * 9 -/J' o 

3. What kinds of famil ies use thi s preschool? Eg, Farmers, worki ng c lass, 
profess ionals? 

~A~--~~ff~©~ffl~ff~-~~~~*9ffo ~c~~--, I~, 

Is~~ A, 5t~o o 

4. What kind of fees do you charge? 

~. ~ ~ \, \ < 5 (:' 9 fJ' 0 

5. What are the ages of children here? Are classes divided by age, or are different 
ages mixed together? 

~~6~~ffl~~~~-ff6~-*~~9ffo ~5~~~-~~ffht~ 
*9ff o X~~ffl~~~-~~-MC~*9ffo 

6. Descri be a typical day at your preschool 

~©~ffl~ff~-~~9R©-B~m~~t<~~~ o 

7. How many staff work here? How many of these are female/male teachers? 

~~6~Jt~~~~~A~*9ffo~ff~~~A~9ffo 

8. What is the student to teacher ratio in your classes? 

~7~~5t~-Ac~ffl~~~A<5~~*9ff o 

9. Which do you prefer, large or small classes? Why? 

~7~IDA8ff~~ff~~~~~5ff~~cS~*9ffo ~~~t~~c 
,~, \, \ * 9 fJ' 0 

I 0. Do you think shudan seikatsu is important? 

~7~~~~~~ff*~~c-~*9ff o 
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11. Do you think it is possible for children to experience shudan seikatsu in a small 
group? 

1J,~ l,' q.. ~·J~-7·-rr{#itc. s ~~~~>!~f!~-r@ ,Qt.,~, t,, * -r fJ' o 

12. What are your expectations of mothers in the preschool sphere? 

~ffl~ff~-~CJ~t~~~A~5~~A©~t.~~J~~~ff~~t. 
,~,l,\*gfJ'o 

13. Do you think the role or participation of parents has changed over the past decade or 
two? 

tt¾CJ~tM©10,2o~~c~~~~~©tta~•~-r,Q~t.ffR 
p J t @ ~ t. ,~, l, \ * 9 iJ' 0 

14. Do you think the behaviour of children has changed? 

~©rffl~~t.tt~t, ~©rffl~s©fi~ffRt.>Jt@~t.ffl~*-rffo 

15. What kind of children's behaviour do you deem unacceptab le? 

rffl~s©fi~CJ~t, ~ff~~cgffo 

16. How do you discipline children? 

~~Jtrffl~5C~J~~-~t~*9ffo 

17. Do you think the drop in population has influenced preschool life? If yes, in what 
way? 

~~~~ff©tt~c~ffl~~~-~©~>!ffRt.>J~t.ffl~*gffo ~~ 
tc.Jtc.6 , c:·~Jt? 

18. Are there any Ainu at this preschool? Does the preschool see introducing Ainu 
culture and/or Hokkaido history to children as important, or not? How about other 
cultures (internationalization)? 

~ ID~ffl~ tJ' ~ • ~ ,: 7 -1 7-, J.-..tJ'" t,, * -r tJ' o rf#i tc. s ,: 7 -1 7-, ~:Jt5ffim© 
~~©~C.~~~~t~*9ffo~h~*•f$..~C.~C.ffl~*9ffo~~ 
@ ~ ~) lcP ,: J l, \ t t:' ~ ,~, l, \ * 9 fJ' 0 

19. What issues or aims are important when planning your curriculum? 

~ffl~ff~-~©-~~~~~~-QC.@~©~C.ff*~~C.ffl~*9ffo 

20. Does your preschool teach reading, writing or other academic subjects, or offer 
extra lessons? 
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~56~rm~5C9~~. •@~. ~ff~~§~-~~~*9ffo~(J) 

~~ti G * g /J' o 

21. In the case of yochien, do you offer after school care? When did thi s service begin, 
and why? Do you charge for thi s, and if so, how much? What percentage of 
children use this service? 

~5~(J)·*~~fflff~~G*9ffo ~~ff6~fflff~ff~*~*G~o 
c.' -5 G ~ ? ~ ffi fJ' ~ J ~ ~ ii fJ' fJ' ~ J * g fJ' o l.,' < 6 -z:· g fJ' o ~ 5 ~ (J) ~ ffi fJ' 

~ J r {~ ~ 5 ~ {i:iJ /, - iz ::,; r- < 6 l.,' c g fJ' o 

22. In the case of hoikuen, what do you see as the main purpose of group naptime? 
Do all kids take a nap? How do you get kids to sleep? 

1*. •~(J)•*~~·J1.,-7·(J)~~~(J) § 8'9~{i:iJcg fJ' o r{~tc. 5 (!)±)._~~ 

~-~G*gffo ~~~~rm~~~~~tt*gffo 

23. What is the procedure around meals at preschool ? 

~5~~{¥.-~(J)~#~~~ff&tC~~~~A~~~~G*9ffo 

24. What kinds of special events (sports days, festivals, concerts) do you have? Are 
these unique to Japan? Why do you feel these are important? 

t:'Afl_~_gij~fiS ( ili:JJ~. ~~~J. ~~~) ~tiJ:.-5 G*gfJ'o ~(J)fi 
S~B*(J)i=-~(J)~~cgffo ~5G~~h~*•~~~~~-~* 
9 fJ' 0 

25. What are your future goals for this preschool? 

½-~(J)~ffl~ff'f*..~(J)§e'g~{i:iJcgffo 
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Glossary of key terms used in the text 

While there are several ways of writing Japanese in its Romanized form, this glossary 
employs the Hepburn method. The often used double vowels oo and uu are written with 
a macron , and become o and ii respectively. The same rule applies to the double vowel 
aa which becomes a, whereas as the long ee vowel is written as ei. 

Reference: Martin , S. ( 1997). Martin's Concise Japanese dictionary: English-Japanese, 
Japanese-English, fully Romanized with complete kanji & kana. Tokyo: Charles E. 
Tuttle. 

Ainu 
aisatsu 
amae 
amaeru 
bento 
encho (sensei) 
enryo 
ganbaru 
genkan 
hiragana 
hoikuen 
Hokkaido 
Honshu 
kanji 
katakana 
kojinshugi 
koseika 
kyoiku 
kyoiku mama 
nakami ni irete 
obiisan 
okiisan 
renraku cho 
ryosai kenbo 
sensei 
shitsuke 
shudan seikatsu 
soto 
sunao 
taiso 
toban 
uchi 
undokai 
wakaraseru 
yochien 

The indigenous people of Hokkaido 
daily greetings 
dependency 
to depend on someone (v.) 
packed (box) lunch 
preschool principal or director 
reserve, restraint 
to do one's best, to persevere 
entrance foyer where one takes off ones shoes 
Japanese syllabary 
day care centre 
Japan 's northernmost major island 
Japan 's main island where the capital, Tokyo, is situated 
Chinese characters adapted into Japanese language 
phonetic alphabet used for foreign loan words 
Western-style individuali sm 
individuality 
education 
education mother 
literally "can I join your group?" 
grandmother 
mother 
parent/teacher contact notebook 
good wife/wise mother construct 
teacher 
training, discipline 
literally "life in the group", a socialisation technique 
outside group or world 
cooperative, compliant 
physical exercises, calisthenics 
duty monitor 
inside group or world 
sports day, athletics meeting 
getting a child to understand 
kindergarten 
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